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Progressive skeletal and connective tissue disease is a major clinical burden in 

Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I). Although enzyme replacement therapies are available 

and improve some aspects of the disease, bone and joint disease is recalcitrant.  The underlying 

pathogenic mechanisms of MPS I skeletal and connective tissue disease, and the basis of the 

recalcitrance to therapy, remain unknown.  The classical view of MPS I describes somatic 

disease as the direct result of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) accumulation; however, it is now clear 

that many lysosomal storage disorders involve more complex pathogenic mechanisms than 

simple GAG storage.  In order to understand the pathogenic mechanisms underlying skeletal and 

connective tissue disease in MPS I, I have used proteomic and genome wide expression studies 

of the femoral head growth plate cartilage, and functional studies of the murine MPS I model 

knee joint to identify early pathogenic events.  Three and five-week-old mice were used; thus 

these studies represent a previously-unexamined time point at which underlying pathogenic 

mechanisms may be discovered.  

Unbiased iTRAQ differential proteomic and multiple reaction monitoring mass 

spectrometry approaches identified significant decreases in six key structural and signalling 

extracellular matrix proteins (biglycan, type I collagen, fibromodulin, lactotransferrin, 

proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein, and SERPINF1).  Genome-wide expression 

studies in five-week growth plate cartilage revealed fourteen significantly deregulated mRNAs 

(Adamts4, asporin, chondroadherin, type II collagen, type IX collagen, hyaluronan and 

proteoglycan link protein, lumican, matrillin 1, matrix metalloproteinase 3, osteoglycin, 
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osteomodulin, prolyl 4-hydroxylase, alpha polypeptide II, proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich 

repeat protein, and member RAS oncogene family 32).  The involvement of members of the 

small leucine repeat proteoglycan family (asporin, chondroadherin, osteoglycin, osteomodulin, 

and proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein) in MPS I disease pathogenesis is 

novel and intriguing, as these proteins are associated with the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis.  

Functional studies of the MPS I mouse knee joint suggested that early disruption of the 

extracellular matrix may predispose skeletal and connective tissues to late-stage degeneration. 

These results imply that biomechanical failure of chondro-osseous tissue may underlie skeletal 

and joint disease in MPS I. This represents a novel finding which has clear therapeutic 

implications. 
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 Mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I; Hurler, Hurler/Sheie, Sheie syndromes) (OMIM 

#607014 and 607016) is a lysosomal storage disease caused by deficiency of !-L-iduronidase 

(IDUA gene product) and has a worldwide population prevalence of 1:100,000 (1). Deficiency of 

this lysosomal hydrolase leads to partially or completely defective glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 

degradation, directly affecting the degradation of heparan sulfate (HS) and dermatan sulfate 

(DS). Incompletely processed GAG fragments accumulate in the lysosome leading to cellular 

vacuolation. The clinical phenotype of MPS I is characterized by progressive multi-system 

disease including CNS involvement (leading in some cases to mental retardation), 

communicating high-pressure hydrocephalus, corneal clouding, glaucoma, retinal degeneration, 

coarse facial features (including thickening of the tongue and lips), organomegaly (primarily the 

spleen and liver) and associated abdominal protuberance, Eustachian tube dysfunction, chronic 

rhinitis, mitral and aortic valve thickening (leading to regurgitation), inguinal hernias, obstructive 

airway disease (including dysmorphic tracheal rings leading to a narrow airway and pulmonary 

hypertension), and progressive skeletal disease (discussed below) (2).  

 MPS I has been historically classified as severe (Hurler syndrome), attenuated 

(Hurler/Sheie syndrome), or mild (Sheie syndrome) based on relatively subjective assessment of 

age of onset and symptom severity. Patients with severe disease typically have early onset, with 

diagnosis during the first postnatal year, and rapidly progressive symptoms, usually surviving 

only until age 10 in the absence of therapeutic intervention (2). Patients with less severe disease 

(i.e. attenuated) may not present with symptoms until adulthood and may show very slowly 

progressive symptoms thereafter (2). Progressive cognitive impairment is seen in only severe 
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patients, while skeletal disease is prevalent in all severe and attenuated MPS I patients. Current 

estimates suggest that 80% of MPS I cases are severe, though bias may be present in this 

estimate, whereby missed diagnoses of mild attenuated cases would result in underestimation of 

the attenuated disease incidence (2). 

In reality, it may be more realistic to consider MPS I a continuous spectrum of disease 

from severe to attenuated. Biochemical studies in a small number of patient cell lines has 

demonstrated that as little as 1% residual !-L-iduronidase activity may lead to an attenuated 

MPS I phenotype (3, 4). However, enzyme activity alone is not sufficient to predict severity of 

disease in individual patients unless the alleles in question have previously been associated with 

a particular phenotypic outcome (2). Accordingly, current nomenclature discussions have 

suggested that a more appropriate classification of MPS I would be the binary designation of 

either severe or attenuated disease, with the former designated as Hurler syndrome (2).  

 The observation that small amounts of residual enzyme activity drastically alters the 

natural history of disease makes MPS I an excellent target for genetic therapies. Currently, 

available therapies include enzyme replacement therapy using intravenous recombinant enzyme 

or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.  Both approaches have been shown to reverse or 

prevent some disease manifestations of MPS I including coarse facial features, organomegaly, 

and in some cases neurological disease (2, 3, 5), although it does not reverse skeletal disease or 

cardiac valve disease (2, 6) as will be discussed in further detail below.  

 Skeletal disease and the associated symptoms represent one of the greatest disease 

burdens affecting quality of life and disability in both severe and attenuated patients (7).  In 

addition, the relative recalcitrance of skeletal disease to therapy represents a critical issue in the 

management of MPS I patients. Although the clinical phenotype of MPS I and its response to 
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enzyme replacement therapy have been extensively studied, the pathogenic mechanisms 

underlying the skeletal phenotype and reasons for therapeutic shortcomings remain unknown.  

 While MPS I has been classically considered a “storage disorder,” direct lysosomal and 

cellular GAG accumulation only partially explains phenotypic features (e.g. organomegaly and 

coarseness of the face); thus it is now clear that many of the clinical disease features cannot be 

explained solely and directly on the basis of GAG storage. Therefore additional pathogenic 

mechanisms must be involved. The concept of pathogenic cascades underlying disease 

pathogenesis in other lysosomal diseases has been well demonstrated, but such observations have 

only recently been made in the MPSs. These pathogenic cascades identified thus far in the 

literature  are described in detail in section 1.6. 
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 There are several animal models described in the literature that  recapitulate the 

phenotypic traits seen in human MPS I. The first published MPS I murine model was used for 

this dissertation for the reasons discussed below. 

Mutation of the Idua gene locus has been noted in canine (8), feline (9), and murine 

species (10, 11). In addition, a common nonsense allele analogous to the human W402X 

mutation has been knocked into the mouse Idua locus to produce a specific mouse model (12). 

The canine model of MPS I was established from a naturally-occurring G to A transition splice 

site mutation in intron I (13), leading to !-L-iduronidase deficiency in a beagle. This canine 

model had a phenotype consistent with attenuated MPS I (displaying stunted growth, enlarged 

tongue, joint degeneration, skeletal effusions, and cardiac valve thickening (8)). The feline model 

of MPS I was also naturally occurring, discovered initially in a single domestic short hair animal 

displaying progressive mobility limitation, broad facial structure, corneal clouding, and 
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thickened skin consistent with the clinical phenotype of human MPS I (9).   The causative lesion 

was identified as a 3 base pair deletion in either nucleotides 1107-1109 or 1108-1110 (14).  

The first murine model of MPS I was created in vitro by insertion of a neomycin 

resistance gene cassette into the Idua exon VI (10) and was established on the C57BL/6J strain 

background. Clarke et al note that interruption of exon VI was chosen so as to avoid disruption 

of the Sat1 locus, which is within intron II of the Idua locus (10). Insertion of the neomycin 

resistance cassette effectively blocked transcription of full-length Idua mRNA as shown by 

qPCR, and thus produced a true Idua null model (10). Accordingly this murine model of MPS I 

has a -/- genotype when homozygous for the interrupted Idua locus and largely mimics the 

human phenotype of MPS. Mice homozygous for the null allele showed evidence of gross 

pathology as early as 4 weeks of age, with a broadened face and thick, short digits and paws 

(10). Thickened ribs were also apparent radiographically by 4 weeks of age (10). Urinary GAG 

excretion was 2-fold increased over wild type mice, as it is also increased in patients (10). The 

phenotype was progressive, with obvious lysosomal storage of GAGs by 8 weeks of age, 

worsening skeletal symptoms by 15 weeks of age, and a 5-fold increase in urinary GAG 

secretion over wild type by 15 weeks of age (10).  

The second murine model of MPS I was created by another group through insertion of a 

neomycin resistance cassette into the same location in exon VI of the Idua locus on the 

C57BL/6J background (11), and is identical to the first murine model described above. An 

additional MPS I mouse model has been described, produced by knocking-in the common human 

severe MPS I mutation W402X (W392X in mice) into the murine Idua locus (12). Both the 

W402X mutation in humans and W392X mutation in mice are null alleles resulting in premature 

transcriptional termination and no expression of !-L-iduronidase protein, as confirmed by lack of 
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detectable enzyme activity or mRNA in the C57BL/6J homozygous knock-in mice (12). 

Homozygous W392X mice showed phenotypic, histologic, and urinary GAG features consistent 

with the two knockout murine models and human MPS I (12). As all three mouse models have 

been established in the C57BL/6J genetic background, it is unknown what effect genetic 

background would have on the MPS I phenotype in murine models. 

The genetic background in the canine and feline strains is more heterogeneous than the 

murine models, due to extensive inbreeding in the murine models. Inbreeding of the murine MPS 

I models is beneficial for proteomic and transcriptomic studies because it can prevent 

background genetic differences (i.e. changes not related to Idua mutation) from obscuring 

identification of MPS I pathogenic mechanisms. The inbred strain may have alleles which 

modify the MPS I phenotype but are uncommon or not present in humans, and such modifiers 

may also bias identification of pathogenic mechanisms in the murine model. However, the 

benefit of using the inbred murine model of MPS I for the types of studies carried out here 

outweighs this risk. Furthermore, existing protein databases are primarily populated by proteins 

identified in mice and humans. Although other species are represented, the mouse subset of 

proteins in current databases is more comprehensive than for other models, allowing for more 

comprehensive protein matching during a proteomic analysis; thus mice are arguably better 

models for database matching protein identification. Rapid breeding of mice can offset some of 

the tissue sample size limitations compared to larger animals. The robust history of the first MPS 

I murine model and established breeding colony in the Clarke lab made this model a clear 

choice.  
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The primary effect of !-L-iduronidase deficiency is defective glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 

catabolism, resulting in GAG accumulation. Specifically, !-L-iduronidase cleaves terminal 

iduronate residues (shown in Figure 1.1) during the stepwise catabolism of GAGs. Catabolism 

of DS and HS can include the activities of iduronate sulfatase, !-L-iduronidase, 

acetylgalactosamine 4-sulfatase, hexosaminidase, and "-glucuronidase, depending on the exact 

sequence of the saccharide chain and modifications which have been added. The examples in 

Figure 1.1 show a sulfated iduronate residue in HS and a sulfated glucosamine residue in HS. 

Catabolism of the DS terminal end shown would require the activity of iduronate sulfatase before 

!-L-iduronidase could act. Catabolism of the HS terminal end shown would require 

acetylgalactosamine 4-sulfatase activity before !-L-iduronidase. A deficiency of !-L-iduronidase 

blocks further progression of GAG catabolism at iduronate residues, thus leading to 

accumulation of GAG fragments with non-reducing end terminal iduronate residues.  

GAGs are a heterogeneous group of linear heteropolysaccharide molecules, composed of 

specific repeating disaccharide units with a typical molecule length of 50 to 150 disaccharides. 

The individual disaccharide units define the GAG subtype (Table 1.1). A representation of 

disaccharides of the GAGs HS and DS are shown in Figure 1.1. In addition to the core  
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Table 1.1: Composition of glycosaminoglycans 

GAG Saccharide Units Modifications 
  Glucosamine/galactosamine Hexuronic acid  

Heparan sulfate (HS) glucosamine iduronate or 
glucuronate 

N-acetylation, N-
sulfation, O-sulfation, 

epimerization 

Dermatan sulfate (DS) galactosamine iduronate or 
glucuronate 

N-acetylation, N-
sulfation, O-sulfation, 

epimerization 
Chondroitin sulfate 
(CS) galactosamine glucuronate N-acetylation, N-

sulfation, O-sulfation 

Keratan sulfate (KS) glucosamine and galactose - 
N-acetylation, N-

sulfation, O-sulfation, 
epimerization 

Hyaluronic acid (HA) glucuronate and glucosamine - - 
 

disaccharide units, GAG chains (with the exception of HA) have N-acetylation, N-sulphation, O-

sulphation modification, as well as epimerisation of glucuronate to iduronate. GAGs can serve an 

incredibly diverse range of biological roles based on the specific disaccharide sequence and 

functional modifications. With the exception of HA, GAGs normally exist covalently linked to a 

core protein through serine or asparagine residues to produce a proteoglycan. Functional activity 

of proteoglycans is largely determined by the GAG species they are modified by, and the GAGs 

themselves also provide functions which can be independent of the core protein. Thus GAGs are 

considered highly bio-active molecules in light of their diverse functional capacity to modulate 

protein activity (6). 
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a) An example heparan sulfate disaccharide 

  

b) An example dermatan sulfate disaccharide 

 

Figure 1.1: Example disaccharide sequences for heparan sulfate and dermatan sulfate glycosaminoglycans. These two 
disaccharide sequences are for illustrative purposes only and do not exhaustively describe HS and DS saccharide 
composition. 
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Despite having unique genetic enzyme deficiencies (and thus different primary catabolic 

defects and storage material), the MPSs lead to partially convergent chondro-osseous features. 

The “chondro-osseous” system can be defined as tissues which are comprised of, or derived 

from, cartilage or bone; including skeletal elements, articular cartilage, ligaments, tendons, 

tracheal rings, spinal discs, knee meniscii, the synovium, teeth, and cardiac valves. This 

dissertation focuses on the skeletal aspects of the chondro-osseous system in MPS I, most 
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specifically the growth plate cartilage. However, it is expected that discoveries made in the 

growth plate will have wider implications for the other chondro-osseous tissues with which the 

growth plate shares its developmental origins, including the articular cartilage.  

Clinical similarity of chondro-osseous phenotypic traits between the MPSs may reflect 

related mechanisms of pathogenesis; thus discussion of chondro-osseous disease in MPS I should 

include observations in the other MPSs as well. The clinical phenotype of MPS chondro-osseous 

disease has been thoroughly characterized in both patient populations and animal models. The 

reader is directed to the following sources for the most comprehensive review of clinical 

features: covering MPS I (Hurler syndrome) MPS II (Hunter syndrome), MPS III (Sanfilippo 

syndrome), MPS IV (Morquio syndrome), MPS VI (Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome), MPS VII (Sly 

syndrome) (15, 16, 17), and MPS IX (18). Primary similarities in several of the MPSs include 

reduction of longitudinal bone growth, generalized abnormal bone morphology (dysostosis 

multiplex), arthropathy, and alteration of joint mobility (Table 1.2).  MPS I and II have similar 

phenotypes, while MPS VI and VII share a different set of phenotypic traits. MPS III, IV, and IX 

have some unique phenotypic traits (Table 1.2). Shared phenotypic relationships suggest the 

possibility of overlap in pathogenic mechanisms. 
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Table 1.2: Summary of chondro-osseous clinical phenotypic traits seen in MPS patients. ! present, " absent, *mild, and 
**severe. Note that MPS V and VIII are not used as classifications for the MPSs. 

!! !"#$
"%&'()*+&$ "! ""! """! "#! #"! #""! "$!
%&'()!*)+),(-! .! .! .!!!/! .!//! .! .! .!
0-*)(12)-3!045! .! .! .!!!/! 6! .! .! 6!
7(188-(!3181)*! .! .! .! .! .! .! 6!
9:;&'*2'<1'*1*! .! .! .! .! .! .! 6!
=2-)+>,<+(!3:*;<+*1+! .! .! .! .! .! .! 6!
=()&(';+)&:! .! .! !!!!.!!/! .! .! .! .!
?:*'*)'*1*!@,<)1;<-A! .! .! 6! .//! .! .! 6!
B+(;+<!),CC-<!*:C3('@-! .! .! 6! .! .! .! 6!
43'C)13!3-D'(@1):! .! .! 6! .! .! .! 6!
B'A+!E+<8+! .! .! 6! .! .! .! 6!
F-C,!E+<8,@! .! .! 6! .! .! .! 6!
=)<+C)'G+A1+<!1C*)+>1<1):! .! .! 6! !!!!.//! .! .! 6!
B+(31+2!E+<E-!3:*D,C2)1'C! .! .! 6! .! .! .! 6!
7(+2&-+<!3-D'(@1):! .! .! 6! 6! 6! .! 6!
B'(C-+<!';+21):! .! 6! 6! .! .! .! 6!
H-2),*!2+(C+),@! 6! 6! 6! .! .! .! 6!
I'1C)!&:;-(@'>1<1):! 6! 6! 6! .! 6! 6! 6!
H-*!;<+C,*! 6! 6! 6! .! 6! 6! 6!
I'1C)!*'D)!)1**,-!@+**-*! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! .!
=2-)+>,<+(!-('*1'C*! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! 6! .!

 

 Skeletal involvement (termed “dysostosis multiplex”) in the MPSs can manifest as 

increased cortical bone thickness, oar shaped ribs, joint malalignment (genu valgum, coxa valga), 

scoliosis, “beaked” vertebrae, acetabular dysplasia, and atlanto-axial instability in most of the 

MPSs (18, 15, 19, 17, 20) (Table 1.2). The term dysostosis multiplex is poorly defined and non-

specific; conferring no information regarding classification of disease severity or diagnosis 

despite its widespread use in the literature. Short stature and skeletal deformity appear to be 

permanent and irreversible, due to the limited existence of the growth plate in long bones. There 

is also evidence supporting reduction of bone remodeling in the MPSs (as will be discussed 

later), which would contribute to the permanence of skeletal pathology. 
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 Patients with MPS I, II, VI, and VII develop progressive joint stiffness which can 

severely limit mobility and function. Extensively restricted range of motion (ROM) of joints has 

been observed for each of the MPSs and has been used as a biometric measure in therapeutic 

trials, in combination with the 6 minute walk test and growth measurements (21, 22). Joints are 

complex systems of interdependent tissues, wherein mobility is dependent on the function of 

ligaments, the synovial membrane, synovial fluid, articular cartilage, and the subchondral bone 

structure. This inter-dependent relationship has been well-characterized in the studies of 

osteoarthritis, where the combination of underlying bone deformity, articular surface 

degeneration, and inflammatory changes collectively act to limit joint function (23). Neither 

clinical nor animal model studies in the MPSs have characterized in what ways specific 

pathology in each of these distinct joint tissues contributes to joint disease. Ligaments, for 

example, have not been studied in MPS patients or models despite their important role, although 

carpal tunnel syndrome is a common feature in MPS I, II, IV, VI and VII (approaching 100% 

prevalence in MPS II (16, 24)). Each tissue in a joint will most likely respond differently to a 

defect of GAG catabolism, based on the diverse biomechanical properties and requirements these 

tissues entail. Measurement of joint ROM and walk tests, however, generalize disease burden. 

Studies in arthritis utilizing MRI and ultrasound imaging (25, 26) suggest potential non-invasive 

measures to better characterize chondro-osseous disease progression in the MPSs than joint 

ROM. Recent studies of bone dysplasia in the murine models of MPS I, III, IV, and VII using 

micro-CT imaging (27) and dual energy x-ray absorptiometry in MPS I, II, III, IV, and VI 

patients further suggest the potential for utilization of more specific and reproducible imaging 

measures of chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs. 
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Despite the progression of chondro-osseous disease (leading to arthropathy, bone 

deformity, spinal mal-alignment, and joint ROM restriction in the MPSs) observed clinically, 

lack of systematic measures and reporting has prevented a detailed natural history of chondro-

osseous disease from being defined. MPS chondro-osseous pathology is progressive, with an 

early age of onset for certain traits such as skeletal deformity and later onset for other traits such 

as arthropathy and carpal tunnel syndrome. Deformity of the hip and ribs has been observed 

radiographically at birth in severe cases (2), though it would also likely be visible in the third 

trimester if this were to be examined radiographically. MPS I and II patients have been observed 

to have above average body lengths at birth, but stature below the 3rd percentile by 3 years of age 

in MPS I or by 5 years of age in MPS II (29), indicating that reduced growth requires a longer 

period of time to to become apparent.  Data from the MPS I Registry (an international database 

of MPS I patient information maintained by Genzyme Corp.) reveals that the median age of 

carpal tunnel syndrome in attenuated MPS I is 13 years of age (30) (later than other phenotypic 

features in attenuated cases), indicating that carpal tunnel syndrome also has delayed onset. 

Chondro-osseous disease is prevalent in attenuated as well as in severe patients, and represents 

the largest burden to quality of life and functional capacity in attenuated MPS I patients (7).  

A critical facet of MPS disease characterization missing from the literature is the 

examination of earlier disease events, which will likely be the most informative of potential 

pathogenic drivers. This is especially relevant to chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs, as the 

early developmental processes giving rise to these tissues have long ceased at later ages, and 

there is a limited regenerative capacity. 

Most MPS animal model studies have focussed on characterizing late disease, where the 

articular cartilage and joints of mice in excess of 12 months of age have been studied 
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histologically and by RNA profiling. Neonatal and pubertal progression of chondro-osseous 

disease has received little attention, while prenatal development has been almost completely 

overlooked. Identification of pathogenic mechanisms in the MPSs will require care to be taken to 

distinguish and understand early drivers of disease. Identification of mechanisms occurring later 

in disease natural history will be confounded by tertiary, generalized damage responses like 

inflammation, and the subtle early drivers of phenotype may be obscured by the background of 

these non-specific activities. This concept of early vs. late mechanisms is especially relevant to 

therapeutics directed to chondro-osseous disease, as strategies targeting later mechanisms will be 

both ineffective at stopping early symptom drivers and ineffective at impacting irreversible 

changes. Although studying earlier drivers in the MPSs is challenging, it is essential to 

understanding the relationship between the primary genetic defect, storage material, and the 

clinical phenotype. Unbiased pathogenic mechanism approaches using proteomic and 

transcriptomic strategies have not been utilized widely in the MPSs, though these approaches 

hold great potential for discovery of these mechanisms. Although the MPSs are monogenic, I 

hypothesize that ultimately the mechanisms underlying chondro-osseous disease pathogenesis 

will be numerous and multifactorial. 

 

:;L;(M08*%#$&08204(/@.08%.J.##*.5#(B?#$*9(K*N*-.>9*0$(&08(O2.9*'@&02'#(
 

Understanding the stages of skeletal development and cell types involved in skeletal 

development is essential to the discovery and characterization of pathogenic mechanisms 

underlying chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs. The pathways and cells discussed below and in 

Table 1.3 are the basis by which the MPS I chondro-osseous system must be understood and will 
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be the foundation of analyzing candidates from the unbiased candidate analyses in Chapters 3 

and 5. 

 

 

Table 1.3: Important chondro-osseous system proteins relevant to MPS I, and their known roles and disease phenotypes.  
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Mammalian bone development involves two distinct processes: endochondral and 

intramembranous ossification. Intramembranous ossification takes place in flat bones such as the 

cranio-facial elements as well as during local fracture healing of long bones (65, 66) and entails 

direct differentiation of mesenchymal progenitor cells into osteoblasts followed by rapid 
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ossification. Intramembranous bone growth does not involve a growth plate, but rather growth 

occurs through proliferation of the mesenchymal progenitor cells enlarging the template ahead of 

the front of ossification. 

Endochondral ossification of long bones begins with aggregation of mesenchymal 

progenitor cells, which then differentiate into chondrocytes to produce a cartilaginous bone 

template. A subset of the chondrocytes in the middle of the cartilage template are calcified to 

form a bone collar, and a front of ossification then proceeds longitudinally towards the ends of 

the template while secondary zones of ossification develop in the epiphyses. The two ossification 

fronts leave a region of chondrocytes between the epiphysis and the metaphysis delineating the 

growth plate cartilage (Figure 1.2). Linear bone growth occurs exclusively in the growth plate as 

the direct result of deposition of new cartilage within the growth plate and proliferation of the 

chondrocytes in vertical stacks pushing the epiphyses outwards.  

The primary tissue of interest in this dissertation is the femoral head growth plate (shown 

in Figure 1.2). The growth plate consists of resting chondrocytes above the proliferative zone, 

proliferative chondrocyte stacks within the proliferative zone, hypertrophic chondrocytes at the 

distal end of the stacks in the hypertrophic zone, and osteoblasts and osteoclasts at the end of the 

hypertrophic zone (Figure 1.2). During sample collection, the growth plate was excised from the 

femoral head as per Figure 1.2 (discussed in detail in section 2.1.4.) such that chondrocytes, 

osteoblasts, and osteoclasts were included. Accordingly, understanding the protein content of 

these samples requires understanding of the developmental origin and role of these cell types, as 

will be discussed below. Furthermore, the signaling pathways and cellular activities associated 

with these cell types may be important targets of pathogenesis in MPS I chondro-osseous 
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disease. Since longitudinal bone growth is abnormal in MPS I, understanding the normal 

function of the growth plate and processes involved in bone growth is important.    

 

Figure 1.2: a) Example of the growth plate cartilage in a mouse femoral head stained with H&E. The stacks of 
chondrocytes can be seen in the purple cartilage band through the middle of the femoral head. b) Conceptual femoral 
head growth plate illustrating key component locations and the portion of tissue used in this dissertation highlighted in 
red. The zones have been exaggerated for illustrative purposes and are not to scale.  

The chondro-osseous system is established through activity of five cell types: 

mesenchymal progenitor cells, chondrocytes, osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts. Each of 
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these cells has a specialized task relating to chondro-osseous system development. Mesenchymal 

progenitor cells have relatively limited anabolic and catabolic activities focussed on cell 

adhesion to facilitate aggregation into cartilage condensations as templates for bone development 

(67). Mesenchymal progenitor cells differentiate into chondrocytes, osteoblasts, and osteocytes 

through the direction of several fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and bone morphogenic protein 

(BMP) ligand signals (67).Thus, mesenchymal progenitor cells serve primarily a stem cell-like 

role during early chondrocyte-osseous development.  

The sry-box 9 (SOX9) transcription factor is the master regulator of chondrocyte fate, 

and is required to direct differentiation of mesenchymal progenitor cells into chondrocytes as 

well as directly driving expression of the key cartilage proteins collagen II, collagen XI, and 

aggrecan (68). The expression of BMP ligand may also be downstream of SOX9 regulation (69). 

Differentiated chondrocytes in the active growth plate are highly proliferative and productive of 

the key extracellular matrix (ECM) proteinaceous components listed in Table 1.3 (among others) 

which directly drive skeletal growth through mechanical elongation of the bone epiphyses. The 

signalling factor environment in the growth plate stimulates chondrocytes to proliferate rapidly 

in linear stacks, with the organization of these cell stacks being of paramount importance to 

successful linear bone growth.  

Cooperation between parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) and indian hedgehog 

(IHH) ligand signalling defines the height of the growth plate by regulating chondrocyte stack 

proliferative rate (70, 71). IHH promotes expression of PTHrP in the proliferative zone of the 

growth plate, while PTHrP feedback-inhibition of IHH in the pre-hypertrophic zone of the stacks                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

allows chondrocyte hypertrophy (72). Hypertrophied chondrocytes are resorbed by osteoclasts 

and replaced by osteoblasts (discussed further below). Chondrocytes outside of the growth plate 
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are more sparsely distributed and primarily responsible for maintenance of cartilaginous tissues 

such as articular surfaces, vertebral discs, cardiac valves, tracheal rings, etc. where they are 

largely metabolically static; slowly synthesizing and maintaining proteinaceous components of 

the ECM.  

Osteoblasts are derived from mesenchymal progenitor cells, similarly to 

chondrocytes,within the mesenchymal condensations (73). Osteoblast differentiation is promoted 

by IHH signaling, while fibroblast growth factor (FGF18) and BMP3 ligands block 

differentiation. IHH works in combination with runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2) (71), 

which is the master regulator of osteoblast phenotype (74). Adherence of osteoblasts at the 

hypertrophic zone of the growth plate is mediated by ECM proteins such as periostin, and 

adhered osteoblasts deposit new ECM which can be mineralized in the presence of alkaline 

phosphatase activity (75). Osteoblast-produced ECM is mineralized to create primary spongiosa 

(calcified cartilage), and the process of ECM turnover and replacement is repeated once more to 

form the final mature lamellar bone matrix. After producing mature bone, osteoblasts 

differentiate into osteocytes entombed within the lamellar bone structure where they serve a 

maintenance role, becoming metabolically active in response to mechanical stimuli during bone 

damage or hormonal signals to facilitate local remodelling (76).  

Osteoclast progenitors are of monocytic lineage and migrate to the growth plate from 

bone marrow. Once at the hypertrophic zone of the growth plate, the progenitors differentiate 

into osteoclasts and resorb cartilage ECM proteoglycans, collagen matrix, and hypertrophic 

chondrocytes (77) heavily dependent on cathepsin K (CTSK) enzyme activity and endosomal H+ 

secretion (75). Thus osteoclasts serve a purely catabolic role similar to the macrophage (78). 

Osteoclast differentiation in the growth plate is positively regulated by receptor activator of 
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nuclear factor kappa-B ligand (RANKL) along with macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-

CSF), ligands which drive differentiation, and osteoprotegerin (OPG), which inhibits 

differentiation (78). Osteoclasts, like osteocytes, are likely activated by mechanical damage or 

hormonal signalling in bone for remodelling outside of normal bone growth (79). 
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Recent studies have begun to suggest that pathophysiology of chondro-osseous disease in 

the MPSs is more complex than simple GAG storage.  It is unlikely that there will be any major 

single mechanism that explains all MPS chondro-osseous disease features, given the diversity of 

mechanisms summarized below. This makes it important to begin considering this potential 

network of pathogenic changes in a systems manner rather than each mechanism working in 

isolation. Individual pathogenic mechanisms, including those discussed below, likely represent 

parts of a more broad and dynamic network of pathogenic changes.  

Differences in collagen fibril diameter and organization have been shown in the cornea of 

a single MPS III patient (80), while other studies have hinted at increases in collagen fibril 

diameter in MPS I, IV, and VI (80). Though data are presently limited, the implications of 

collagen fibril abnormalities are enormous for chondro-osseous tissue biomechanical function. 

Growth plate and articular cartilage is composed of 90-96% collagen II, while mature bone 

organic matrix is 95% collagen I (81). In these tissues, the collagen fibril network forms the 

foundation for other ECM proteins, acts as a scaffold for mineral crystal deposition, and defines 

mechanical stability. Further studies are needed to elaborate the details of collagen fibril 

abnormalities in the MPSs.  
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Oxidative stress markers in the plasma of MPS II patients have been shown to be 

elevated prior to ERT and reduced after 3 months of treatment (82). Filippon et al. predicted that 

increased oxidative stress may further destabilize lysosomes and lead to inflammation in the 

central nervous system and joints (82). Indications of oxidative stress have also been shown in 

the MPS I mouse model (83) and other lysosomal disease models. 

GAGs are highly bioactive molecules known to interact with and mediate receptor-ligand 

interactions in the ECM (6) (84). Chondroitin sulfate (CS) has been demonstrated to modulate 

the activity of BMP and TGF" signaling in vivo (85), and HS-containing proteoglycans are 

known modulators of BMP ligand-receptor interaction (86). It has also been suggested indirectly 

that GAGs with abnormal sulfation patterns can disrupt growth factor signals (such as FGF 

ligands and cytokines) through inhibition of hematopoiesis in vitro (87). It is not yet clear how 

GAGs modulate these signalling pathways in the context of the MPSs (17), but the data compel 

further investigation into whether these signalling differences may be enacted through free GAG 

fragments, altered proteoglycans, or both. CS (chondroitin-4-sulfate specifically), has been 

suggested to reduce the activities of leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and Janus kinase 1 and 2 

(JAK1 and JAK2), leading to reduced chondrocyte proliferation in the growth plate of MPS VII 

mice (88) 

Osteoclasts are dependent on proteoglycan turnover for their normal function. Thus 

osteoclasts should conceptually be heavily-impacted by defective GAG catabolism. While the 

osteoblastic differentiation capacity of bone marrow stromal cells from MPS I patients has been 

shown to be normal, these progenitor cells have a higher than normal osteoclastic differentiation 

rate, which may be related to abnormal skeletal development (89). In the MPS VI feline model 

osteoclastic activity was observed as decreased (90). MPS VII osteoclasts have been shown to 
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attach poorly to the ECM in the mouse model, which Monroy et al. suggest may be  based on 

some intrinsic property of the MPS VII osteoclasts rather than the ECM they adhere to (91). 

Increased osteoclastic differentiation potential may be compensatory in light of these 

observations. 

A high prevalence of acetabular dysplasia and osteonecrosis of the femoral head in MPS I 

and III patients (92) (20) suggests a defect in both ossification and bone growth. As many as 

66% of MPS III patients with acetabular dysplasia may also have osteonecrosis (20). Thus, the 

under-developed bone (resulting from defective ossification) may also be structurally 

compromised through improper maturation (leading to osteonecrosis). Furthermore, bone 

remodeling must be defective in the MPSs. It has been suggested that skeletal lesions which are 

not repaired in the MPSs (such as irregular skeletal morphology and cartilage inclusions within 

the mature bone matrix) indicate a lower capacity for remodelling in MPS I (17) (93). Normally, 

local bone remodelling would reduce or eliminate these lesions in healthy bone. Further support 

of abnormal ossification in the MPSs has been shown in MPS I, VI, and VII models (17, 89).  

Activation of inflammatory cascades has been demonstrated in the articular cartilage and 

synovium of MPS VI and VII models, and has been postulated to involve stimulation of the toll 

like receptor 4 (TLR4) receptor pathway with subsequent increases of MMP1 and MMP13 

leading to cartilage degradation (94). The synovial membrane and fluid have been studied in 

MPS VII feline, canine, and murine models, revealing prominent clear cells (GAG storage laden) 

as well as indications of inflammation such as infiltration of white cells and inflammatory 

signalling marker increases (tumor necrosis factor ! (TNF!), receptor activator of nuclear factor 

ligand (RANKL), interleukin 1 " (IL-1"), and cluster of differentiation 14 (CD14)) (95). 

Articular cartilage and underlying bone have also been grossly examined in MPS VII models and 
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have shown similar changes as seen in the synovium (16). Inflammation is clearly a factor in 

late-stage joint disease in the MPS VI and VII models. It is also clear, however, that 

inflammation is non-specific to arthropathy in the MPSs, as it is a late stage manifestation of 

many degenerative diseases. Critical studies in patients and earlier developmental time points 

may help to further clarify the role of inflammation in MPS chondro-osseous disease.  

The mechanisms above represent the first evidence supporting complex pathogenic 

mechanisms occurring secondarily to defective GAG catabolism in the MPSs and provide 

rationale for further investigation. Clearly the effects of abnormal GAG catabolism are diverse, 

affecting cell signalling, bone growth and development, the extracellular space, and 

inflammation. However, the putative mechanisms discussed above, and those sought in this 

dissertation, are not likely pleiotropic effects of the mutated IDUA locus. Rather, they highlight 

the potential for downstream effects of defective GAG catabolism on processes regulating 

cellular homeostasis. These effects may be cell-specific but do not suggest direct pleiotropic 

effects from a single locus mutation. The lysosomal GAG catabolic role of the !-L-iduronidase 

enzyme is the same regardless of cell type. 

This dissertation did not attempt to confirm the relevance of changes in collagen fibril 

diameter, increased oxidative stress markers, bone remodeling or late-stage inflammation, 

because these mechanisms have been identified in older animals. The early age studied here is 

unprecedented, and it is hypothesized that early chondro-osseous pathogenic mechanisms will be 

distinct from those activated during late disease. 
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Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) and hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) have 

a relatively limited impact on chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs (6).  These approaches 

successfully mitigate and reverse organomegaly, coarse facial features, and possibly neurological 

defects. Skeletal deformities have been shown to continue to worsen in one study of MPS I 

patients who have undergone HSCT; with no apparent benefit to hip dysplasia, genu valgum, 

spine abnormalities, hand abnormalities, and joint range of motion (97). A review of 23 post-

HSCT patients also noted that surgical intervention for joint mobility problems, acetabular 

dysplasia, and genu valgum was still necessary despite transplantation (98), indicating that 

HSCT was not having a significant impact on disease course.  

However, five studies have shown positive clinical responses to HSCT and ERT: a one 

year examination of 45 MPS I patients treated with recombinant enzyme (Aldurazyme®, 

Genzyme) showed improvement of walking capacity (99). An additional 4 year follow up to this 

cohort showed increased shoulder flexion in 77% of patients (96). Some researchers suggest that 

joint mobility improves in most MPS I patients post HSCT (5). Improved joint ROM in response 

to ERT and HSCT has been further demonstrated recently in MPS I (21) and VI patients (22). 

These improvements ranged from increased joint flexion angle, to increased performance on a 12 

minute walk test after HSCT and 18 months of intravenous ERT (22).  

Assessment of joint improvement following HSCT or ERT in the MPSs is challenging 

when using measures such as ROM or a walk test. This is because these measures are subjective 

(21) and have large error margins. Furthermore, they do not reveal any specific insight into 

disease burden on specific tissues within the joint (such as cartilage, joint capsule, or ligaments). 

The standard urinary GAG measure is correlated with organ tissue response to enzyme but not 
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skeletal or joint response. MPS I patients undergoing ERT showed some improvement in the 

walk test and joint flexion as mentioned above, though this effect plateaued after 2 years despite 

continued ERT administration and urinary GAG stabilization (96). The studies discussed above 

have shown that, although HSCT and ERT can clearly have some positive impact on functional 

measurements of chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs, the effect is not robust. 

ERT and HSCT intervention in MPS I, II, and VI patients leads to improved height 

profiles and growth rates approaching normal values when intervention is initiated early (as soon 

as within the first year of life) (21, 100, 101). One study has shown significant increases in 

growth rate, which exceeded average normal values, with ERT beginning between ages 5-11 in 

MPS I patients (102). It has also been shown that initiating ERT prior to the pubertal growth 

spurt has a greater impact on growth in MPS I patients than beginning ERT in adulthood (103), 

as would be expected. Early administration does not, however, allow for catch-up growth, thus 

initiating ERT as early as possible is now thought to be important for enabling nearly-normal 

growth rate during the limited window of time before growth naturally halts. Although growth 

resumes its natural rate for ~70% of MPS I patients after receiving ERT, final stature remains 

under average (96) due to lack of catch-up growth.  

Population studies in humans have shown that the greatest bone growth rate is seen 

during embryonic development and immediate postnatal years (104) (105). Estimates from fetal 

growth measurements and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) growth chart slopes reveal that 

the growth rate during embryonic developmental week 12-19 is approximately 30% higher 

(~1.2cm/week) than that of children age 1-1.5 years (0.9cm/week). Shortly after the perinatal 

period the growth rate has declined significantly, before briefly spiking during puberty and rapid 
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growth plate fusion (closure) in late adolescence (104, 105, 106). These observations highlight 

the need and importance of early study and initiation of therapy in MPS patients. 
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 Although GAG accumulation represents the primary event in the MPSs, the exact 

mechanisms by which this primary defect leads to chondro-osseous disease symptoms remain 

largely unknown. There have been no mechanisms identified which directly link defective GAG 

catabolism with the chondro-osseous phenotype. Evidence for secondary effects of defective 

GAG catabolism on other homeostatic pathways is now emerging in the MPSs (including 

oxidative stress, collagen fibril disorganization chondrocyte proliferation, inflammation, bone 

remodelling, and ossification discussed in section 1.6.), indicating the role of these downstream 

effects as direct mediators of disease symptoms and therapeutic responsiveness (6). Studies of 

disease pathogenesis in other lysosomal storage disorders have also demonstrated the importance 

of secondary pathogenic cascades as direct mediators of disease symptoms. This important shift 

in understanding of the MPSs as complex disorders rather than simple “storage” diseases will 

have important implications for understanding the responsiveness of symptoms to therapeutics, 

and the identification of alternative therapeutic targets directed to key chondro-osseous disease 

features. The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that protein changes identified in the 

MPS I murine model growth plate will be indicative of pathogenic changes underlying 

chondro-osseous disease in MPS I. 

It is not surprising that there have been no direct mechanisms discovered thus far, as 

pathogenesis must involve a complex network of changes which coordinately contribute to the 

disease phenotype. Such changes are difficult to discover by traditional biochemical and 

molecular methods used in MPS I research so far, and may require a systems approach rather 
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than targeted pathway analysis. Discovery of these mechanisms also require investigation of the 

chondro-osseous system at an early time point in development, because these tissues have very 

limited regenerative capacity as discussed in 1.3. However previous studies of MPS I chondro-

osseous disease have examined only late-stage disease, and thus have missed early events more 

proximate to disease pathogenesis.  

The research objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 

1) Identify candidate protein changes in the MPS I mouse model growth plate which 

were hypothesized to drive or contribute to chondro-osseous disease. 

2) Validate candidate protein changes and characterize functional implications. 

3) Understand the mechanisms relating observed changes to the MPS I chondro-osseous 

phenotype. 

 

In order to discover the pathways underlying chondro-osseous disease in the murine 

model of MPS I, an unbiased proteomic approach was used first (as noted in the flow chart 

summarizing the experimental approach of this dissertation (Figure 1.3)). Any proteins which 

were observed to be significantly increased or decreased relative to the wildtype control mice 

were then re-examined through validation in new samples using targeted approaches. In this 

way, the candidate proteins identified would not be a priori biased or restricted to specific 

pathways or mechanisms. Protein candidates identified in the discovery phase also dictated 

proteins and pathways to be examined more closely for functional relation to MPS I 

pathogenesis.  
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Figure 1.3: Flow chart of experimental approaches used towards identifying a model of chondro-osseous disease 
pathogenesis in early MPS I development. Phases of the project are arranged in chronologic order from sample 
preparation, discovery of protein and RNA candidates, validation of candidates, and integration of protein and RNA 
results to propose pathogenic mechanisms occurring. 

 
In addition to the protein studies, analysis of genome-wide mRNA expression followed by 

targeted qPCR enabled comparison of mRNA and protein level for examination of 

transcriptional vs translational control of protein deregulation. By studying RNA and protein 

changes, the strategy used here facilitated greater understanding of cellular disruption in 

response to the MPS I catabolic defect.  

This dissertation explores the pathogenic mechanisms occurring early in the developing MPS 

I mouse model growth plate, and generates directions for future investigations. In light of the 

similarities and potential for overlapping pathogenic mechanisms between chondro-osseous 
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disease in MPS I, II, IV, VI, VII, and IX (1.2.), these results will also be applicable to the other 

MPSs. 
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 In order to identify potential candidate proteins representative of the pathways involved 

in the pathogenesis of MPS I skeletal disease, I used an unbiased proteome-wide differential 

mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of the developing growth plate as described in Section 1.8.  

Comparative quantitative proteomic techniques can be categorized as either labelled or 

label-free. Label-free quantitation involves acquiring MS/MS data for two or more samples using 

sequential runs, then comparing the spectral profiles of shared peptides between samples to look 

for relative increases or decreases (107). This can either be achieved by measuring the peak areas 

of precursor peptide liquid chromatography (LC) profiles for a given protein in both samples 

(with the MS fragment ion spectra being used only for identification) or by counting the 

fragment ion spectra for each peptide of a protein in both samples (also known as spectral 

counting) (107).  

A study comparing the dynamic range (highest protein concentration to lowest protein 

concentration) of label-free to labeling quantitative proteomic strategies showed that label-free 

approaches can quantitate a much broader range of protein concentrations (2 times broader than 

labeling approaches) (107). Label-free approaches are also simpler to set up and less expensive 

than labelling approaches (107). However, there remain limitations which make label-free 

approaches less appropriate for applications such as this dissertation. Accuracy of quantitation in 

LC profile label-free approaches is lower due to the unpredictable linearity of concentration and 

run-to-run variability in peptide retention. In addition, elution profiles between LC runs are 

difficult to empirically correct (107). Technical replicates can be performed to amelioarate run-
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to-run variability, but the number of runs required may quickly escalate to become infeasible.  

Furthermore, quantitation by LC profile requires high MS sampling density within each LC peak 

for better accuracy, at the cost of identifying fewer proteins (and thus fewer proteins quantitated) 

due to machine time allocation limitations (107). The spectral counting approach sacrifices 

accuracy of quantitation for increased proteome coverage over the LC profile approach through 

the requirement for an exclusion list (107). Detected peptides must be added to an exclusion list 

which prevents the MS from sampling them for a certain time interval to prevent peptides from 

more abundant proteins being over-represented due to their higher proportion in the sample.  

 Labelling approaches involve chemically modifying proteins or peptides in samples prior 

to analysis by LC-MS so that samples can be distinguished from each other and analyzed in a 

single MS run in order to eliminate the run-to-run variation (which is problematic in label-free 

approaches as discussed above). The technical variability present when running replicates of the 

same samples would of course remain (if replicates were done here), so the benefit of running all 

samples simultaneously is that relative quantitation is done between samples within a single run 

to reduce the run-to-run noise. While the setup for labelling approaches is more involved and 

costly than for label-free, there are benefits as discussed below.  

 Peptide labelling can be metabolic (occurring through endogenous enzymatic addition in 

live cells), chemical (addition of an artificial ‘tag’ to proteins or peptides), or via inclusion of 

“heavy” synthetic versions of the peptide(s) of interest (typically using 13C or 2H) for absolute 

quantitation in a single sample (107). Metabolic labelling is most commonly achieved by Stable 

Isotopic Labelling by Amino acids in Cell culture (SILAC) wherein 13C-labelled amino acids are 

introduced to the culture medium of one sample such that all synthesized proteins in that sample 

can be distinguished on the basis of their predictably higher mass (107). For the most part, 
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SILAC has been used on relatively simple systems such as cell lines or yeast (107), as the 

primary limitation of SILAC is the need for expensive and time-consuming cell culture. Cell 

culture may also identify misleading proteome changes related to the artificial culture 

environment rather than the disease condition. The inability to multiplex several samples using 

SILAC or other metabolic labelling approaches may also be a limitation for some studies, such 

as this dissertation.  

There are a number of options for chemical labelling, wherein a stable isotopic tag is 

enzymatically or chemically added in vitro to the peptides before or after protein digestion (107). 

The tags can be targeted to specific amino acids (such as derivatization of cysteine – Isotope-

Coded Affinity Tag (ICAT)) or more general chemical groups (like primary amines of peptides – 

Isotopic Tags for Relative and Absolute Quantification (iTRAQ) (1). There exist many variations 

on these two themes for which companies have made commercial options (107, 108), though 

iTRAQ from Applied Biosystems was the most widely used at the time of this work, with 1117 

citations in PubMed at the time of writing. Importantly, all labelling methods allow multiplexing 

(from three samples with SILAC to as many as eight samples with iTRAQ), meaning that 

quantitation of multiple samples is done within a single MS run.  

Absolute quantitation can be achieved by using a concentration vs. signal standard curve 

of heavy synthetic peptide equivalents, and comparing the real peptide quantitation result to the 

standard curve. This is known as Single Reaction Monitoring (SRM) or Multiple Reaction 

Monitoring (MRM), depending on whether one or several peptides are quantitated (107). 

Absolute quantities of the peptides of interest can then be compared between samples. Perhaps 

the greatest benefit of absolute quantitation is the precision and accuracy with which quantitation 

is measured, though the need for labelled standards for this very targeted and potentially 
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expensive approach is not well suited for interrogation of the whole proteome. iTRAQ tags have 

also been used for absolute quantitation, though synthetic peptide standards are still required 

(where the standard is labelled with a distinct tag and spiked into the sample) (109). In light of 

the major strengths and weaknesses of quantitative MS proteomic analysis approaches discussed 

above, iTRAQ labelling was selected for the present work, because of its high proteome 

coverage, high multiplex analysis capacity, and robust history of use. 

iTRAQ tags are comprised of a reporter group based on N-methylpiperazine (109) with 

masses of 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, or 121 Da (m/z), and a balancer group with masses 

of 184, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, or 192 Da (m/z) (Figure 2.1). The balancer group is 

required to ensure that tags are isobaric when labelling peptides, so that a peptide labelled with 

the 113 tag and, the same peptide in another sample labelled with the 121 tag, will both perform 

similarly in the MS because the same mass (tag and reporter) has been added to both peptides 

before fragmentation. In such an example, the 113 Da tag would have a 192 Da balancer while 

the 121 Da tag would have a 184 Da balancer. An amine-reactive ester binds to the N-terminal 

amine group of peptides (Figure 2.1) (110).  

It has been shown that the reported tag N-methylpiperazine masses are detected in a low 

complexity region of the fragment ion spectrum for typical proteomic MS experiments because 

these masses are not common products of peptide fragmentation (109). This means that 

quantitation of tags is more free from interference, and therefore be more accurate, than 

quantitation of peptide fragments directly. Quantitation of the reporter tag serves as a proxy for 

quantitation of the peptide because it is more straightforward and less likely to be obscured by 

interference. The original description of the iTRAQ method indicated that the balancer group 

was a carbonyl group whose mass was adjusted by incorporation of 13C, 15N, and 18O (109); 
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however ABI does not explicitly state how the balancer and reporter groups in modern iTRAQ 

tags are created. The reporter and balancer groups are combined so as to ensure peptides remain 

isobaric (i.e. have the same mass).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Upon collision-induced dissociation (CID), the reporter, balancer, and peptide fragments 

are separated so that the reporter mass can be read as an identifier for sample and the peptide 

fragment ions can be read to assign peptide identity (110). In this fragmentation, the charge 

shared between the balancer and the reporter goes to the reporter, so the neutral balancer is not 

detected by the MS (109). The amine reactive group of iTRAQ tags binds to primary or 

secondary amines by an amide linkage reaction (109) including the N-termini of peptide 

products generated by trypsin digestion, side groups like the hydroxyl group on Lysine, and 

primary amines that may be in the solution (such as guanidinium, ammonium ions, and tris base) 

(109, 110). However, reaction with the amine group of Tyrosine has been shown to occur at a 

rate of <3%, while labelling of the hydroxyl group of Serine and Threonine was not seen under 

optimized conditions (109). As part of the labelling workflow, reduction and alkylation of 

proteins is used to prevent Cysteine reaction (109), and there is a Cysteine blocking reagent in 

the iTRAQ workflow (111). Thus, only N-terminal amines of peptides should be labelled under 

normal iTRAQ conditions, making iTRAQ reagents very predictable and specific. Care must be 

taken to exclude amines from preparatory workflows to ensure correct labelling of peptides. The 

Figure 2.1: Diagram of iTRAQ tag composition from (110). 
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protein extraction method I used (112) included guanidinium (from guanidine-HCl) and tris base 

(from Tris-HCl), so the guanidine-HCl had to be removed prior to iTRAQ labelling through 

ethanol and acetone precipitation.  

E;:;E;(2,Q!U(1292$&$2.0#(
 
 iTRAQ quantitation provides excellent proteome coverage and depth because of the non-

specific amine labelling approach discussed above. iTRAQ tags can be added to any N-terminal 

tryptic peptide end such that potentially any protein could be measured. The primary limitations 

of iTRAQ relating to proteome coverage and depth are dynamic range of sampling in a complex 

mixture of proteins, and the sampling rate of the mass spectrometer.  

The “dynamic range” of a proteomic sample refers to the range of low to high protein 

species concentrations. Some proteins are more ubiquitous and highly expressed than others, and 

this distribution will change according to tissue type. For example, in growth plate and articular 

cartilage, 70% of the total protein content is type II collagen, while >90% of the protein content 

of mature bone is type I collagen (113). Transcription factors and cytokines, on the other hand, 

are typically expressed at very low levels and may be hundreds of fold-lower than other proteins. 

Modern mass spectrometers are still only able to sample a dynamic range spanning 4 orders of 

magnitude (113), thus proteins on the high or low ends of expression may not be accurately 

sampled, limiting proteome coverage. Sample fractionation by liquid chromatography (LC) is a 

common practice for mass spectrometry proteomic experiments (LC-MS) for this reason, as 

using multiple fractions or elution windows can ameliorate the dynamic range issue, though at 

the cost of increased preparation and machine time requirements. Another common practice for 

avoiding dynamic range issues is depletion of high-abundance proteins (either by immunological 

methods or affinity binding), and is often seen in blood serum proteomic experiments (114), for 
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example. Depletion is not an ideal strategy if high-abundance proteins could also be candidates 

of functional interest, as was the case in this dissertation, where the highly abundant collagens 

were important proteins to assay. 

Mass spectrometers also have a finite capacity for sampling due to the time required for 

acquisition of peptides, isolation of the highest intensity species, and measurement of the 

selected target. The time between one acquisition and the next, referred to as “cycle time”, has a 

large impact on proteome coverage – longer cycle times allow more sensitive measurement of 

acquired peptides but also mean that fewer total peptides can be measured. This issue is not 

specific to iTRAQ and applies to any proteomic analysis utilizing mass spectrometry. 

For these reasons, the iTRAQ experiments in this dissertation were not considered good 

measures of actual fold change in protein level between samples, but rather simply a discovery 

phase for generating candidates. 

E;:;F;()%.$*20(DV$%&'$2.0(+%.9(O.0*(,2##5*#(

 
 Extraction of high quality protein from chondro-osseous tissues is challenging due to the 

hard, relatively protein-sparse outer inorganic matrix (periosteum) which reduces exposure of 

cells to extraction buffers, the limited number of cells within these tissues, and dilution of the 

important metabolically active tissues (i.e. the growth plate) by less active tissues which are far 

more abundant. Specific examination of the growth plate was important to this dissertation, 

given this tissue’s key role in defining the mature skeletal system, though access to this tissue 

was complicated by its location deep within the bone structure.   

A report by Jiang et al described a proteomic analysis of bone tissue using a novel four-

buffer method of protein extraction (including an initial decalcification step followed by three 

distinct lysis buffers), in which they showed that this method efficiently extracts proteins suitable 
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for proteomic analyses (112). As there were few protein extraction protocols specialized towards 

chondro-osseous tissues in the literature, and in light of the successful identification of a large 

number of proteins by iTRAQ analysis using samples generated with Jiang et al’s 4 buffer 

approach (112), I elected to use this method. The strengths of this method included 

comprehensive homogenization and extraction of diverse protein species from difficult chondro-

osseous tissues and proven compatibility with iTRAQ analysis. Disadvantages of this method 

included the very long extraction time (taking several days per sample) and the complexity 

introduced by multiple extraction solutions (discussed further below in terms of protein 

distribution between extracts not being exclusive). In the original description of the 4 buffer 

approach (112), mechanical homogenization was not used; however this is a common procedure 

in protein extraction. In the protein extractions I performed, mechanical homogenization was 

introduced by growth plate micro-dissection prior to extraction (2.1.4.) and sonication during the 

4-buffer extraction method.  

E;:;I;(B&9>-*('.--*'$2.0H(3*9.%&-(W*&8(G%.7$@()-&$*(/.--*'$2.0(

After sacrifice of the mice, the hind limbs were dislocated at the femoral head joint by 

pulling the femoral head out of the socket at a 90° angle. This frequently resulted in a clean 

separation of the hind limb from the pelvic socket (acetabulum) although occasionally 

(particularly in older mice) the ligamentum teres separated the femoral head along the growth 

plate line into two pieces, which destroyed the ability to isolate un-contaminated growth plate 

tissue as it came into contact with blood, muscle, and synovial fluid. This was avoided by cutting 

the ligamentum teres with an ophthalmic scalpel. Femoral heads were embedded in Cryomatrix 

(Shandon), frozen on dry ice, and sectioned at 50#m (approximately 20 sections per femoral 

head on average). Growth plate cartilage was carefully dissected from each section on a glass 
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microscope slide using an ophthalmic scalpel under dissecting microscope and placed into the 

first protein extraction buffer (see section 2.1.5.). A ~150#m region above and below the growth 

plate cartilage was also trimmed and included so as to sample the entire active growth plate 

region (Figure 2.2). All sections of both femoral heads were combined. The total time spent 

above 0°C for the femoral heads was 5 minutes, in addition to 7 minutes per section during 

mounting and micro-dissection. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Femoral head growth plate micro-dissection method showing progressive isolation of the growth plate zone 
(including a portion of the resting cartilage, proliferative zone, hypertrophic zone, apoptotic zone, and trabecular bone). 
The growth plate cartilage proper is false colored in yellow and the articular cartilage is false colored in red. 
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The femoral heads of 18 mice (9 MPS I and 9 wildtype) at each time point of three and 

five weeks were used for total protein extraction following the 4-buffer approach described by 

Jiang et al. (112). The buffer compositions and protocols specified by Jiang et al. were used: 

Buffer 1 - 0.18M HCl, 1 Roche Complete-Mini protease inhibitor cocktail tablet, Buffer 2 - 6M 

guanidine-HCl, 100mM Tris-HCl, one Roche Complete-Mini protease inhibitor cocktail tablet, 

pH7.4, Buffer 3 - 6M guanidine-HCl, 100mM HEPES, 0.5M tetrasodium EDTA, one Roche 

Complete-Mini protease inhibitor cocktail tablet, pH7.4, Buffer 4 - 6M HCl, one Roche 

Complete-Mini protease inhibitor cocktail tablet, pH-1.2. The original method included a wash 

step of the residue after demineralization (112), which was excluded here to avoid any potential 
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sample loss. 1-2 hours after the addition of the second extraction buffer, the samples were pulse 

sonicated using a Fisher Scientific Sonic Dismembrator 500 system; 10 cycles of 7 seconds 

sonication and 30 seconds incubation on ice. Samples were then incubated at 4°C for the 

remainder of the 72 hour period.  

E;:;P;(B&9>-*(Q*>-2'&$*(X59"*%(&08()..-204(
 
 

The minimum of 120#g total protein per sample required by the Genome BC Proteomics 

Facility for an iTRAQ proteomic experiment reflects the labelling efficiency of iTRAQ tags. 

Protein hydrolysis and amine labelling reactions are occurring simultaneously during iTRAQ 

sample preparation. Thus, if there is not enough protein, there will not be enough reactive 

peptide amines, and iTRAQ labels will be hydrolyzed, resulting in low efficiency (111). 

According to the manufacturer, 5-100#g protein is required, with the caveat that higher-

complexity samples will require 100#g (111). Thus the minimum of 120#g allows for errors in 

concentration assessment and handling. Based on preliminary trials of protein extraction from 

the micro-dissected growth plate and cranial plate samples of interest, it was not possible to 

obtain enough protein from a single mouse to meet these thresholds, thus the lysates from 9 -\- 

and 9 +\+ mice were pooled together for iTRAQ labelling according to the strategy outlined in 

Figure 2.3.  

Pooling has drawbacks, such as eliminating the possibility to assess individual variation 

(and the associated statistics which can be calculated from this analysis), as has been noted 

(115). It would have been ideal to use multiple smaller pools rather than a single larger one 

(115); however this was not possible. There have been no studies specifically investigating the 

differences between quantitating proteins in pools versus individual samples, though it has been 

shown that measuring the average mRNA expression quantity in a pool does yield a different 
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candidate list of differentially regulated genes when compared to the same samples analyzed 

individually (116) (117). The issue of losing individual variance data by pooling could 

potentially be addressed by follow-up validation experiments utilizing single samples rather than 

the pools (section 4.3.3.). 

 
 Several options for normalizing the contribution of each individual sample were 

considered, but the decision was complicated by the four extracts produced by the extraction 

protocol (section 2.1.5). The first option was to pool all four extracts separately, resulting in four 

growth plate pools and four cranial plate pools for MPS I and wildtype mice (four pools for 

analysis per time point). The second option was to pool all 4 extracts per mouse but not pool the 

individual mice together (18 pools for analysis per time point). The final option was to combine 

the three lower complexity extracts (#1, 3, and 4) while making a separate pool for the more 

complex extract #2. It was expected that each extract would be largely mutually exclusive for the 

proteins species within due to differences in buffer composition as Jiang et al. claim (112), and 

so extracts were pooled separately (Figure 2.3). The logistics of analyzing ~18 samples per age 

group and the inability to achieve enough protein from the growth plates of a single mouse made 

the second option impossible. For the growth plate samples, option 1 did not allow each extract 

pool to meet the 300#g total protein target, but pooling extracts 1, 3, 4 together fulfilled all 

requirements and was the approach used. Option 1 was compatible with the cranial plate samples 

(due to their greater protein yields per extract), and so was used for this tissue as a result of the 

lower protein complexity than was seen in the growth plate samples (data not shown). 

Accordingly the growth plate samples were analyzed by a 4-plex iTRAQ run (MPS I extract 2, 

MPS I extract 134, +/+ extract 2, and +/+ extract 134) and the cranial plate samples by 8-plex 
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(MPS I extract 1, MPS I extract 2, MPS I extract 3, MPS I extract 4, +/+ extract 1, +/+ extract 2, 

+/+ extract 3, and +/+ extract 4) (Figure 2.3). 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Pooling strategy for individual mice and protein extracts, for femoral head growth plate and cranial plate 
samples. Protein candidates were investigated by comparing like pools between mutant and WT groups. Individual mouse 
samples were extracted independently and pooled as depicted. 

 
 
 Prior to proteomic analysis, extract 2 was kept separate from 1, 3 and 4 but was pooled 

with extract 2 from the other mice of the same genotype. Extracts 1, 3, and 4 were also pooled 

together from mice of the same genotype. This resulted in 4 total sample pools for proteomic 

analysis. To ensure that individual mice contributed equally to the pool, a normalization factor 

had to be used. Typical pooling normalization factors used in the literature include total protein 

concentration, weight of tissue or cell count, and volume. However, for micro-dissected femoral 

head growth plates, none of these options was satisfactory. Weighing was impractical and 

difficult given the small size and the inability to reliably weigh an intact femoral head (which is 
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not a good measure of growth plate tissue regardless, due to its small size relative to the whole 

femoral head). Cell count normalization also was not possible because the micro-dissected tissue 

sections were too thick to count all cells, and the sections were not stained. It would have been 

possible to normalize by protein concentration if the concentration of every extract could have 

been measured prior to pooling, though in attempting this approach it was found that too much 

sample was consumed by the protein quantitation assay (Pierce Micro-BCA). The most 

biologically relevant normalizer was two femoral head units, because the variation between 

growth plate size (and thus relative contribution) between mice is expected to be smaller than the 

variation in results of the protein assay. Furthermore, the precision and specificity of the micro-

dissection method used (2.1.4.) ensured that the whole growth plate was included and that 

variations in surrounding tissues did not alter the resulting protein. Thus the femoral head unit 

was an appropriate normalizer.  

 In this way, equal volumes of each extract from each individual were pooled as each 

sample was derived from two femoral heads. In principle this is the same as normalizing by 

volume, since the volume of extraction buffer used was identical for all samples. Volumes taken 

from extracts 1, 3, and 4 were equal between samples according to their relative protein content 

(estimated in Table 2.2) so that each extract contributed a similar quantity of protein. This was 

also the case for the volume per sample pooled for extract 2 (Table 2.2). Total protein 

concentration was measured in seven practice +/+ samples (Table 2.2) to estimate the expected 

protein yield from the 4-buffer method so that $300 #g quantities of protein could be achieved in 

each pool for iTRAQ. Volumes used for pooling were established by estimating the minimum 

concentration of each extract (calculated from the data in Table 2.2) and calculating the volume 
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needed to include 1/9 of 300 #g from each. This volume was 76.6 #L per extract #2 and 139.7 

#L per extract #1/3/4 (Table 2.2). 

 

Table 2.1: Analysis of 7 +/+ mouse micro-dissected femoral head growth plate protein extracts (measured by BCA assay) 
to assess variation between individuals. 
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Table 2.2: Pooling volumes used to create the 5 week iTRAQ proteomic pools for the femoral head growth plates. E1, E2, 
E3, E4 indicate extract 1, extract 2, etc. M denotes MPS I mice while WT denotes wildtype mice.  
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$ @K$ @L$ @M$ @N$
5!`R! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`S! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`Q! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ`! RQ\!
5!`U! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`Z! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`[! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`\! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`^! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
5!`_! RQ_P\! \[P[! RQ_P\! RQ_P\!
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! ! ! ! !
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! ! ! ! !
 

 In the case of the cranial plate samples, normalization by total protein concentration was 

the only option given the relatively crude isolation of the tissues compared to growth plate 

micro-dissection. The much higher protein yields from cranial plate samples also made sample 

loss per extract for the protein quantitation assay acceptable. Extracts 1, 2, 3, and 4 were kept as 

separate pools unlike the growth plate samples. For each cranial plate extract pool, the volume 

required to contribute 1/9 of 300#g (33.33#g) was calculated based on the protein concentration 

results of each sample (data not shown). The total protein concentration of each pool was 

assayed in triplicate to ensure precise quantitation for normalization of amounts for iTRAQ 
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labelling. The final average concentration results and volumes used for labelling are shown in 

Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3: Pooling volumes used to create the 5 week iTRAQ proteomic pools for the cranial plates. 
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Table 2.4: Final average total protein concentration of 5 and 3 week sample pools using the Micro-BCA assay, and 
volumes used for iTRAQ labelling to normalize for equal protein. “FH” denotes femoral head samples while “C” denotes 
cranial plate samples. E2 denotes the extract 2 pool, while E134 denotes the pool combining extracts 1, 3, and 4. 
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 Initially balancing the ratio of male to female samples in the iTRAQ proteomic pools was 

not a concern, as there were no apparent differences between the femoral head growth plates of 

males and females at 3 and 5 weeks of age. It is known that the rate of skeletal growth and 

development is sexually-dimorphic, with female skeletal growth being slower and continuing for 

a shorter period of time due to the anti-chondroproliferative effect of estrogen (118, 119). It has 

also been shown that low level estrogens may have a positive effect on the early developing 
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growth plate, but peak levels during puberty in females signal epiphyseal fusion (120). Puberty 

typically begins between six to eight weeks of age in female mice and six to seven weeks in male 

mice (121), thus at 3-5 weeks of age sexual dimorphism in growth plate development should not 

be a concern. Furthermore, no differences in growth plate morphology (i.e. height) were noted 

that would indicate sexual differences. Due to limitations of mouse numbers during sample 

collection, a neutral sex ratio of 1.0 was not possible, and certain pools were biased towards one 

sex or the other (Table 2.5). There was evidence that hinted at detectable differences in the level 

of cartilage oligomeric protein (COMP) and proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein 

(PRELP) between males and females used in the 5 week group (discussed in section 4.2.1.). 

While these results suggested there may be differences in protein expression between male and 

female MPS I mice, the trend did not reach statistical significance.  Due to the possibility of 

sexual dimorphism in protein expression, all validation experiments following iTRAQ used 

single sex pools (females only) to avoid any issues stemming from potential effects on protein 

concentration by sexual dimorphism.  

 

Table 2.5: Sex composition of protein 5 and 3 week pools used for iTRAQ analysis. “FH” denotes femoral head samples 
while “C” denotes cranial plate samples. 
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 LC-MS/MS analysis was performed using an integrated Famos autosampler, SwitchosII 

switching pump, and UltiMate micro pump (LC Packings) system with an Hybrid Quadrupole-

TOF LC/MS/MS Mass Spectrometer (QStar Pulsar i) equipped with a nano-electrospray 

ionization source (Proxeon) and fitted with a 10µm fused-silica emitter tip (New Objective, 

Woburn, MA).  Chromatographic separation was achieved on a 75µm x 15 cm C18 PepMap 

Nano LC column (3µm, 100Å, LC Packings) and a 300µm x 5mm C18 PepMap guard column 

(5µm, 100Å, LC Packings) in place.  The mobile phase (solvent A) consisted of 

water/acetonitrile (98:2 (v/v)) with 0.05% formic acid for sample injection and equilibration on 

the guard column at a flow rate of 100µL/min.  A linear gradient was created upon switching the 

trapping column inline by mixing with solvent B which consisted of acetonitrile/water (98:2 

(v/v)) with 0.05% formic acid and the flow rate was reduced to 200nL/min for high resolution 

chromatography and introduction into the mass spectrometer. Samples were brought up to 100µL 

with 5% acetonitrile (ACN) and 3% formic acid (FA) and transferred to autosampler vials (LC 

Packings).  20uL of sample were injected in 95% solvent A and allowed to equilibrate on the 

trapping column for 10 minutes.  Upon switching in line with the MS, a linear gradient from 

95% to 40% solvent A was developed for 100 minutes, and in the following 5 minutes the 

composition of mobile phase was decreased to 20% A before increasing to 95% A for a 15 

minute column re-equilibration prior to the next sample injection.  MS data were acquired 

automatically using Analyst QS 1.0 software Service Pack 8(ABI MDS SCIEX).   

 An information-dependent acquisition method consisting of a 1 second TOFMS survey 

scan of mass range 400-1200 amu and two 2.5 second product ion scans of mass range 100-1500 

amu. was used. The two most intense peaks over 20 counts with charge state 2-5 were selected 
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for fragmentation, and a 6 amu window was used to prevent the peaks from the same isotopic 

cluster from being fragmented again.  Once an ion was selected for MS/MS fragmentation it was 

put on an exclude list for 180 seconds. Curtain gas was set at 23, nitrogen was used as the 

collision gas and the ionization tip voltage used was 2700V. 

If the observed A214 was greater than 0.1 for any fraction collected during the strong 

cation exchange (SCX), a 2.5 hour gradient (95-50% solvent A) was used to compensate for the 

higher peptide concentration in that fraction.  
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ProteinPilot Version 4.0.8085 from AB-SCIEX was utilized for the primary visualization 

of the raw MS data. This software was chosen for its widespread usage with regards to MS data 

from ABI MS machines, and because it is part of the Genome BC Proteomics Facility’s standard 

iTRAQ data analysis pipeline. MS file interpretation, in silico database spectra generation, 

database matching (by the Paragon and ProGroup algorithms within Protein Pilot™ 

respectively), and peptide quantitation were carried out within ProteinPilot version 3.0 at the 

Genome BC facility, while a read-only version of ProteinPilot 4.0 was used to view the analysis 

result files.  

Although the specifics of the Paragon and ProGroup algorithms are beyond the scope of 

this thesis, it is worth noting one feature about how the experimental peptides are matched to the 

in silico database. There are a number of peptide modifications and missed trypsin cleavage 

events that could increase the complexity of peptide spectral results. A single peptide should 

normally be matched to a single peptide in the database, but if the peptide had a modification that 

altered its MS profile this may not be the case unless these variables are accounted for. The 

Paragon algorithm does account for many common modifications and missed cleavage events 
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but only applies these modifications under limited circumstances (122), to allow for 

modifications while maintaining reasonable computational complexity. ProteinPilot also, by 

default, corrects for biases introduced by label-label contamination and isotopic interferences, 

which have been shown to be problematic (123). 

When using the database matching approach for peptide identification (such as Paragon), 

the protein database used for identifying peptides and proteins from MS data is important in that 

the resulting analysis can only be as comprehensive as the database is. There are several 

available large-scale protein databases that can be utilized for this purpose, each with largely 

similar but some unique content. The Celera Discovery System (124), Mouse Genome Database 

(125), and Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) (126) are a few examples. For this dissertation, 

the UniProt database was used for all matching purposes due to its superiority in terms of total 

proteins contained. At the time of primary analysis and matching, the UniProt TrEMBL database 

used contained 15,833,688 protein entries (for all species). 

 The UniProt database is divided into two sections; TrEMBL and SwissProt. The 

SwissProt is a collection of exclusively manually-curated proteins that generally have the most 

detailed and well-validated information, while the TrEMBL dataset is a combination of both 

curated proteins from SwissProt and those that have been added by users but have not been 

manually reviewed (126). Although the SwissProt dataset is more accurate, in the interest of 

comprehensiveness the TrEMBL dataset was used for all analyses in this work. In this way, the 

larger dataset of TrEMBL can be used for maximum identification while the higher-quality data 

of SwissProt can be manually applied to identify candidates during candidate analysis. Since the 

TrEMBL dataset is so large, peptide assignment and protein identification can sometimes be 

more challenging for ProteinPilot and can lead to inappropriate matching results (assigning a 
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mouse protein as a homologous drosophila protein, for example, or confusing two homologous 

mouse proteins). 

 Despite these challenges introduced by using a non-curated dataset like TrEMBL, the 

increased coverage of TrEMBL makes it a better choice for discovery projects. For example, it 

was common in these results to see proteins identified as belonging to a non-mouse species. 

While these proteins typically had homologous versions in the mouse, clearly the level of 

homology between species across the discovered peptides is sufficiently high so as to make 

species distinction impossible based on the few peptides identified in by iTRAQ alone. These 

proteins also often had few peptides assigned to them, further increasing identification difficulty. 

In such cases, if the these proteins were included as candidates, the identified proteins were 

inferred to have originated from the mouse tissues, and the mouse homolog entry in the UniProt 

database was used for later analyses. There were also cases of proteins being identified as human 

or chimpanzee (such as keratin). These may be similar cases of homology as above, but are also 

potentially human contamination from sample processing, as this is a well-known issue in MS 

experiments.  

 Another group of potentially ambiguous proteins in this dataset are those which match to 

protein fragments from large scale proteomics experiments and/or predicted peptides from in 

silico genome analyses. In some cases, these peptides and proteins cannot be matched to any 

known mouse proteins and thus were excluded from analysis. 
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The iTRAQ p-value calculated by ProteinPilot is designed to be the statistical measure of 

significance for changes reported in proteins between samples. Functionally, it tests the 

hypothesis that the ratio of a protein in sample 1 to sample 2 is not 1.0 according to the equation: 
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 (127) 
The average ratio for each protein (where average refers to the ratios between component 

peptides) is used to establish the Student t-value (127). Even if the data are background corrected 

by ProteinPilot (discussed in 2.1.11.), the p-value calculation remains the same except that the 

standard error of the average log ratios is then dictated by the number of peptides  for the protein 

rather than determined empirically. For example, if the protein has <4 peptides, the standard 

error is set as 0.17 (127). If there are >4 peptides, the standard error is automatically calculated 

(127) and will likely be <0.17. Thus in background corrected data the p-value becomes most 

strongly influenced by the number of peptides for each protein, where more peptides lead to a 

lower (more significant) p-value because the standard error will be lower. In this scenario, the 

capacity to determine significance by p-value is dependent on the number of peptides. 

 The p-value is not affected by including Bias Correction (discussed in 3.3.) because all 

ratios are changed by the same factor independently of peptide number. Since the p-value 

calculation is done for hundreds or thousands of proteins, multiple hypothesis testing must also 

be implemented to adjust the cut-off for p-value significance as well. This was achieved by the 

Bonferroni correction (128). 

An important factor which was considered when using the iTRAQ p-value is ratio 

agreement between peptides of the same protein. For example, if a protein has ten peptides 

identified, and five peptide ratios indicate a decrease between samples while the other five 

indicate an increase, this should increase (reduce the statistical significance) of the p-value of the 

ratio This consideration is intrinsically included in the p-value calculation because it is calculated 
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from the average ratio across peptides of a protein, so greater variance of peptides within a 

protein predictably leads to a higher (less significant) p-value due to the uncertainty.  

However, proteins with significant iTRAQ p-values may still have peptides which 

disagree, and these were assessed further while refining the results. ProteinPilot does not account 

for the potential effect protein isoforms may have on assignment of peptides to proteins and the 

iTRAQ ratio p-value. For example, if different isoforms of a protein are differentially changed 

between the mutant and control samples, then the isoform-specific peptides would report a 

different ratio than those which are shared by all isoforms (129). While this is a possibility with 

potentially very important and relevant implications for understanding disease mechanisms, it 

remains difficult to identify this phenomenon in proteomics results due to lack of isoform 

functional knowledge in many cases. This difficulty is exacerbated by challenges in assigning 

shared peptides to one isoform or another, and the limited isoform information contained in 

modern protein and genomic databases in most cases.  

 It has been noted that the iTRAQ p-value calculated by Protein Pilot is “not appropriate 

in all experimental designs” (127) although the circumstances in which iTRAQ p-value may not 

be appropriate have not been clearly described.  Most studies simply adopt the standard p %0.05 

(or a multiple hypothesis testing corrected variation in a few cases) to determine the statistical 

significance of an iTRAQ result. In this thesis, iTRAQ p-value was used as one selection 

criterion for identifying potential candidates, but it was not considered strong statistical evidence 

in light of this uncertainty regarding when the ProteinPilot p-value is suitable. 
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Background correction is a function within ProteinPilot which attempts to control for 

background ion noise in the MS results, which can occur when >1 labelled peptide is fragmented 
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at once because it has a very similar m/z as another peptide. Since these “background” peptides 

are expected to occur uniformly between samples of the same source (e.g. the 5 week growth 

plates of MPS I and wildtype mice), the presence of background peptides will tend to “bias ratios 

towards unity” (127). Background peptides are also expected to be at lower intensity than the 

target peptides. Background Correction “models the distribution of the background signal across 

multiple spectra from the same protein and determines the parameters of this distribution in order 

to correct each individual spectrum.” (127) Once a spectrum has been identified by the software 

as “background”, it is removed from all spectra assigned to each protein. Since establishment of 

a spectrum as background requires multiple data points to show that it occurs consistently, at 

least 6 spectral measurements for a peptide are required for this correction factor to be accurate 

(127). Furthermore, since all protein candidates examined must first pass the FDR cut off value 

filter (section 3.3.), they satisfy this requirement by having an Unused ProtScore >4 (equating to 

at least 2 unique peptides per protein) with >3 observations per peptide. Use of background 

correction in iTRAQ experiments is the standard protocol because of its utility in complex 

samples containing many proteins, and was used for all iTRAQ protein data reported in this 

dissertation. 
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Bias correction within ProteinPilot is intended to control for differences in iTRAQ 

labelling efficiency between samples (primarily from technical errors during reagent use) (127). 

Bias correction hypothesizes that most proteins in a differential proteomic experiment will not 

change between samples such that the overall average ratio between samples should be close to 

1.0. The algorithm calculates the mean of all protein ratios in the experiment and attempts to 
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adjust the result to 1.0 by dividing all protein ratios by the appropriate factor (127). Bias 

correction was used for my data. 
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Extreme iTRAQ ratios are defined as peptides where the reported value is 100 or 0.01. 

These values are not actually informative of the true fold change of the protein or peptide 

associated with it, as they are artificial cut offs imposed by ProteinPilot so that very large and 

very small ratios (which may be more than 100 or less than 0.01) can still be used in calculating 

the average protein fold change (127). Cases of peptide absence in one sample would also be 

reported as an extreme ratio (127). This is partially because iTRAQ quantitation is less accurate 

with increasing fold change such that the accuracy of >10-fold values is low. There were a 

number of cases in the iTRAQ data where peptides had extreme ratios (>100 or <0.01), and it 

was considered whether they should be manually excluded from protein average ratio calculation 

due to their inaccuracy and potential to bias the protein average.  

Instances of extreme ratios occurred in two forms; either 1-2 peptides of several peptides 

identified for a protein showed these ratios, or most of the peptides for a protein showed these 

ratios. After examining the protein average fold change before and after manually excluding 

extreme ratio peptides, in both cases removing peptides was not deemed useful. This was 

because excluding one extreme peptide from a protein with many non-extreme peptides changed 

the protein ratio very little. However, many extreme ratios within a protein could represent 

biologically-meaningful information about the protein. Thus for all ratios reported in this work, 

extreme ratio peptides were included in the average protein ratios. These extreme ratios were 

examined more closely on a case-by-case basis during later candidate list filtering (section 3.6.). 
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Confidence of protein identity within the ProteinPilot software is reported through three 

metrics: Protein confidence percentage, ProtScore, and Unused ProtScore. The protein 

confidence is the error margin of protein identity based on the peptide information available from 

the iTRAQ results. A greater number of high-confidence peptides identified for a protein will 

increase its confidence score. The ProtScore is a logarithmic transformation of the percent 

confidence according to ProtScore = -log( 1 - (Percent Confidence/100)) (127). The Unused 

ProtScore is calculated in the same manner but is distinct from the ProtScore as the Unused 

ProtScore considers only peptides matching a single protein while the ProtScore allows peptides 

shared between proteins to count towards protein confidence (127). Thus protein percent 

confidence is equivalent to the ProtScore, while the Unused ProtScore is a more stringent 

measure of protein confidence. For example, in cases where a protein is supported only by 

evidence from peptides shared with other proteins, it cannot be confidently stated that this 

protein was detected, thus the Unused ProtScore may be a more accurate account of identified 

proteins (127). Shared peptides are assigned to the single most confidently identified protein and 

are excluded from subsequent proteins under the Unused ProtScore analysis.  

False discovery rate analysis was carried out by the ProteinPilot software and is useful for 

establishing cut-off values in protein identity confidence. 
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! Commonly cited online bioinformatics software solutions are available to perform these 

network analyses on input proteins or genes of interest. One of these tools is Regulatory 
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Sequence Analysis Tools (RSAT) (130), which searches for potential regulatory sequence motifs 

in genomic sequences. Another, TFSearch (131), identifies short sequences matching 

transcription factor consensus binding sequences. Multi Experiment Matrix (MEM) (132) 

discovers evidence of transcriptional co-regulation between genes based on microarray results 

compiled in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO). The workflow I used for pathway 

analysis employed each of these tools. The goal of this workflow was to generate hypotheses 

about how the candidates identified by iTRAQ may fit into networks relevant to pathogenic 

mechanisms in MPS I chondro-osseous disease. 

 MEM analysis was used first to identify potential co-regulatory relationships between 

candidate genes. In MEM analysis, genes for the proteins of interest were used as queries against 

all experiments in the NCBI GEO database using the Affymetrix mouse 430 2.0 bead array chip 

platform. At the time of analysis, this included >900 experiments. MEM systematically examines 

all included array datasets for genes that show evidence of co-regulation (i.e. change together 

under experimental conditions) (132). P-values for significance of matching co-expression were 

calculated automatically according to how strong the evidence of co-regulation was, and a 

manual p-value threshold of 1.0x10-9 was applied to allow for p < 0.01 after Bonferroni 

Correction. 

 Once genes with evidence of co-regulation from MEM were identified, RSAT was used 

to search the genomic sequences around these genes for shared potential regulatory sequences. 

RSAT analysis was performed on genomic sequence from 10KB upstream of the transcriptional 

start site and 10KB downstream of the transcriptional termination site of each candidate gene 

from MEM analysis. Genomic sequences were retrieved from the NCBI GenBank mouse 

reference genome (build 37.1). Sequences were compiled into a FASTA batch file for “oligo-
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analysis” RSAT input. Oligo length was set to 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 nt and manual expected frequency 

tables were created for each gene as there was no pre-existing frequency table for mouse 

sequences available. The “feature map” was used for each query gene to discover shared 

sequence patterns. 

 After investigation of potential shared regulatory sequences by RSAT in the candidate 

genes from MEM, these sequences were examined for matching to known transcription factor 

binding consensus sites. Transcription factor binding site analysis was performed on all 

identified enriched sequences found in candidate genes from RSAT analysis. TFSearch was used 

to identify transcription factors which may bind to these putative regulatory sequences based on 

known consensus transcription factor binding sites. The JASPAR database of transcription 

factors was also manually searched for matching consensus sequences.!
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Total protein extracted from the mouse femoral head growth plate samples described 

above was analyzed by Western blot as individual mouse and extract samples, unlike the pools 

used for iTRAQ analysis. 5-20#g (depending on the remaining amount after iTRAQ and the 

concentration of the extract) of each sample was separated on pre-cast 7.5% polyacrylamide gels 

(Bio-Rad) and transferred onto the polyvinyl diflouride (PVDF) membrane (Millipore 

Imobilon® P). Detection was achieved using primary polyclonal antibodies against COMP 

(Thbs5), PRELP (Prelp), and perlecan (Hspg2) (Santa Cruz) with appropriate secondary 

antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Santa Cruz). HRP activity was detected 

with a chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescent reagent kit). 

Blots were photographed and analyzed using ImageJ (NIH) to quantify intensity. 
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  Five week old mouse femoral heads were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 24 

hours and decalcified in 10% EDTA (pH7) for 7 days before dehydration, embedding, and 

sectioning at 5 #m. Sections were taken at 40 #m intervals through the entire femoral head. 

Immunohistochemical interrogation of several key extracellular matrix proteins (perlecan, 

fibronectin 1, hyaluronan and proteoglycan link protein, matrillin 1, matrillin 3, thrombospondin 

1, cartilage oligomeric protein, PRELP, and chondroadherin) was done on sagittal sections of 

MPS I and wildtype femoral heads. DAPI staining was used as a control for cellularity (i.e. to 

establish that the plane of sectioning and amount of cellular content was similar between MPS I 

and wildtype comparative samples). Primary antibodies were applied to sections individually and 

labeled with fluorescent tagged secondary antibodies.  
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As noted in the original publication of this method (133), proteotypic peptides were 

selected from the iTRAQ data for MRM analysis.  Peptides with extreme iTRAQ ratios (i.e. 0.01 

or 100) were excluded. Synthetic peptides for each were used to empirically select 5-10 

transitions per peptide and determine optimal declustering potential (DP), collision energy (CE), 

and escape potential (CXP) voltage settings of the Triple Quad LC/MS 6490 MS (Agilent) for 

each peptide. A pool of all synthetic peptides and a trial protein sample from micro-dissected 

wildtype femoral head growth plate cartilage were used to confirm detection and optimization of 

all peptides. All protein extracts from the 4 buffer method (section 2.1.5.) (#1, 2, 3, and 4) were 

pooled together prior to analysis. Samples were precipitated in 80% acetone overnight at -20°C 

before reduction, alkylation, and tryptic digestion. 
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34wk old wildtype and MPS I male mice were acclimated to running on a Model 80800A 

Mouse Exercise Walking Wheel System (Lafayette Instruments) at a slow speed increasing 

gently over 7 days from 30 to 8 seconds per revolution daily for 1hr. The mice then ran daily for 

1hr at 8 sec/rev for 30 days before sacrifice 2 days after the last run. Whole knee joints were 

collected and fixed for histologic analysis (section 2.6.2). 
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Mouse hind limbs were detached at the hip, muscle tissue trimmed from both knee joint 

capsules, and whole joints placed in 1mL of PFA. Whole knees joints were fixed for 24hrs at 4˚C 

before being transferred to 1mL of 10% EDTA (pH 7.5) and demineralized for 7 days. Samples 

were dehydrated and embedded in paraffin and knee joints serially sectioned frontally at 5#m in 

100#m intervals through the entire tissue. Slides were heated at 50˚C for 10min before 

deparaffinising and rehydrating, followed by staining with H&E or Safranin O & Fast Green. 

Stained serial sections were imaged on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope at 500X 

magnification.  

The area of the tibial and femoral articular surfaces was defined by hand and the area and 

grey value (stain density) calculated using ImageJ® software. The values were calculated in 4 

quadrants of the knee sections to reflect the distinct regions of the joint: medial tibia, lateral tibia, 

medial femur, and lateral femur. Comparisons between animals and between knees of the same 

animal were only made between like quadrants (medial: medial and lateral: lateral) to prevent 

joint loading confounding factors. Average grey value and area were averaged across all sections 
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of a single knee joint, and then averaged between knee joints of each mouse. The p-value of the 

difference between averages for each mouse was calculated using a standard T-test. 
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Mouse femoral heads were collected after sacrifice and immediately embedded in OCT 

medium and frozen by suspension on liquid nitrogen. 50#m cryosections were attached to 

Superfrost Plus microscope slides. Slides were then quickly re-frozen on dry ice and stored until 

growth plate micro-dissection. Micro-dissection was as per section 2.1.4., but sections were 

thawed and dissected in a drop of RNAlater (Ambion) solution.  

 Micro-dissected growth plates for both femoral heads per mouse were collected in TRIzol 

on ice and disrupted by grinding with Pellet Pestles (Kontes) for three min. RNA was extracted 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The aqueous phase was loaded onto RNeasy 

(Qiagen) columns for clean-up and DNase digestion. RNA was eluted in 70#L RNase-free water 

(minimum required volume) twice and evaporated by vacuum centrifuge down to 30#L.    
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Purified RNA from six MPS I and six wildtype five week old mice was pooled into 4 

samples (three mice per pool) and analyzed by Agilent RNA Nano chip BioAnalyzer to ensure 

integrity (RIN >7.0). RNA concentration was measured by NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific) for 

normalization of RNA loading. 200ng of total RNA from each pool was reverse-transcribed into 

cDNA using the RiboGreen® kit. The concentration of cDNA was measured by NanoDrop and 

used to normalize loading of the chip. Loading and analysis of the chips were according to the 
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manufacturer’s instructions (134). The arrays were scanned on an HiScanSQ (Illumina) and data 

processed using GenomeStudio (Illumina) software (average normalization, subtract background, 

Illumina Custom error model, Benjamini-Hochberg multiple hypothesis testing correction). The 

exported probe profile tables were also interrogated with a custom R code and compared to the 

GenomeStudio results. 
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531ng of purified RNA from each of four MPS I and four wildtype micro-dissected 

femoral head growth plate pairs was used for cDNA synthesis using the RT2 First Strand kit 

(Qiagen). A custom 96-well array of qPCR primer pairs for 48 target genes and two 

housekeeping gene controls (Acntb and Gapdh) was produced through SABiosciences (Qiagen) 

RT2 Profiler system (Table 5.4). Quantitation of SYBR signal was carried out on an ABI7500 

(Applied BioSystems) thermal cycler and the &&Ct method for normalization and fold-change 

calculation according to the manufacturer’s instructions (135). 

Table 2.6: qPCR gene targets and SABiosciences cataloged primer pairs. 

Gene 
Symbol 

SABiosciences RT2 
Catalog Number 

Adam12 PPM28766 
Adamts12 PPM34009 
Adamts4 PPM26398 
Alpl PPM03155 
Aspn PPM35565 
Bgn PPM03187 
Chad PPM25471 
Col10a1 PPM05135 
Col11a1 PPM05136 
Col11a2 PPM26047 
Col12a1 PPM05127 
Col1a1 PPM03845 
Col1a2 PPM04448 
Col2a1 PPM03184 
Col9a1 PPM03161 
Col9a2 PPM05124 
Comp PPM29133 
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Gene 
Symbol 

SABiosciences RT2 
Catalog Number 

Dcn PPM03172 
Ehd1 PPM27752 
Epyc PPM31628 
Fmod PPM37524 
Hapln4 PPM31708 
Ihh PPM24820 
Lum PPM25962 
Matn1 PPM36440 
Matn3 PPM28975 
Mmp13 PPM03675 
Mmp3 PPM03673 
Nfkb1 PPM02930 
Ogn PPM25080 
Omd PPM31464 
P4ha1 PPM05622 
P4ha2 PPM25006 
Prelp PPM33480 
Rab32 PPM27884 
Tnfrsf11a PPM03749 
Tnfsf11 PPM03047 
Smad3 PPM04461 
Smad5 PPM03070 
Sox9 PPM05134 
Sparc PPM03651 
Timp1 PPM03693 
Tlr4 PPM04207 
Gapdh PPM02946 
Actb PPM02945 
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Evidence of secondary effects downstream of defective GAG catabolism on cellular 

homeostatic pathways is now emerging in the MPSs (discussed in section 1.6.). Such changes are 

difficult to discover by traditional biochemical and molecular methods used in MPS I research so 

far, and may require a systems approach rather than targeted pathway analysis. In order to 

discover the pathways underlying chondro-osseous disease in the murine model of MPS I, an 

unbiased proteomic approach was used first (as noted in the flow chart summarizing the 

experimental approach of this dissertation (Figure 1.3)). In this way, the candidate proteins 

identified would not be a priori biased or restricted to specific pathways or mechanisms. Protein 

candidates identified in the discovery phase also dictated proteins and pathways to be examined 

more closely for a functional relation to MPS I pathogenesis. 

Mass spectrometry (MS) data analysis of iTRAQ results entailed 3 primary objectives: 1. 

Read and graphically present the fragmentation ion spectra from peptides, 2. Assign peptide 

identity based on fragment ion spectra, and 3. determine the quantity of the parent peptide by 

comparing to the same peptide in another sample (relative quantitation).  

Fragmentation ion spectra analysis entails interpretation of the MS data output files as 

graphical spectra which can be viewed by the user and queried by software to obtain quantitative 

information. The parent peptide quantity is determined by integrating the area under the curve of 

the fragment ion spectra. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the algorithms used to 

achieve such interpretation in detail, though the MS output file format will vary depending on the 

MS machine with which it was produced. Often these formats will dictate the software that can 

be used for analysis. In this case, ProteinPilot software was required for data interpretation. 
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The second objective entailed automated matching of spectra profiles obtained from the 

MS data to predicted MS spectra from all peptides in a protein database. Possible peptides are 

generated in silico from the database by using the known trypsin cleavage sites (where trypsin 

cleaves C-teminal to K or R residues in an amino acid chain). The predicted mass and charge of 

the in silico peptides are calculated based on the mass and charge of each amino acid in the 

peptide.  Easily detected fragment ions under collision-induced dissociation (CID) for each 

peptide are predicted, which usually entails doubly charged fragments, as single and triplely 

charged fragments are not easily identified by currently available MS instruments. The 

experimental MS spectra are then compared, one at a time, against every spectrum in the in silico 

database to find the best match. Most often the spectral match is required to be highly similar, 

meaning that many experimental spectra may not be matched even if their equivalent peptides 

are actually in the protein database. Non-matching can result from covalent modifications, loss 

of chemical groups, low quality spectra, or interference to the peptide spectra by other peptides 

or contaminants that occupy the same mass to charge ratio (m/z), to name a few possibilities. 

Peptides may match several parent proteins, so the best match must be chosen and the peptide 

sequence and parent protein information assigned to the experimental peptide.  

Quantitation of peptide intensity (ions detected per unit time) typically involves 

combining the counts of each fragment ion (distinct m/z value) for each peptide to calculate a 

total intensity score for the peptide. Each peptide intensity score can then be integrated with 

others from a parent protein to estimate the quantity of the protein in the sample. In the case of 

iTRAQ labelling, as mentioned in section 2.1.1., quantitation of peptides uses the iTRAQ tag as 

a proxy for peptide concentration. In this case, the parent peptide will have one fragment ion 

with the iTRAQ tag so only that ion is used for quantitation. However, a well-represented protein 
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will have multiple peptides with iTRAQ tags, and each can typically be used to calculate the 

average protein intensity reported by all of the peptides of that protein. Comparison of intensities 

between samples typically occurs at the peptide level and is then summarized at the protein level, 

depending on the analysis approach taken.!
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 False discovery rate analysis is carried out by the ProteinPilot software and is useful for 

establishing cut-off values in protein identity confidence. For example, in order to generate a list 

of proteins that has a 5% FDR overall (global), the reported protein confidence score cut-off for 

each protein would be >99.023% (corresponding to an Unused ProtScore of >2 and 620 proteins 

identified in the growth plate 5 week sample) (Figure 3.1). If a more stringent list of proteins 

where each protein has a 5% error in identity (local) is desired, the cut-off for each protein will 

be >99.998% (corresponding to an Unused ProtScore of >3.7 and 423 identified proteins in the 

growth plate at 5 weeks. To be more stringent, FDR analysis dictated that only reported proteins 

with an Unused ProtScore of $4.0 would be considered as being true for this experiment. Similar 

examination of the FDR analysis reports for the 5 week cranial plate and 3 week growth 

plate/cranial plate experiments resulted in Unused ProtScore cut-offs of $4.0 and $2.7 

respectively. 
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Figure 3.1: FDR analysis report generated by ProteinPilot for the 5 week growth plate experiment which summarizes a) 
the total number of proteins identified that meet 3 possible false positive rates and b) the graph of global and local FDRs 
in relation to reported protein confidence which is used to establish the protein confidence cut-off value. 

F;F;(O2&#(/.%%*'$2.0(
 
 

Use of Bias Correction for this iTRAQ experiment was considered, although examination 

of the uncorrected data showed a large number of proteins reported as differentially regulated 

between wildtype and MPS I samples (Figure 3.2). It was not clear if these changes were real or 

due to technical error. A technical iTRAQ labelling error would bias all ratios toward a reported 

increase in one sample uniformly, but this trend was not observed in this iTRAQ data. Many 

proteins were both increased, and many others were decreased between the samples, making it 

unlikely that such a labelling error occurred. Additionally, there were no indications from the 
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protein concentration assay prior to iTRAQ labelling of unequal protein loading between 

samples.  

If most of the uncorrected ratios of proteins are real and not the effect of unequal iTRAQ 

labelling, then applying the Bias Correction would reduce the fold change reported, potentially 

causing some to drop below fold-change thresholds. This effect is clearly observed in Figure 

3.2, where a number of proteins in the corrected dataset are no longer >2-fold change increased 

or decreased.  

In most differential proteomic international experiments at the time of this writing, the 

large majority of proteins reported had ratios close to 1, so that a very small Bias Correction 

factor would be applied (unless a labelling issue had occurred), making use of this algorithm 

appropriate. This was, however, not the case with the present data (Figure 3.2). Two factors led 

to the decision to apply Bias Correction in ProteinPilot despite this issue; the ProteinPilot 

software prevents the use of Background Correction in the absence of Bias Correction, and 

applying it would increase the stringency of analysis by reducing lower fold changes and thus 

highlighting the larger changes. However, as this was a hypothesis-generating experiment, bias 

correction may be unnecessarily stringent and it would have been ideal to not have to apply it. 
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From Table 3.1, it is clear that the depth of proteome sampling in these experiments was 

strong based on the number of proteins identified (when compared to current skeletal proteomic 

literature datasets where 121 (136) to 1231 (137) proteins have been identified in cartilage or 

bone tissue lysates), despite this study using a pure tissue sample. The numbers in Table 3.1 are 

also much more stringent than others have reported where, for example, a global rather than local 

protein confidence of 95% is a more typical threshold (which would change the number of 

identified proteins in the 5 week growth plate to 1050 instead of a conservative 409). The 

percentage of used spectra (Table 3.1) was typical. 

 
Table 3.1: Lists of proteins from 3 and 5 week MS runs that meet the confidence and fold change cut off values. 
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This strong sampling depth is likely a result of the intensive protein extraction protocol 

used, the sample fractionation prior to and during the LC run, and the comprehensiveness of the 

UniProt database used for peptide matching. It was initially thought that keeping separate the 

distinct extracts yielded by the 4-buffer protein extraction method would aid in sample 

fractionation. However, all of the proteins identified in Table 3.1 were represented in extract 2, 

and most were represented in the extract 1, 3, and 4 pool as well. Due to the lack of mutual 

exclusivity between extracts observed and the majority of protein content being present in extract 

#2, analyzing extracts individually likely only unnecessarily complicated later analyses. This 

made any gain in sample fractionation not worthwhile contrary to Jiang et al’s claims in the 

original report of the extraction method (112).  

F;L;(SN*%&--(2,Q!U(Q&$2.#(O*$7**0()%.$*20(DV$%&'$#(
 
 

Analysis of the iTRAQ ratios given for protein candidates identified by iTRAQ analysis 

is complicated by the protein extracts not being mutually exclusive (noted above). Ultimately, I 

decided the most appropriate approach to resolve this issue was to sum the ratios for a specific 

protein across each extract to estimate the overall ratio. While summing, each protein ratio in 

each extract pool would be weighted inversely according to the iTRAQ p-value associated that 

protein, to prevent protein ratios based on fewer or lower quality peptides from excessively 

biasing the final protein ratio. When using this summing approach, the primary iTRAQ ratio was 

considered to be the one from extract #2 because it contained the highest proportion of protein 

quantity and in all cases also contained the most peptides for each protein. For this reason, the 

total iTRAQ ratio was calculated by adding or subtracting the other ratios from this primary one 

as per the equation: 
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In most cases, applying this equation led to a small change in the overall iTRAQ ratio as the p-

value of one or more of the other extracts was poor and/or the fold change was similar to the 

primary ratio.  

 To be considered a candidate, a protein needed to have an overall ratio of $ 2-fold change 

as a stringent criterion to account for variances (including reporter quantitation accuracy, 

experimental handling, technical variance, and biological variance). Variance in relative protein 

quantitation in typical iTRAQ experiments has been estimated (based on proteomic and 

transcriptomic dataset overlap) to be approximately 58% (23% for experimental variation and 

25% for biological variation) (138). It is expected, however, that biological variance should not 

contribute as much here, as pooling of individual mouse samples prior to analysis would partially 

normalize for this (138). 

F;P;(/&0828&$*(12#$#(
 
 
 From the primary dataset of proteins established after iTRAQ data filtering as described 

above, several sub lists were created in order to prioritize protein candidates for validation and 

further investigation. These were created on the basis of iTRAQ ratio p-values, peptide 

agreement on fold-change for each protein (both within and between extracts), and number of 

peptides identified for each protein. The final candidate list for further investigation and 

validation was based on peptide agreement within each protein, as this was the most stringent 

and biologically-relevant filtering criteria. Proteins were considered candidates if they fulfilled 

the criteria described above and that $88% of peptides for each protein showed similar 

significant fold-changes in their parent protein between wildtype and MPS I samples. While the 
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peptide agreement cut off of 88% is somewhat arbitrary, it allowed for “reasonable” 

disagreement within a protein so as to be neither too restrictive nor too inclusive. For my 

application, this cut off was the most logical. The final candidate proteins meeting these criteria 

are shown in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. 
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Table 3.2: Summary of differentially-expressed proteins between the 5 week MPS I and wildtype mouse growth plate 
samples. iTRAQ ratios (fold change) and p-values are for the ratio of protein abundance in MPS I:wildtype in protein 
extract 2. Proteins marked with * indicate iTRAQ candidates selected for the MRM panel, while proteins marked with # 
indicate candidates selected for the qPCR array. Negative fold change indicated a decrease in the MPS I Samples. 
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Table 3.3: Final protein candidate list from 5 week cranial plate analysis based on peptide ratio agreement. Negative fold 
change indicated a decrease in the MPS I Samples. 
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Table 3.4: Final protein candidate list from 3 week growth plate and cranial plate analyses based on peptide ratio 
agreement. Negative fold change indicated a decrease in the MPS I Samples. 
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 After establishing final iTRAQ candidate lists (section 3.6.), the biological relevance of 

these proteins to each other, and to MPS I skeletal disease, was investigated through 

bioinformatic network analysis of protein interactions, gene co-regulation, and transcription 

factor activity. In particular, key transcription factors involved with chondro-osseous system 

development (described in section 1.5.) were targeted, as it was hypothesized that changes in one 

or more of these transcription factors could coordinately cause alteration of several protein 

candidates identified by iTRAQ. These hypothesized changes in transcription factor levels were 

unlikely to be revealed by iTRAQ analysis given the low level and transient nature of 

transcription factor expression.  

 Multi Experiment Matrix (MEM) (132) discovers evidence of transcriptional co-

regulation between genes based on microarray results compiled in the NCBI Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO). As a starting point (Figure 3.3), MEM analysis was carried out for fourteen 

proteins of interest (asporin, biglycan, chondroadherin, Decorin, epiphycan, fibromodulin, 

lactotransferrin, lectin GBS3, lumican, milk fat globule EGF factor 8 (MFGE8), osteoglycin, 

osteomodulin, periostin, proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein (PRELP), and 

osteonectin (SPARC)) from the iTRAQ 5 week growth plate dataset (Table 3.2). These proteins 

were selected on the basis of perceived biological interest to MPS I and chondro-osseous system 

function (Table 1.3). The small leucine repeat proteoglycan proteins (SLRPs) were largely 

represented in this list. The SLRPs are matricellular proteins, which are extracellular matrix 

components involved with both signaling and structural roles during chondro-osseous 
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development and repair (139). Established roles of these proteins include cellular proliferation, 

modulation of extracellular matrix organization, growth factor modulation, and matrix adhesion. 

The resulting ranked list of ~35,000 loci (according to co-regulation p-value) for each query gene 

was cut off at the first arbitrarily 100 genes (Table 3.4 shows an example of this for select 

proteins). The list of the top 100 genes for each query gene was then compared to the other query 

gene result lists.  

Once genes with evidence of co-regulation from MEM were identified, RSAT (130) was 

used to search the genomic sequences around these genes for shared potential regulatory 

sequences. RSAT analysis was performed on genomic sequence from 10KB upstream of the 

transcriptional start site and 10KB downstream of the transcriptional termination site of each 

candidate gene from MEM analysis was retrieved from the NCBI GenBank. A list of 20 

potentially co-regulated genes was ultimately established from the MEM results analysis 

(collagen I, collagen III, collagen V (a1, a2, a3), collagen VI (a1, a2, a3, a4, a6), osteonectin, 

SERPIN F1, periostin, matrillin 2, fibronectin, procollagen C, and procollagen C2, asporin, 

biglycan, chondroadherin, decorin, epiphycan, fibromodulin, lumican, osteoglycin, and PRELP). 

After investigation of shared potential regulatory sequences in the candidate genes from 

MEM and RSAT, these sequences were examined for matching to known transcription factor 

binding consensus sites. Transcription factor binding site analysis was performed on 50 

identified enriched sequences found in candidate genes from RSAT analysis. This identified 

shared patterns enriched in these genes including AAAACAAA, ACACACAC, AAAATAT, 

ACAAAACA, CACACACA, and CAAAAAAA above the expected genomic frequency defined 

by RSAT. Analysis of these sequences by TFSearch 

(http://www.rwcp.or.jp/lab/pdappl/papia.html) identified them as potential SOX/SRY 
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transcription factor binding sites. Data in the JASPAR database confirms that the consensus 

binding sites for SOX5 and SOX9 include the sequence AACAAT in most cases, while the SRY 

consensus binding site often includes ACAAT. TFSearch was used to identify transcription 

factors which may bind to these putative regulatory sequences based on known consensus 

transcription factor binding sites.  

The JASPAR database of transcription factors (140) was also manually searched for 

matching consensus sequences. This identified eight potential transcription factors (having 

putative consensus sequence binding sites near genes coding for proteins of interest from MEM 

analysis (SOX/SRY, RUNX1, E-BOX, Osterix, SOX5, SOX9, SOX10, MSX1, and MSX2). It 

was hypothesized that these transcription factors might be coordinately regulating several protein 

candidates deregulated in the MPS I growth plate. SOX/SRY, RUNX1, E-BOX, Osterix, SOX5, 

SOX9, SOX10, MSX1, and MSX2 consensus binding sites were then mapped 10KB upstream of 

the transcriptional start site and 10KB downstream of the transcriptional termination site of each 

candidate gene (Figure 3.4). 

The series of analyses described above collectively revealed evidence of potential co-

regulation between several members of the SLRP protein family as indicated by their enrichment 

in the top 100 ranked co-expressed genes after MEM analysis. Further evidence is provided by 

SLRP genes being co-regulated with other genes relevant to skeletal development such as 

collagen I, collagen III, collagen VI, pro-collagen C, osteonectin, periostin, and serpin F1 (Table 

3.5).  
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Figure 3.3: Workflow of bioinformatics tools used to generate hypotheses for key altered signalling and regulatory 
networks based on the iTRAQ proteomics candidates. The particular software tool(s) used for each stage is indicated 
beside. 

 
When these consensus sequences were mapped on the promoter regions of the genes in 

Table 3.5, there were numerous sites (more than expected by chance) in the ± 10 kb non-coding 

region of the SLRP family genes, as well as in the genes suggested to be co-regulated (Figure 

3.4). This sequence clustering provided further evidence for potential co-regulation of epiphycan, 

PRELP, osteoglycin, osteomodulin, and lumican by SOX9 and SOX5, and co-regulation of 

biglycan, chondroadherin, decorin, epiphycan, osteoglycin, and lumican by MSX1 and MSX2. 

Despite OSE2 and RUNX2 being well-known skeletal regulatory transcription factors, there was 

no evidence of consensus binding sequence enrichment in the genes queried.  
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 Comparative iTRAQ proteomic interrogation of the five week MPS I and wildtype 

femoral head growth plate identified 409 distinct proteins. 19 of these proteins were significantly 

increased in the MPS I growth plate, while 24 proteins were significantly decreased (Table 3.2). 

Among these proteins, most the SLRP family proteins were shown to be deregulated in MPS I. 

After establishing final iTRAQ candidate lists, the biological relevance of these proteins to each 

other, and to MPS I skeletal disease, was investigated through bioinformatic network analysis of 

protein interactions, gene co-regulation, and transcription factor activity. This series of analyses 

collectively revealed evidence for co-regulation of epiphycan, PRELP, osteoglycin, 

osteomodulin, and lumican by SOX9 and SOX5, and co-regulation of biglycan, chondroadherin, 

decorin, epiphycan, osteoglycin, and lumican by MSX1 and MSX2. This potential co-regulation 

of SLRP genes may explain their coordinate changes observed in the MPS I growth plate (Table 

3.2).
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Table 3.5: Query proteins ranked within the top 100 protein hits with strong evidence of co-regulation from SLRP family MEM analysis. 
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Figure 3.4: Examples of RSAT feature maps for a) SLRP protein family member promoters regions, and SLRP and other 
protein candidate predicted binding sites for SOX5 and SOX9 (b and c respectively) transcription factors. The first 2KB 
from the transcriptional start site are shown. 
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In order to discover the pathways underlying chondro-osseous disease in the murine 

model of MPS I, an unbiased proteomic approach was used first (as noted in the flow chart 

summarizing the experimental approach of this dissertation (Figure 1.3)). Any proteins which 

were observed to be significantly increased or decreased relative to the wildtype control mice 

were then re-examined through validation in new samples using targeted approaches such as 

Western blotting, immunohistochemistry, and targeted mass spectrometric analysis. 

  Quantitative proteomic experiments such as iTRAQ reveal broad results spanning 

potentially thousands of proteins to generate hypotheses in an unbiased way. Validation and 

further study of candidates is essential to ascertain the relevance of candidates. Historically, 

validation of quantitative proteomic experiments has involved Western blotting (or similar 

antibody-mediated detection methods such as immunohistochemical staining), RNA expression 

studies, and sometimes very specific characterization of candidate proteins such as crystal 

structure determination. Western blots are still the most sensitive method of protein quantitation; 

however, in the case of this work, validation of protein candidates by Western blot was 

challenging due to the lack of multiplexing capacity, the very limited quantity of protein 

obtained from bone tissue, and the large number of protein candidates for which validation was 

sought.   

Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mass spectrometry has gained popularity as a 

means of quantifying specific proteins of interest with high accuracy. Rather than discovering 

and quantifying peptides in an unbiased approach, the MS in an MRM experiment is focused 

only on one or a few peptides from certain proteins in a complex sample. In this way, MRM 
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experiments can provide more accurate quantification of protein between samples, because 

representative peptides can be selected for each protein that will perform optimally and 

predictably, while avoiding confusion introduced by problematic peptides. MRM experiments 

are commonly performed on triple-quadrupole (QQQ) mass spectrometers because of the 

technical approach these machines use (141). The first and third quadrupole modules within the 

QQQ MS are capable of scanning for specific m/z values to identify the parent peptide and its 

fragmentation ions. In an MRM experiment performed on a QQQ MS, the peptides of interest 

are identified in Q1 and fragmented before being sent to Q3 (141). Predefined fragment ions are 

selected in Q3 and guided towards the detector for quantitation (141). For each peptide of 

interest, so-called ‘transitions’ must also be chosen and applied as a selective filter in the second 

MS scan, where each transition represents the m/z values to detect the parent and specific 

fragment ions (141). These two filters mean that MRM is extraordinarily specific, as each 

peptide is identified by its unique m/z value and then by the m/z values for at least 2 of its 

fragmentation ions (141). Transitions (i.e., the parent ion and fragment ions) are necessary 

because quantitation of just the parent ion from Q1 would be obscured by the complexity of the 

background. Quantitation of the fragment ions rather than the parent peptide allows for more 

precision, though it decreases sensitivity because not all fragment ions of a parent peptide are 

quantitated. Theoretically, the sum of quantitation results from all transitions should be similar to 

the original quantity of the parent peptide. Therefore, multiple transitions are required to 

adequately identify and quantitate the parent peptide. 

The sensitivity of MRM is greater compared to non-targeted MS approaches because 

target filtering reduces equipment and computational demand within any given sampling window 

(141). This makes ratio values obtained by the MRM assay theoretically more accurate than the 
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iTRAQ ratios. Most MRM experiments utilize labelled synthetic versions of each targeted 

peptide which are heavier than their physiological counterparts due to incorporation of 13C, 15N, 

or 2H. These standards can then be spiked into the samples in known concentrations and 

compared to an empirically established standard curve for each peptide to obtain concentration 

data. By comparing the physiological peptide with the spiked-in synthetic version and a standard 

curve, the absolute concentration of the peptide (and thus the parent protein) in the sample can be 

determined. Heavy labeled standards were not used, as only relative quantitation was sought. 

MRM is ideal for multiplex validation of primary quantitative proteomic results because 

it addresses the issue of limited samples and multiple targets (142). Thus the primary validation 

of iTRAQ candidates I used was a custom MRM panel for 27 proteins of interest on freshly 

prepared five week mouse micro-dissected growth plate protein to compliment the Western blots 

and immunohistochemistry results. Technical replication of initial iTRAQ data on the same MS 

is considered ideal but is not always feasible due to cost and limiting samples. Previous analyses 

of iTRAQ technical variation have suggested it to be 10-12% at the protein ratio level (138). If 

these estimations are correct, then applying a fold-change cut off filter of >100% (>2-fold, 3.6.) 

during iTRAQ candidate filtering should prevent technical variation from biasing results in most 

cases. 
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 Western blots were done for 5 of the candidates in Table 3.2: COMP, PRELP, 

chondroadherin, thrombospondin 1, and perlecan. These candidates were based on interest in the 

SLRP family of proteins and the thrombospondins because of their key roles in skeletal 

development and the large magnitude of reduction these proteins showed in MPS I samples. As 
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the proteomic samples were produced by pooling individual protein lysates from 9 animals 

(section 2.3.), Western analysis of individual mouse samples left over from pooling enabled me 

to investigate if the iTRAQ ratios for these proteins were being biased by one mouse for a reason 

not related to the MPS I genotype (e.g., technical or biological variation between individuals). 

Western analyses were performed on each protein extract (i.e., 1, 2, 3, and 4 separately) and each 

individual mouse rather than pooling. The Western results (Figure 4.1) did not indicate the 

presence of a biasing outlier individual for the tested proteins and mice. 

Despite loading up to 20!g of protein from each sample, there was no detectable signal 

from thrombospondin 1 or chondroadherin. Western analysis of COMP and PRELP supported 

the iTRAQ results (decreased in the MPS I samples relative to the wildtype samples), while the 

perlecan Western results were ambiguous (Figure 4.1). The large size (>200kDa) of perlecan 

made gel electrophoresis difficult, potentially preventing accurate quantitation of this protein by 

Western analysis. While the trend of decreased levels of COMP and PRELP in the MPS I 

samples by Western analysis is clear, validation of the other protein candidates from iTRAQ 

analysis was not attempted due to the limitations of this method (i.e. the inaccuracies and 

subjectivity of densitometry, and the lack of multiplexing capacity).  Fold change validation by 

MRM was used rather than Western analysis for further validation of iTRAQ candidates (section 

4.3.). 
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Figure 4.1: Summary of Western blot results. a). images of blots for Perlecan, COMP, and PRELP from individual mouse 
(M (MPS I) or WT (wildtype)) protein extracts (A, B, C, and D). b) densitometry results of blots normalized to total !g 
protein loaded (WT in blue and mutant in red). All mice were 5 weeks of age and the sex of each is indicated below the 
sample. 

 

There was suggestive evidence of sexual dimorphism of expression in COMP and 

PRELP proteins. The decrease in expression in MPS I samples was only significant in the 

Western data when the MPS I and wildtype mice compared were of the same sex (Figure 4.1a). 

The blots for COMP and PRELP (Figure 4.1) suggest that these proteins may be expressed at a 

lower level in 5 week old females compared to males based on the male to male comparison of 

wildtype to MPS I showing a significant (p <0.05) decrease but the male MPS I to female 

wildtype showing an insignificant increase in MPS I. Despite the male/female ratio in the 

wildtype pools being lower than the MPS I pool (2.1.7.), this would not have necessarily biased 

the resulting candidates. Most of the identified proteins showed decreased expression between 

MPS I to wildtype, which is the opposite of what would be expected if the proteins were 

expressed at a lower level in females. Since there are 33% more females in the wildtype pools 

than MPS I, this could be corrected for in the iTRAQ ratio data by imposing a fold change cut-

off that is greater than 33% or 0.33. With the initial fold change cut-off of "2 fold this difference 

would be considered background and should not bias the reported candidates.  
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 There remains a lack of biomarkers for MPS I that directly correlate with disease burden. 

An exception is heparin cofactor II-thrombin (HCII-T) complex recently characterized by 

another iTRAQ proteomic analysis (114). However, neither this biomarker nor others have been 

shown to correlate or reflect chondro-osseous disease burden in MPS I. Some of the protein 

candidates discovered by iTRAQ may hold potential as biomarkers due to their important roles 
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in chondro-osseous homeostasis. For example, COMP is a well-known key structural component 

of the extracellular matrix, while PRELP is a member of the SLRP protein family, which are 

regulators of the collagen network and extracellular matrix growth factor signaling (143, 144, 

145, 146, 147). COMP may also be a biomarker for osteoarthritis (OA), as suggested by 

elevation of COMP fragments in OA patient serum (148). While the proteins identified here 

originated from the growth plate cartilage, sampling of this tissue is not feasible for traditional 

biomarker analysis due to the inaccessibility of growth plate cartilage in patients (without 

surgery). Serum biomarkers, such as HCII-T, are much more popular and successful in the clinic 

due to the ease of obtaining samples.  

COMP, and nine other candidates identified in this iTRAQ analysis have been identified 

in the HUPO Plasma Proteome (Table 4.1), thus they are potentially feasible biomarker targets 

due to their measurability in plasma. In order to determine if the changes seen in the growth plate 

were represented in the serum levels of these proteins, Western blots for COMP and PRELP 

were done for four MPS I and four wildtype mouse serum samples. There were no significant 

differences between these proteins in MPS I and wildtype samples (Figure 4.2). 
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Table 4.1: List of protein candidates that overlap with those identified with high confidence in the HUPO Plasma 
Proteome (149) 
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Figure 4.2: Summary of Western blot results. a). images of blots for COMP and PRELP from individual mouse (M (MPS 
I) or WT (wildtype)) serum samples (A, B, C, and D). b) densitometry results of blots normalized to total !g protein 
loaded (WT average density in blue and MPS I average density  in red). All mice were 5 weeks of age and the sex of each 
is indicated below the sample. COMP band at ~115kDa, PRELP band at ~32kDa. 
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 As discussed above, the large number of candidate proteins to be validated and low 

amount of protein yielded from micro-dissected mouse femoral head growth plate cartilage made 

Western analysis challenging for comprehensive iTRAQ validation. A MRM assay made 

validation of 27 candidates (Table 4.2) feasible, but it also laid the groundwork for a very 

sensitive, specific, multiplexed, and rapid assay that could be used on low concentration protein 

samples in the future to establish either the relative or absolute quantity of these proteins of 

interest. Selected proteins of interest for candidate validation were based on " 88% of iTRAQ 

peptide ratios of each protein suggesting the same direction of change between mutant and 

wildtype (i.e., >88% peptides suggest the protein is either increased or decreased) (133). In the 

five week growth plate data, this identified 43 proteins of interest, and 6 proteins of interest in 

the three week growth plate (133) (Tables 3.2 and 3.4). As the published report of these data 

states, 27 proteins were selected for MRM (133); Proteins were included in the MRM panel 

based on the iTRAQ dataset (16 proteins marked with an asterisk in Table 3.2) or proteins that 

were related to the iTRAQ dataset and/or skeletal disease (11 proteins in Table 1.3) (133). Fresh 

micro-dissected 5 week growth plate samples were prepared for MRM analysis and assayed as 

individual mice (6 MPS I and 5 wildtype mice) rather than in pools (133). 

 The final list of proteins and selected peptides used in the MRM assay is shown in Table 
4.2. 
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Table 4.2: List of proteins and corresponding selected peptides for which the MRM assay was developed. 
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## ## IJ@=KFAHJD#
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## ## =4,JAM,MKGD#
,1$%('+# JOOPJQ# GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N#
## ## ITK.J4,=AD#
U'5&80!+# 47VCWX# ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD#
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## ## FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D#
@%&&!5*+#..#Z;# 4B7QWV# F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD#
## ## FA4FG4F4RFK4FN#
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 All peptides identified in the iTRAQ dataset for each of the 27 proteins were examined as 

potential MRM peptides based on a confidence score >99%, unique to only a single protein, not 

containing M, C, KK, KR, or RK amino acids (missed tryptic cleavage sites) (141), and 

including P amino acids when possible (known to have a strong and unique mass profile). Of the 

peptides matching these criteria, two that were also listed in the MRM peptide database of the 

Global Proteomics Machine Database (GPMDb) (150) were ultimately selected for inclusion in 

the MRM assay. By referring to the GPMDb, selected peptides had a higher likelihood of being 

successfully fragmented and interpretable in the MRM experiment, because only peptides used at 

least once in a real MRM experiment are included in this database.  Individual peptide iTRAQ 

ratio information was not a major selection criterion; however peptides with extreme ratios (ratio 

of 0.01 or 100) were not chosen.  
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By selecting peptides from the iTRAQ results, it was known that they would be present 

and detectable by MS in mouse growth plate protein samples. All selected peptides were 

detected in both extract pools (#1, 3, 4, and #2). In cases where no peptides could be selected 

from the iTRAQ results, peptides were selected from the GPMDb database (on the basis of being 

the most commonly used in MRM experiments within the GPMDb). The list of peptides was 

then analyzed for cases of very hydrophilic or hydrophobic peptides (which were avoided to 

prevent potential chromatography issues). Only one selected peptide had a hydrophobicity score 

outside of the range -0.6 # x # 0.6. All peptides were of a measurable length (7-30 amino acids) 

for the 4000Q MS (ABI) used  (141). Two peptides were chosen for all proteins except 

Osteomodulin (as there was only one satisfactory peptide from the iTRAQ results and no 

GPMDb entry at the time of selection). Modifications on the selected peptides were not 

considered, as there was no evidence of potential modifications on these. 

!"C"8"#$(D'*0(#9%./,*'*&/#5(2(+'*&/#./0#ED'*)*F.'*&/#
 
 
 As discussed in section 4.3., typically at least two transitions per peptide are selected to 

improve precision of quantitation and account for potentially more than one charge state per 

fragment ion (142). I used 5-10 transitions for each peptide (Table 4.3) to have increased 

precision of measurement. Synthetic peptide equivalents of the peptides listed in Table 4.2 were 

analyzed by MS/MS to identify all fragment ions produced. The three fragment ions with the 

highest intensity (in both predicted and acquired data) were selected as transitions. In most cases 

only the +2 charge state was detected reliably but occasionally the +3 state fragment ions also 

had a strong signal. In such cases, 6 transitions were selected (3 from both +2 and +3 parent ion 

charge states). +1 charge state peptides were infrequent and not used due to their poor 

fragmentation. The final list of transitions used is given in Table 4.3.  
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Selected peptides were synthesized by PEPTIDE 2.0 (www.peptide2.com/) as crude 

samples. Each peptide was then desalted on SepPak C18 light columns (Waters) and re-

suspended in an appropriate solution to facilitate solubility (either 2% formic acid, 2% NH4OH, 

2% acetonitrile, or 30% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid). The peptides were then combined 

into pools of 4-9 to be more efficient for optimization on the mass spectrometer. Each peptide 

pool was first analyzed by MS/MS to identity each peptide in the pool. The MASCOT results 

were analyzed by MultiQuant to determine the three best transitions for each peptide to be 

queried in the MRM experiment. Then a second run was used to establish optimal voltages for 

the declustering potential (DP), and a third run was used to determine optimal collision energy 

(CE) and escape potential (CXP) by static infusion of the synthetic peptide mix.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 The optimized parameters were then tested on another pool of all 46 peptides together to 

obtain LC retention time windows for each peptide. Retention times were used to establish a time 

scheduling MRM method. The peptides were tested for detection using the time scheduled MRM 

method when spiked into an arbitrary precipitated total protein from HEK 293 cell lysate with 

each peptide at 1, 8, 100, or 450 fmol per LC injection. This helped to establish the likely 

minimum detection range for each peptide. Finally, the method was tested on practice samples 

from real growth plate and cranial plate lysates before interrogation of the experimental samples. 

 

Table 4.3: Transitions and LC retention times (RT) for all peptides in the MRM panel. Naming is according to parent 
protein.peptide abbreviation. peptide sequence. b or y ion. charge. light or heavy lable standard. 

1+;%( 8"+'5&$&#'( 8+"4%$(B8(
,0!+;\,0!+#;\,D4E@FFEGGFHD\:;B]]\&'59)# QQ7\O#-^#QOV\V# ;W\X#
,0!+;\,0!+#;\,D4E@FFEGGFHD\:7\&'59)# QQ7\O#-^#77V\;# ;W\X#
,0!+;\,0!+#;\,D4E@FFEGGFHD\:V\&'59)# QQ7\O#-^#LLB\X# ;W\X#
,0!+;\,0!+#;\,D4E@FFEGGFHD\8X\&'59)# QQ7\O#-^#XX;\7# ;W\X#
,0!+;\,0!+#;\,D4E@FFEGGFHD\8Q]]\&'59)# QQ7\O#-^#777\L# ;W\X#
,0!+7\,0!+#7\IJ@=KFAHJD\:O]]\&'59)# C;W\V#-^#W7V\L# 7;\QCV#
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1+;%( 8"+'5&$&#'( 8+"4%$(B8(
,0!+7\,0!+#7\IJ@=KFAHJD\8W\&'59)# C;W\V#-^#CBC\X# 7;\QCV#
,0!+7\,0!+#7\IJ@=KFAHJD\8C\&'59)# C;W\V#-^#LXW\Q# 7;\QCV#
,0!+7\,0!+#7\IJ@=KFAHJD\8L\&'59)# C;W\V#-^#VXC\Q# 7;\QCV#
,0!+7\,0!+#7\IJ@=KFAHJD\8L]]\&'59)# C;W\V#-^#Q;V\L# 7;\QCV#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#;\FHMK,=..M.G=N\:X\&'59)# COQ\Q#-^#7L7\;# XC\OQ;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#;\FHMK,=..M.G=N\87\&'59)# COQ\Q#-^#7QV\7# XC\OQ;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#;\FHMK,=..M.G=N\8C\&'59)# COQ\Q#-^#LB7\Q# XC\OQ;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#;\FHMK,=..M.G=N\8L\&'59)# COQ\Q#-^#V;W\W# XC\OQ;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#;\FHMK,=..M.G=N\8V\&'59)# COQ\Q#-^#O;C\C# XC\OQ;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#7\=4,JAM,MKGD\8;B]]\&'59)# CX;\V#-^#WV;\X# ;O\7;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#7\=4,JAM,MKGD\87\&'59)# CX;\V#-^#7VV\7# ;O\7;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#7\=4,JAM,MKGD\8W\&'59)# CX;\V#-^#CBX\X# ;O\7;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#7\=4,JAM,MKGD\8C\&'59)# CX;\V#-^#L;V\X# ;O\7;#
,++*>'+#,;\,+>!;#7\=4,JAM,MKGD\8L\&'59)# CX;\V#-^#VCW\Q# ;O\7;#
,1$%('+\,1$+#;\GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N\:;B]]\&'59)# CCB\Q#-^#WOX\X# XW\77O#
,1$%('+\,1$+#;\GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N\:;;]]\&'59)# CCB\Q#-^#CQO\V# XW\77O#
,1$%('+\,1$+#;\GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N\87\&'59)# CCB\Q#-^#7QQ\7# XW\77O#
,1$%('+\,1$+#;\GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N\8C\&'59)# CCB\Q#-^#CV;\Q# XW\77O#
,1$%('+\,1$+#;\GIGRSEJGRK.4GEG4N\\8C]]\&'59)# CCB\Q#-^#XQ;\7# XW\77O#
,1$%('+\,1$+#7\ITK.J4,=AD\:7\&'59)# CWW\V#-^#XWB\;# X;\CL#
,1$%('+\,1$+#7\ITK.J4,=AD\:X\&'59)# CWW\V#-^#QLO\7# X;\CL#
,1$%('+\,1$+#7\ITK.J4,=AD\87\&'59)# CWW\V#-^#X77\7# X;\CL#
,1$%('+\,1$+#7\ITK.J4,=AD\8L\&'59)# CWW\V#-^#VX7\W# X;\CL#
,1$%('+\,1$+#7\ITK.J4,=AD\8V\&'59)# CWW\V#-^#OC;\W# X;\CL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#;\ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD\:C\&'59)# CLC\Q#-^#LBC\Q# XW\VLL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#;\ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD\8;B]]\&'59)# CLC\Q#-^#WCQ\X# XW\VLL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#;\ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD\8;7]]\&'59)# CLC\Q#-^#CC;\Q# XW\VLL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#;\ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD\8V\&'59)# CLC\Q#-^#OBB\W# XW\VLL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#;\ESGHK.44EG4RRGHKGD\8V]]\&'59)# CLC\Q#-^#QWB\V# XW\VLL#
U'5&80!+\U5+#7\K.R4M==GGMGJEEM.RKGD\8;C]]]\&'59)# LC7\L#-^#C7B\C# XC\BXO#
U'5&80!+\U5+#7\K.R4M==GGMGJEEM.RKGD\8;L]]]\&'59)# LC7\L#-^#CWX\B# XC\BXO#
U'5&80!+\U5+#7\K.R4M==GGMGJEEM.RKGD\87\&'59)# LC7\L#-^#7VV\7# XC\BXO#
U'5&80!+\U5+#7\K.R4M==GGMGJEEM.RKGD\8Q\&'59)# LC7\L#-^#WBQ\X# XC\BXO#
U'5&80!+\U5+#7\K.R4M==GGMGJEEM.RKGD\8V\&'59)# LC7\L#-^#OCB\W# XC\BXO#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#;\R.4ME,AJRAFD\:7\&'59)# CCO\V#-^#7B;\;# 7L\XXX#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#;\R.4ME,AJRAFD\8;B]]\&'59)# CCO\V#-^#WCO\V# 7L\XXX#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#;\R.4ME,AJRAFD\8Q\&'59)# CCO\V#-^#QCC\7# 7L\XXX#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#;\R.4ME,AJRAFD\8C\&'59)# CCO\V#-^#LQ;\Q# 7L\XXX#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#;\R.4ME,AJRAFD\8V\&'59)# CCO\V#-^#O7C\Q# 7L\XXX#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#7\IGK=GTGME=EGKN\:7\&'59)# VLC\Q#-^#7LL\7# XW\LXV#
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1+;%( 8"+'5&$&#'( 8+"4%$(B8(
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#7\IGK=GTGME=EGKN\:X\&'59)# VLC\Q#-^#QBC\7# XW\LXV#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#7\IGK=GTGME=EGKN\8L\&'59)# VLC\Q#-^#VXX\Q# XW\LXV#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#7\IGK=GTGME=EGKN\8V\&'59)# VLC\Q#-^#OQC\W# XW\LXV#
@9%+6(%!69*('+\@9!6#7\IGK=GTGME=EGKN\8O\&'59)# VLC\Q#-^#;;X7\C# XW\LXV#
@%&;!;;\@%&;!;#;\R,FHRH4F4PF4RF4D\:X\&'59)# L7C\O#-^#7;C\;# 7B\QOQ#
@%&;!;;\@%&;!;#;\R,FHRH4F4PF4RF4D\:Q\&'59)# L7C\O#-^#X;W\7# 7B\QOQ#
@%&;!;;\@%&;!;#;\R,FHRH4F4PF4RF4D\:C\&'59)# L7C\O#-^#WB;\X# 7B\QOQ#
@%&;!;;\@%&;!;#;\R,FHRH4F4PF4RF4D\8;B\&'59)# L7C\O#-^#OW7\W# 7B\QOQ#
@%&;!;;\@%&;!;#;\R,FHRH4F4PF4RF4D\8;B]]\&'59)# L7C\O#-^#QLC\L# 7B\QOQ#
@%&;!;7\@%&;!;#7\FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D\8;;\&'59)# LCC\O#-^#OCX\W# ;W\7BX#
@%&;!;7\@%&;!;#7\FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D\8;7\&'59)# LCC\O#-^#;B7B\C# ;W\7BX#
@%&;!;7\@%&;!;#7\FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D\8;Q]]\&'59)# LCC\O#-^#WOQ\V# ;W\7BX#
@%&;!;7\@%&;!;#7\FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D\8V\&'59)# LCC\O#-^#LXV\Q# ;W\7BX#
@%&;!;7\@%&;!;#7\FK=F4,F4,F4.F4,F,D\8O\&'59)# LCC\O#-^#LOW\Q# ;W\7BX#
@%&7!;;\@%&7!;#;\F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD\8;7\&'59)# LXQ\O#-^#;BWV\W# ;C\;C#
@%&7!;;\@%&7!;#;\F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD\8;X]]\&'59)# LXQ\O#-^#WLV\X# ;C\;C#
@%&7!;;\@%&7!;#;\F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD\8;Q]]\&'59)# LXQ\O#-^#CBC\V# ;C\;C#
@%&7!;;\@%&7!;#;\F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD\8C\&'59)# LXQ\O#-^#W7V\X# ;C\;C#
@%&7!;;\@%&7!;#;\F,JF44F,=FA4F,,FD\8O\&'59)# LXQ\O#-^#VXX\Q# ;C\;C#
@%&7!;7\@%&7!;#7\FA4FG4F4RFK4FN\:;7]]\&'59)# CQV\V#-^#WQL\X# 7W\XLO#
@%&7!;7\@%&7!;#7\FA4FG4F4RFK4FN\:W\&'59)# CQV\V#-^#QL7\X# 7W\XLO#
@%&7!;7\@%&7!;#7\FA4FG4F4RFK4FN\8;7]]\&'59)# CQV\V#-^#WQC\V# 7W\XLO#
@%&7!;7\@%&7!;#7\FA4FG4F4RFK4FN\8X\&'59)# CQV\V#-^#XB;\7# 7W\XLO#
@%&7!;7\@%&7!;#7\FA4FG4F4RFK4FN\7\8O\&'59)# CQV\V#-^#V7W\Q# 7W\XLO#
@YP4\=9:1#W#;\M=MGMFA4MKN\:;B]]\&'59)# C7C\X#-^#WWX\7# ;O\BXX#
@YP4\=9:1#W#;\M=MGMFA4MKN\:Q\&'59)# C7C\X#-^#QQW\7# ;O\BXX#
@YP4\=9:1#W#;\M=MGMFA4MKN\:Q]]\&'59)# C7C\X#-^#77X\;# ;O\BXX#
@YP4\=9:1#W#;\M=MGMFA4MKN\:V]]\&'59)# C7C\X#-^#QX;\7# ;O\BXX#
@YP4\=9:1#W#;\M=MGMFA4MKN\87\&'59)# C7C\X#-^#7LC\7# ;O\BXX#
@YP4\=9:1#W#7\KGJK=E,,GJMHD\87\&'59)# LQX\O#-^#7LQ\7# ;L\WV;#
@YP4\=9:1#W#7\KGJK=E,,GJMHD\8Q\&'59)# LQX\O#-^#W;L\X# ;L\WV;#
@YP4\=9:1#W#7\KGJK=E,,GJMHD\8C\&'59)# LQX\O#-^#LB;\Q# ;L\WV;#
@YP4\=9:1#W#7\KGJK=E,,GJMHD\8V\&'59)# LQX\O#-^#VVC\W# ;L\WV;#
@YP4\=9:1#W#7\KGJK=E,,GJMHD\8O\&'59)# LQX\O#-^#OVL\W# ;L\WV;#
M*0%('+\M0+#;\,RIR,HRGIFE4HD\8X\&'59)# LQ7\Q#-^#XL;\7# 7Q\OQX#
M*0%('+\M0+#;\,RIR,HRGIFE4HD\8W\&'59)# LQ7\Q#-^#WQ7\X# 7Q\OQX#
M*0%('+\M0+#;\,RIR,HRGIFE4HD\8C\&'59)# LQ7\Q#-^#LBW\Q# 7Q\OQX#
M*0%('+\M0+#;\,RIR,HRGIFE4HD\8V\&'59)# LQ7\Q#-^#OBW\W# 7Q\OQX#
M*0%('+\M0+#;\,RIR,HRGIFE4HD\8O\&'59)# LQ7\Q#-^#;BBQ\C# 7Q\OQX#
M*0%('+\M0+#7\ITK.A4E=AD\:7\&'59)# CVC\V#-^#XWB\;# XC\QBO#
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1+;%( 8"+'5&$&#'( 8+"4%$(B8(
M*0%('+\M0+#7\ITK.A4E=AD\:X\&'59)# CVC\V#-^#QLO\7# XC\QBO#
M*0%('+\M0+#7\ITK.A4E=AD\87\&'59)# CVC\V#-^#X77\7# XC\QBO#
M*0%('+\M0+#7\ITK.A4E=AD\8C\&'59)# CVC\V#-^#LV;\Q# XC\QBO#
M*0%('+\M0+#7\ITK.A4E=AD\8V\&'59)# CVC\V#-^#;B7X\W# XC\QBO#
K$'$980!+\K$80#;\.MG=REG.RK.MKM,AD\8;B\&'59)# OLC\B#-^#;;OQ\C# XL\XOV#
K$'$980!+\K$80#;\.MG=REG.RK.MKM,AD\8X\&'59)# OLC\B#-^#XOX\7# XL\XOV#
K$'$980!+\K$80#;\.MG=REG.RK.MKM,AD\8W\&'59)# OLC\B#-^#CXL\X# XL\XOV#
K$'$980!+\K$80#;\.MG=REG.RK.MKM,AD\8C\&'59)# OLC\B#-^#LW7\X# XL\XOV#
K$'$980!+\K$80#;\.MG=REG.RK.MKM,AD\8O\&'59)# OLC\B#-^#;BV;\W# XL\XOV#
K$'$980!+\K$80#7\JG4KG4E=G=A.M.REED\:;7]]\&'59)# COW\L#-^#CVQ\Q# XC\OOO#
K$'$980!+\K$80#7\JG4KG4E=G=A.M.REED\8;C]]\&'59)# COW\L#-^#O77\W# XC\OOO#
K$'$980!+\K$80#7\JG4KG4E=G=A.M.REED\8;L]]]\&'59)# COW\L#-^#CWX\B# XC\OOO#
K$'$980!+\K$80#7\JG4KG4E=G=A.M.REED\8W\&'59)# COW\L#-^#CBX\X# XC\OOO#
K$'$980!+\K$80#7\JG4KG4E=G=A.M.REED\8C\&'59)# COW\L#-^#L;V\X# XC\OOO#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#;\.44HE=EGKEGIGJFED\:7\&'59)# OLV\B#-^#7;;\;# XX\VOQ#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#;\.44HE=EGKEGIGJFED\8;W]]\&'59)# OLV\B#-^#VLX\B# XX\VOQ#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#;\.44HE=EGKEGIGJFED\8;C]]\&'59)# OLV\B#-^#O7;\W# XX\VOQ#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#;\.44HE=EGKEGIGJFED\8X\&'59)# OLV\B#-^#XQC\7# XX\VOQ#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#;\.44HE=EGKEGIGJFED\8W]]\&'59)# OLV\B#-^#7OQ\7# XX\VOQ#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#7\RG.GGMGRIESGD\:7\&'59)# W;O\C#-^#7B;\;# XW\OC7#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#7\RG.GGMGRIESGD\:X\&'59)# W;O\C#-^#X;Q\7# XW\OC7#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#7\RG.GGMGRIESGD\8;B]]\&'59)# W;O\C#-^#C77\X# XW\OC7#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#7\RG.GGMGRIESGD\8;;]]\&'59)# W;O\C#-^#CLV\O# XW\OC7#
A':(%<%63&'+\A<%6#7\RG.GGMGRIESGD\8O]]\&'59)# W;O\C#-^#WCW\V# XW\OC7#
A':(%+*0)'+#;\A+#7\=AIJ.FMRTKN\:7\&'59)# CVL\X#-^#7QO\;# 7V\QWQ#
A':(%+*0)'+#;\A+#7\=AIJ.FMRTKN\8C\&'59)# CVL\X#-^#L7;\X# 7V\QWQ#
A':(%+*0)'+#;\A+#7\=AIJ.FMRTKN\8L\&'59)# CVL\X#-^#VXQ\Q# 7V\QWQ#
A':(%+*0)'+#;\A+#7\=AIJ.FMRTKN\8O\&'59)# CVL\X#-^#;;7W\W# 7V\QWQ#
A':(%+*0)'+#;\A+#7\=AIJ.FMRTKN\8O]]\&'59)# CVL\X#-^#WCX\X# 7V\QWQ#
A':(%+*0)'+\A+#;\AG===4ERGGHRTJ,4D\:7\&'59)# OCC\B#-^#7C;\7# XC\QQO#
A':(%+*0)'+\A+#;\AG===4ERGGHRTJ,4D\:X\&'59)# OCC\B#-^#XC7\7# XC\QQO#
A':(%+*0)'+\A+#;\AG===4ERGGHRTJ,4D\:W\&'59)# OCC\B#-^#WCQ\X# XC\QQO#
A':(%+*0)'+\A+#;\AG===4ERGGHRTJ,4D\8C\&'59)# OCC\B#-^#LQQ\Q# XC\QQO#
A':(%+*0)'+\A+#;\AG===4ERGGHRTJ,4D\8V\&'59)# OCC\B#-^#OWC\W# XC\QQO#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#;\GD4H,,KHIF=N\:W\&'59)# QXW\X#-^#WXL\Q# ;X\VVW#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#;\GD4H,,KHIF=N\:L\&'59)# QXW\X#-^#LXL\Q# ;X\VVW#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#;\GD4H,,KHIF=N\:L]]\&'59)# QXW\X#-^#XCO\7# ;X\VVW#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#;\GD4H,,KHIF=N\8W\&'59)# QXW\X#-^#WCL\X# ;X\VVW#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#;\GD4H,,KHIF=N\8C\&'59)# QXW\X#-^#COC\Q# ;X\VVW#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#7\R=EMNKK,.TKGGD\:;B]]\&'59)# WCV\C#-^#WVL\V# XW\Q77#
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1+;%( 8"+'5&$&#'( 8+"4%$(B8(
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#7\R=EMNKK,.TKGGD\8Q\&'59)# WCV\C#-^#WXB\X# XW\Q77#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#7\R=EMNKK,.TKGGD\8W\&'59)# WCV\C#-^#L;C\Q# XW\Q77#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#7\R=EMNKK,.TKGGD\8W]]\&'59)# WCV\C#-^#XWV\L# XW\Q77#
G!0)%)(!+12*(('+\G)2#7\R=EMNKK,.TKGGD\8C]]\&'59)# WCV\C#-^#Q;W\X# XW\Q77#
G*0)7\G*0)7#;\SS4FHMHG@RMFRHHI,4A=FN\:;Q]]\&'59)# LC7\Q#-^#LB7\X# X7\WXV#
G*0)7\G*0)7#;\SS4FHMHG@RMFRHHI,4A=FN\:;W]]\&'59)# LC7\Q#-^#LW;\O# X7\WXV#
G*0)7\G*0)7#;\SS4FHMHG@RMFRHHI,4A=FN\8W]]\&'59)# LC7\Q#-^#7LW\7# X7\WXV#
G*0)7\G*0)7#;\SS4FHMHG@RMFRHHI,4A=FN\8L\&'59)# LC7\Q#-^#LVX\Q# X7\WXV#
G*0)7\G*0)7#;\SS4FHMHG@RMFRHHI,4A=FN\8V\&'59)# LC7\Q#-^#VV7\W# X7\WXV#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#;\.JHGHK,MSAN\:7\&'59)# QXX\C#-^#7Q7\;# 7Q\QW7#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#;\.JHGHK,MSAN\8;B]]\&'59)# QXX\C#-^#WOX\X# 7Q\QW7#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#;\.JHGHK,MSAN\8C\&'59)# QXX\C#-^#LQC\X# 7Q\QW7#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#;\.JHGHK,MSAN\8L\&'59)# QXX\C#-^#VQW\Q# 7Q\QW7#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#;\.JHGHK,MSAN\8O]]\&'59)# QXX\C#-^#W7O\X# 7Q\QW7#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#7\FEMH,ASAE4D\8Q\&'59)# Q7W\7#-^#WXX\X# ;O\;;#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#7\FEMH,ASAE4D\8C]]\&'59)# Q7W\7#-^#QBO\7# ;O\;;#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#7\FEMH,ASAE4D\8L]]\&'59)# Q7W\7#-^#QQQ\L# ;O\;;#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#7\FEMH,ASAE4D\8V]]\&'59)# Q7W\7#-^#QOQ\X# ;O\;;#
GF,GR#X\G5!&1X#7\FEMH,ASAE4D\8O]]\&'59)# Q7W\7#-^#WW;\V# ;O\;;#
G3<'0!+\G3<#;\.RE.4MKIAN\:7\&'59)# C;X\X#-^#7B;\;# 7W\WBC#
G3<'0!+\G3<#;\.RE.4MKIAN\:X\&'59)# C;X\X#-^#X;W\7# 7W\WBC#
G3<'0!+\G3<#;\.RE.4MKIAN\:Q\&'59)# C;X\X#-^#Q7V\X# 7W\WBC#
G3<'0!+\G3<#;\.RE.4MKIAN\8C\&'59)# C;X\X#-^#LOV\Q# 7W\WBC#
G3<'0!+\G3<#;\.RE.4MKIAN\8V\&'59)# C;X\X#-^#;B7W\W# 7W\WBC#
G3<'0!+\G3<#7\EEJ.MS.MKN\87\&'59)# QBO\7#-^#7LC\7# ;X\;;L#
G3<'0!+\G3<#7\EEJ.MS.MKN\8X\&'59)# QBO\7#-^#XO;\7# ;X\;;L#
G3<'0!+\G3<#7\EEJ.MS.MKN\8C]]\&'59)# QBO\7#-^#XLV\L# ;X\;;L#
G3<'0!+\G3<#7\EEJ.MS.MKN\8L]]\&'59)# QBO\7#-^#QXW\7# ;X\;;L#
G3<'0!+\G3<#7\EEJ.MS.MKN\8O]]\&'59)# QBO\7#-^#WWC\X# ;X\;;L#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#;\,RF.KGI,HFHMD\:Q\&'59)# CLW\Q#-^#X7O\7# 7V\CXL#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#;\,RF.KGI,HFHMD\8W\&'59)# CLW\Q#-^#WQW\X# 7V\CXL#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#;\,RF.KGI,HFHMD\8C\&'59)# CLW\Q#-^#C;C\X# 7V\CXL#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#;\,RF.KGI,HFHMD\8L\&'59)# CLW\Q#-^#LLO\Q# 7V\CXL#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#;\,RF.KGI,HFHMD\8V\&'59)# CLW\Q#-^#VO7\W# 7V\CXL#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#7\H,HHEI,R=HN\:X\&'59)# WLW\V#-^#7LB\7# ;L\C;X#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#7\H,HHEI,R=HN\8L\&'59)# WLW\V#-^#LV7\Q# ;L\C;X#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#7\H,HHEI,R=HN\8V\&'59)# WLW\V#-^#VV;\W# ;L\C;X#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#7\H,HHEI,R=HN\8O\&'59)# WLW\V#-^#OVB\W# ;L\C;X#
P!)('&'+#X\P!)+X#7\H,HHEI,R=HN\8O]]\&'59)# WLW\V#-^#QOB\V# ;L\C;X#
PAFKV\P25*V#;\.E,T=,JRER,N\:7\&'59)# CQW\V#-^#77V\;# ;B\7QX#
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PAFKV\P25*V#;\.E,T=,JRER,N\:X\&'59)# CQW\V#-^#7OO\7# ;B\7QX#
PAFKV\P25*V#;\.E,T=,JRER,N\8L\&'59)# CQW\V#-^#LBW\Q# ;B\7QX#
PAFKV\P25*V#;\.E,T=,JRER,N\8V\&'59)# CQW\V#-^#VBC\Q# ;B\7QX#
PAFKV\P25*V#;\.E,T=,JRER,N\8O\&'59)# CQW\V#-^#OO7\W# ;B\7QX#
PAFKV\P25*V#7\HRFHP=JF,RD\:X\&'59)# WQC\V#-^#7QQ\;# C\77;#
PAFKV\P25*V#7\HRFHP=JF,RD\:Q\&'59)# WQC\V#-^#XQX\7# C\77;#
PAFKV\P25*V#7\HRFHP=JF,RD\8C\&'59)# WQC\V#-^#C;O\X# C\77;#
PAFKV\P25*V#7\HRFHP=JF,RD\8L\&'59)# WQC\V#-^#LWB\Q# C\77;#
PAFKV\P25*V#7\HRFHP=JF,RD\8O\&'59)# WQC\V#-^#OBC\Q# C\77;#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\GMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:L\&'59)# CL7\B#-^#LC;\Q# XL\LLO#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\GMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\8;B]]\&'59)# CL7\B#-^#WLB\V# XL\LLO#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\GMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\8W\&'59)# CL7\B#-^#WXO\X# XL\LLO#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\GMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\8C\&'59)# CL7\B#-^#CWQ\X# XL\LLO#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\GMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\8L\&'59)# CL7\B#-^#LVX\Q# XL\LLO#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\DGMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:X\&'59)# L7Q\B#-^#XVW\7# XL\BWC#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\DGMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:L\&'59)# L7Q\B#-^#VBQ\Q# XL\BWC#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\DGMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:V\&'59)# L7Q\B#-^#O;L\W# XL\BWC#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\DGMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:V]]\&'59)# L7Q\B#-^#QWO\7# XL\BWC#
Y1)*%5&80'+\Y5+#;\DGMA=FEG.KM.KMF=ARN\:O]]\&'59)# L7Q\B#-^#W;W\V# XL\BWC#
Y1)*%<%63&'+\Y<6#;\.SR.IIFKJD\:7\&'59)# Q77\W#-^#7W;\7# ;B\;QV#
Y1)*%<%63&'+\Y<6#;\.SR.IIFKJD\87\&'59)# Q77\W#-^#XBX\7# ;B\;QV#
Y1)*%<%63&'+\Y<6#;\.SR.IIFKJD\8X]]\&'59)# Q77\W#-^#7;C\C# ;B\;QV#
Y1)*%<%63&'+\Y<6#;\.SR.IIFKJD\8Q\&'59)# Q77\W#-^#QVO\7# ;B\;QV#
Y1)*%<%63&'+\Y<6#;\.SR.IIFKJD\8W\&'59)# Q77\W#-^#CW7\X# ;B\;QV#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#;\FAK4FH=E.GN\:7\&'59)# WVL\V#-^#7BW\;# 7O\LV;#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#;\FAK4FH=E.GN\:X\&'59)# WVL\V#-^#XXQ\;# 7O\LV;#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#;\FAK4FH=E.GN\:Q]]\&'59)# WVL\V#-^#7;C\;# 7O\LV;#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#;\FAK4FH=E.GN\8V\&'59)# WVL\V#-^#VQ;\W# 7O\LV;#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#;\FAK4FH=E.GN\8V]]\&'59)# WVL\V#-^#Q7;\X# 7O\LV;#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#7\..MFH4HK.=KN\:7\&'59)# CWC\O#-^#77L\7# 7V\;BL#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#7\..MFH4HK.=KN\:Q\&'59)# CWC\O#-^#XOO\7# 7V\;BL#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#7\..MFH4HK.=KN\:W\&'59)# CWC\O#-^#QOV\X# 7V\;BL#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#7\..MFH4HK.=KN\8X\&'59)# CWC\O#-^#XLL\7# 7V\;BL#
4*('%1)'+\4%1)+#7\..MFH4HK.=KN\8L\&'59)# CWC\O#-^#V;W\W# 7V\;BL#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#;\RG4KH4K=.KAKHD\:7\&'59)# WQO\B#-^#7B;\;# XW\WQX#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#;\RG4KH4K=.KAKHD\:Q]]\&'59)# WQO\B#-^#7;Q\;# XW\WQX#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#;\RG4KH4K=.KAKHD\:C]]\&'59)# WQO\B#-^#X;7\7# XW\WQX#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#;\RG4KH4K=.KAKHD\8Q\&'59)# WQO\B#-^#WWB\X# XW\WQX#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#;\RG4KH4K=.KAKHD\8W]]]\&'59)# WQO\B#-^#77L\;# XW\WQX#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#7\GHRKM4.EMFKTSD\:7\&'59)# WWC\X#-^#7;X\7# X;\7CV#
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4*(&*0!+\S1$57#7\GHRKM4.EMFKTSD\:Q]]\&'59)# WWC\X#-^#7;W\;# X;\7CV#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#7\GHRKM4.EMFKTSD\:C\&'59)# WWC\X#-^#CQ;\X# X;\7CV#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#7\GHRKM4.EMFKTSD\8Q]]]\&'59)# WWC\X#-^#7BO\V# X;\7CV#
4*(&*0!+\S1$57#7\GHRKM4.EMFKTSD\8C]]]\&'59)# WWC\X#-^#7CL\;# X;\7CV#
4DKG4\4(*&$#;\GKEGGGGMGJSED\:7\&'59)# WX;\B#-^#7QX\;# XW\;X#
4DKG4\4(*&$#;\GKEGGGGMGJSED\8;;]]\&'59)# WX;\B#-^#CLQ\O# XW\;X#
4DKG4\4(*&$#;\GKEGGGGMGJSED\8;7]]\&'59)# WX;\B#-^#LXO\Q# XW\;X#
4DKG4\4(*&$#;\GKEGGGGMGJSED\8V]]\&'59)# WX;\B#-^#WBQ\V# XW\;X#
4DKG4\4(*&$#;\GKEGGGGMGJSED\8O]]\&'59)# WX;\B#-^#WC;\X# XW\;X#
4DKG4\4(*&$#7\EJGKKH4R,G4D\:Q]]\&'59)# CLC\O#-^#7QX\;# 7Q\XB;#
4DKG4\4(*&$#7\EJGKKH4R,G4D\8;B\&'59)# CLC\O#-^#;;;B\C# 7Q\XB;#
4DKG4\4(*&$#7\EJGKKH4R,G4D\8Q]]\&'59)# CLC\O#-^#77V\L# 7Q\XB;#
4DKG4\4(*&$#7\EJGKKH4R,G4D\8C\&'59)# CLC\O#-^#CQB\Q# 7Q\XB;#
4DKG4\4(*&$#7\EJGKKH4R,G4D\8O\&'59)# CLC\O#-^#OOL\W# 7Q\XB;#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#;\M=M=F,GGA.FD\:V\&'59)# CXO\V#-^#LVL\Q# XQ\LC#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#;\M=M=F,GGA.FD\8X\&'59)# CXO\V#-^#XQW\7# XQ\LC#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#;\M=M=F,GGA.FD\8Q\&'59)# CXO\V#-^#QO7\X# XQ\LC#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#;\M=M=F,GGA.FD\8W\&'59)# CXO\V#-^#CBW\Q# XQ\LC#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#;\M=M=F,GGA.FD\8C]]\&'59)# CXO\V#-^#XWO\L# XQ\LC#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#7\G,,,HREAFIMGID\:Q\&'59)# LVB\Q#-^#X7L\7# X7\VX7#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#7\G,,,HREAFIMGID\87\&'59)# LVB\Q#-^#XXV\7# X7\VX7#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#7\G,,,HREAFIMGID\8C\&'59)# LVB\Q#-^#LVC\Q# X7\VX7#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#7\G,,,HREAFIMGID\8L\&'59)# LVB\Q#-^#OXX\Q# X7\VX7#
R*($'+#A;\R*($'+2;#7\G,,,HREAFIMGID\8O\&'59)# LVB\Q#-^#;;XQ\W# X7\VX7#
R4,D@\R$!(0#;\GK,FMS4HKGG,D\8;B]]\&'59)# QLX\O#-^#WWX\V# 7;\LLL#
R4,D@\R$!(0#;\GK,FMS4HKGG,D\8;;]]\&'59)# QLX\O#-^#WVO\X# 7;\LLL#
R4,D@\R$!(0#;\GK,FMS4HKGG,D\8;7]]\&'59)# QLX\O#-^#CWX\V# 7;\LLL#
R4,D@\R$!(0#;\GK,FMS4HKGG,D\8L\&'59)# QLX\O#-^#LOL\W# 7;\LLL#
R4,D@\R$!(0#;\GK,FMS4HKGG,D\8V]]\&'59)# QLX\O#-^#QCL\V# 7;\LLL#
R4,D@\R$!(0#7\EHGH=GIKDMKFEEGG=KN\:X\&'59)# LQB\L#-^#X7L\7# XX\WW;#
R4,D@\R$!(0#7\EHGH=GIKDMKFEEGG=KN\8;X]]\&'59)# LQB\L#-^#LOB\O# XX\WW;#
R4,D@\R$!(0#7\EHGH=GIKDMKFEEGG=KN\8;W]]\&'59)# LQB\L#-^#VOL\O# XX\WW;#
R4,D@\R$!(0#7\EHGH=GIKDMKFEEGG=KN\8;C]]\&'59)# LQB\L#-^#OQL\W# XX\WW;#
R4,D@\R$!(0#7\EHGH=GIKDMKFEEGG=KN\8;L]]\&'59)# LQB\L#-^#;BBQ\B# XX\WW;#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1#;#7\AHAF==4KM.GD\:7\&'59)# COL\O#-^#7QL\;# XW\VL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1#;#7\AHAF==4KM.GD\8;B\&'59)# COL\O#-^#;;QV\C# XW\VL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1#;#7\AHAF==4KM.GD\8;B]]\&'59)# COL\O#-^#WLQ\V# XW\VL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1#;#7\AHAF==4KM.GD\8C\&'59)# COL\O#-^#LQ7\Q# XW\VL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1#;#7\AHAF==4KM.GD\8O\&'59)# COL\O#-^#;BB;\W# XW\VL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1;#;\,F=GMGRGRG4FN\87\&'59)# CXC\Q#-^#7BQ\;# XX\V;;#
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=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1;#;\,F=GMGRGRG4FN\8X\&'59)# CXC\Q#-^#XB;\7# XX\V;;#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1;#;\,F=GMGRGRG4FN\8W\&'59)# CXC\Q#-^#WB;\X# XX\V;;#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1;#;\,F=GMGRGRG4FN\8L\&'59)# CXC\Q#-^#LB;\Q# XX\V;;#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#;\=9:1;#;\,F=GMGRGRG4FN\8O\&'59)# CXC\Q#-^#O7O\W# XX\V;;#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#;\J=KJ=ITJ,=4AD\8X\&'59)# V7V\Q#-^#Q;O\7# 7V\QXV#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#;\J=KJ=ITJ,=4AD\8Q\&'59)# V7V\Q#-^#W7B\X# 7V\QXV#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#;\J=KJ=ITJ,=4AD\8C\&'59)# V7V\Q#-^#L;O\Q# 7V\QXV#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#;\J=KJ=ITJ,=4AD\8L\&'59)# V7V\Q#-^#OBW\W# 7V\QXV#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#;\J=KJ=ITJ,=4AD\8V\&'59)# V7V\Q#-^#;BCV\W# 7V\QXV#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#7\AIHHPTN\:7\&'59)# QVC\V#-^#X;;\;# XX\LBL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#7\AIHHPTN\87\&'59)# QVC\V#-^#XXX\7# XX\LBL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#7\AIHHPTN\8X\&'59)# QVC\V#-^#QCQ\7# XX\LBL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#7\AIHHPTN\8Q\&'59)# QVC\V#-^#WCX\X# XX\LBL#
=9(%<:%1$%+6'+#X\=9:1X#7\AIHHPTN\8W\&'59)# QVC\V#-^#CC7\Q# XX\LBL#

 

 The total number of transitions in the original MRM assay was 159. The mass 

spectrometer scanned for all 53 parent ions in Q1 and all 159 daughter ions in MS Q3. This large 

scanning demand meant that less time could be spent sampling the distribution of each 

transition/peptide as it eluted from the LC; this is known as the dwell time (141). For 159 

transitions, the dwell time was ~10ms, which, while acceptable, reduced the sensitivity of 

quantification as the shape of the distribution is less accurate with fewer data points (141). To 

avoid this issue, ‘time scheduling’ can be applied to the MRM assay parameters wherein 

retention time data for each of the peptides is used to specify discrete time windows in which the 

MS will scan for specific transitions. This reduces the number of transitions scanned at any given 

time, and means that the dwell time can be lower and sensitivity higher (though the absolute 

dwell time will be determined in real-time based on the number of peptides that appear in a 

window (141)). The retention time of each peptide was obtained from a mix of the synthetic 

peptides and used to center a ±4 minute scan window for each peptide in the real samples. The 
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scan window was intentionally large to allow for elution differences between real samples with a 

complex background compared to the pure synthetic peptides. 

 While the above parameters were used to set up and analyze the original iTRAQ protein 

samples, another version of the MRM assay was developed at the University of Victoria Genome 

BC Proteomics Facility. This second and final version used for validation of iTRAQ candidates 

was performed at the Genome BC Proteomics Facility and used 5-10 transitions rather than the 

3-6 transitions per peptide used in the initial MRM panel described above. The optimization data 

from the first MRM panel was the basis of the version utilized at the Genome BC facility. Both 

versions yielded usable data from growth plate protein samples, however issues with the machine 

used for the first version required the method to be moved to the Genome BC facility before 

validation could be completed. The improved technical capabilities of the Genome BC facility 

enabled the increased transition monitoring.  

!"C"C"#B:B#1.2*0.'*&/#&?#*9:;<#:(,42',#
  

The quality of data obtained in an MRM experiment can be estimated by trends in the 

resulting data, which ultimately showed that the MRM data obtained in this project were robust. 

As discussed in section 4.3., transitions from a parent peptide in an MRM experiment should 

sum to represent the original concentration of the parent peptide. These transitions should stack 

upon each other around the retention time of the parent peptide as shown in Figure 4.3. In 

addition, each transition when assayed in several samples should be approximately equivalent 

proportionally to each other. For example, transition 1 of peptide A should have an 

approximately equal intensity ratio to transition 2 of peptide A in all samples. If transitions do 

not show equivalent relative intensities between samples, there may have been an issue with 

sample loading, sample preparation, or transition reliability.  
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Figure 4.3: Example of MRM quantitation of two proteins in total protein lysates. a) elution profile of all peptides in the 
sample and  extracted peaks for peptides of Thrombospondin 3 and Fibronectin 1 (b and c respectively). Quantification of 
each transition is achieved by measuring the area under the curve for each transition (shaded in blue) (d and e). Note that 
transition peaks stack on the same elution time because they come from the same parent peptide. 
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As Figure 4.4 shows, the relative intensities of each transition for each peptide is 

approximately proportional between samples, indicating robustness of data and performance of 

transitions. Furthermore, peptide quantitation variance within the MPS I and wildtype sample 

groups was acceptable (p<0.05) (Figure 4.4), also suggesting robustness of data for the 

significant peptides discussed. Peptides not represented in Figure 4.4 either did not show a 

significant difference between MPS I and wildtype quantity or did not have acceptable intra-

group variance. 

After ascertaining the quality of the MRM data, trends of relative increased or decreased 

peptide quantity between the MPS I and wildtype samples were examined across all transitions. 

This identified six proteins that were significantly altered (p<0.05) in the MPS I growth plate as 

shown in Figure 4.4. These results validated the decreased protein levels identified by iTRAQ 

analysis for the SLRPs biglycan, fibromodulin, and PRELP. The MRM results also identified 

decreased levels of collagen I and SERPIN F1 that were not shown by iTRAQ (133). Due to the 

higher sensitivity and precision of quantitation by MRM compared to iTRAQ, the decreases in 

collagen I and SERPIN F1 was considered sufficient evidence to include these proteins as 

candidates (Table 4.4). The MRM panel did not identify any significant changes in the 3 week 

femoral head growth plate between MPS I and wildtype samples (data not shown) (133).  
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Table 4.4: Selected MRM proteins not from iTRAQ candidates. 
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Figure 4.4: MRM transition areas for significantly decreased proteins comparing the 5 week MPS I to wildtype growth 
plate.  Both peptides for each protein are shown, along with all transition areas for each individual mouse in the MPS I 
(M1…M6) and wildtype (WT1…WT5) groups. Each colored bar represents a single transition.  The transition area is 
measured in (counts)*(minutes) units. Abbreviations: Biglycan (Bgn), collagen 1a1 (Col1a1), fibromodulin (Fmod), 
lactotransferrin (Ltf), PRELP (Prelp), SERPIN F1 (Serpinf1). 

 
Table 4.5: Summary of MRM quantitation results in the 5 week MPS I growth plate compared to wildtype indicating 
significant protein abundance changes. Ratios (fold change) and p-values are for the ratio of protein abundance in MPS 
I:wildtype. 
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 Immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis utilizes primary antibodies raised against proteins 

(or certain peptides thereof) coupled with anti-primary antibodies to detect and localize visually 

the proteins’ location in a histological tissue section. Primary antibodies are raised by injecting 

the protein or peptide of interest into one animal species and purifying them from the serum, 

while the non-specific secondary antibodies are derived from a different species and will bind to 

the primary antibodies. Upon binding of the primary antibody to its target protein, the secondary 

antibody covalently bound to an enzyme (horse radish peroxidase – HRP, for example), is used 

to metabolize a chromogenic or chemiluminescent substrate for visual protein localization. 

Alternatively, the secondary antibody can be labeled with a fluorescent tag for protein 

localization and quantitation. The use of secondary antibodies has financial and practical benefits 

compared to using only primary antibodies. In addition to reducing the cost of IHC by using 

lower volumes of expensive primary antibodies and greater volumes of more affordable 

secondary antibodies, use of labeled secondary antibodies also enables amplification of the 

reporter signal because multiple secondary antibodies can bind to a single primary antibody.  

While MRM validation of iTRAQ candidates provided accurate estimation of targeted 

protein fold change, further analysis by more traditional IHC staining was expected to provide 

additional support and reveal insight into the localization of protein changes within the growth 

plate. Obtaining objective quantitation from IHC images can be challenging, thus the more 

precise protein fold change reported by MRM was used exclusively for quantitative values, 

whereas the IHC results served as a more visual and qualitative representation to support the 

quantitative data and provide biological context. 
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 IHC analysis was undertaken for chondroadherin, PRELP, cartilage oligomeric protein 

(COMP), fibronectin 1, hyaluronan and proteoglycan link protein, perlecan, matrillin 1, matrillin 

3, and thrombospondin 1 proteins in the MPS I and wildtype 5 week femoral head by Dr. Frank 

Zaucke (133). DAPI staining was used to assess the cellularity of the femoral head sections and 

confirmed that the MPS I and wildtype growth plate had similar morphology (Figure 4.5). In 

comparing the immunologic stain intensity of each protein between the MPS I and wildtype 

femoral heads, PRELP was shown to be clearly decreased in the MPS I femoral head growth 

plate (Figure 4.5) (133), which corroborates the decrease in PRELP protein suggested by 

iTRAQ and MRM. While the other proteins investigated by IHC did not show clear results, there 

were trends of decreased fibronectin 1 and thrombospondin 1 protein, and increased perlecan 

protein in the 5 week growth plate that may or may not be meaningful in this limited dataset 

(Figure 4.5). Further sample analysis would be required to ascertain the significance of changes 

between MPS I and wildtype for fibronectin 1, thrombospondin 1, and perlecan by IHC. 
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Figure 4.5: Representative immunohistochemical staining images of key ECM proteins in the 5 week MPS I and wildtype 
femoral head growth plate. 
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Clinical presentation of MPS I in patients often includes arthropathy similar to 

osteoarthritis (discussed in section 1.4.), with mild inflammation of the joint capsule tissues, 

painful joint movement, and degeneration of the articular surface. In order to examine what (if 

any) role joint movement has on the progression of arthritic disease in MPS I, wildtype and MPS 

I mice were exposed to daily exercise on a motorized wheel for 5 weeks, after which knee joints 

were examined using standardized histopathology practices (151). The main objective of this 

experiment was to test the mechanical integrity of MPS I cartilage. 

Previous studies in animal models of the MPSs (MPS I, II, VI, VII, and IX primarily) 

have supported the concept of osteoarthritic disease through evidence of synovial inflammation, 

GAG depletion, and erosion of the articular cartilage (18) (88) (94) (95). However, classification 

and grading of osteoarthritis is complicated by the three dimensional structure and function of a 

joint, as well as the complex interplay of the various tissue systems involved in joint movement. 

It has also been well established in the arthritis literature that joint pressure loading is not evenly 

distributed  across a joint (169) (170), thus examination of arthritic joint tissues requires 

assessment of the entire joint rather than single histological slices, as well as drawing 

comparisons between similarly loaded joint regions (151). Unlike in the MPS literature, a robust 

history of osteo- and rheumatoid arthritis has led to standardization of histopathology practices 

which address these complexities by serially examining the entire joint and compiling 

measurements (14). This grading approach was used on the MPS I murine model for the first 

time. 

 The MPS I mouse model used here has thus far not been shown to develop arthritic-like 

changes in joint tissues even at advanced ages ( >20 weeks of age). While this absence may 
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reflect model-specific differences, it was hypothesized that degenerative changes may not be 

occurring due to the largely sedentary lifestyle of a laboratory mouse, with relatively little room 

and motivation for natural exercise. Although joint tissues, including the articular cartilage, may 

be mechanically predisposed to damage as a result of changes to their biomechanical integrity 

resulting from MPS I metabolic changes, these changes alone may not be sufficient to induce 

degenerative changes.  

 

Figure 4.6: Representative frontal knee sections stained with Safranin O and Fast Green from exercised and control 
wildtype and MPS I mice. The femur is oriented to the right of each slide. The left knee of the control MPS I mouse was 
lost during processing. “WT” denotes wildtype and “MU” denotes MPS I mice.  
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Microscopic examination of serial whole knee sections revealed a trend of higher 

Safranin O stain (which labels charged molecules such as GAGs) intensity in both MPS I 

exercised and MPS I control mice compared to their wildtype counterparts (Figure 4.6). This 

was expected in MPS I tissue in light of GAG accumulation. As the MPS I mice have increased 

Safranin O staining due to the GAG storage, it was necessary to compare changes between 

wildtype mice that ran to wildtype mice that did not run, and MPS I mice that ran to MPS I mice 

that did not run, rather than a simple wildtype run to MPS I run. Comparison of the measured 

average grey values (color density measured in ImageJ) showed decreased GAG staining in the 

lateral tibia (1.8%) and femur (1.9%) in MPS I mice that were exercised, whereas GAG staining 

in the lateral tibia and femur was increased (2.8%) in wildtype mice that were exercised (Table 

4.6). No other knee articular surface quadrants showed statistically significant changes in GAG 

staining.  

Comparison of the articular cartilage area, averaged across all sections of each knee joint 

per mouse, showed reduced articular cartilage area in the lateral tibia (16%) and increased 

articular cartilage in the medial tibia (16%) and femur (6%) in wildtype mice that ran (Table 

4.6). The MPS I mice that ran also showed reduced articular cartilage relative to control animals, 

in the lateral femur and medial tibia (12% and 19% decreased respectively) (Table 4.6). Similar 

to the GAG stain intensity results, the magnitude of change between mice that exercised 

compared to those that did not was greater in the MPS I group than the wildtype group.  
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Table 4.6: Summary of calculated GAG stain intensity (grey value) and articular cartilage area values averaged across 
serial sections of the knee joints in four areas from wildtype and MPS I mice that were exercised for 5 weeks compared to 
un-exercised controls. Lat (lateral), Med (medial), Tib (tibia), Fem (femur). The T-test p-value is shown for each 
comparison. Negative numbers indicate decreased GAG stain intensity or articular cartilage area between comparisons. 
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 Proteins which were observed to be significantly increased or decreased in the MPS I 

growth plate were then re-examined through validation in new samples using targeted 

approaches such as Western blotting, immunohistochemistry, and targeted mass spectrometric 

analysis. The primary validation of iTRAQ candidates used was a custom MRM panel for 27 

proteins of interest on freshly prepared five week mouse micro-dissected growth plate protein to 

compliment the Western blots and immunohistochemistry results. Western analysis of COMP 

and PRELP supported the iTRAQ results. MRM analysis identified six proteins which were 

significantly altered in the MPS I growth plate (Table 4.5) and validated the decreased protein 

levels identified by iTRAQ analysis for the SLRPs biglycan, fibromodulin, and PRELP. The 

MRM results also identified decreased levels of collagen I and SERPIN F1 that were not shown 
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by iTRAQ. Immunohistochemical analysis of the five week femoral head growth plate showed 

PRELP to be decreased in the MPS I femoral head growth plate (Figure 4.5), which further 

supports the decrease in PRELP protein suggested by iTRAQ and MRM. In order to examine the 

role of joint movement on the progression of arthritic disease in MPS I, and test for 

biomechanical instability in MPS I cartilage, wildtype and MPS I mice were exposed to daily 

exercise for 5 weeks. Wildtype mice that were exercised showed reduced articular cartilage area 

in the lateral tibia, and increased articular cartilage in the medial tibia and femur (Table 4.6). 

MPS I mice that were exercised also showed reduced articular cartilage, in the lateral femur and 

medial tibia, but the loss of cartilage area was greater than in for the wildtype mice (Table 4.6). 

The more extensive reduction of articular cartilage area in MPS I mice knees suggests that MPS I 

cartilage is more vulnerable to degeneration upon use in the murine model. 
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In addition to the protein studies (Chapters 4 and 5), analysis of genome-wide mRNA 

expression followed by targeted qPCR enabled comparison of mRNA and protein level for 

examination of transcriptional vs translational control of protein deregulation. By studying RNA 

and protein changes, the strategy used here facilitated greater understanding of cellular 

disruption in response to the MPS I catabolic defect. 

To further examine protein candidates identified by iTRAQ and validated by MRM 

(Table 4.4), investigation of gene expression was undertaken by both unbiased gene expression 

array and targeted quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses. While relative quantitative protein 

analyses were undertaken initially to identify changes occurring in the MPS I growth plate, it 

was critical to understand the factors responsible for the observed protein changes   – 

transcriptional, translational, or post-translational. mRNA studies were performed to explore the 

relationship of transcription to these protein changes. Despite the obvious relationship between 

DNA transcription and protein level, the two are imperfectly correlated. Previous genome-wide 

RNA and protein expression surveys estimate an average genome-wide correlation of 0.3 – 0.70 

between mRNA expression and protein translation, indicating that post-transcriptional and post-

translational regulation of proteins often has a large role in regulating protein abundance (152, 

153).  

Several platform options for genome-wide profiling of mRNA levels were available at 

the time of these studies, including RNA sequencing, oligo hybridization chips, and qPCR 

arrays. The most commonly used approach has traditionally been oligonucleotide array chips due 

to their relatively-lower cost, commercial availability, ease of use, and multiplexing capacity. 
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However large custom qPCR arrays are now capable of measuring hundreds of genes in a 

multiplex assay, making broad expression analyses increasingly possible by this approach as 

well. RNA sequencing (RNAseq), a more recently developed method that leverages the 

increasing throughput of DNA sequencing machines by directly sequencing cDNA produced 

from genomic RNA transcripts (154), and is currently the least biased genome-wide expression 

profiling option. At the time of this writing however, RNAseq was still considerably more 

expensive and involved a more complicated bioinformatic analysis compared to hybridization 

arrays. The multiplex capacity and affordability of oligonucleotide chips makes them an 

excellent primary method for discovery-phase experiments.  
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 Oligonucleotide hybridization chips are offered by several companies, including 

Affymetrix, Agilent, and Illumina, with each offering a similar a similar array product for 

mRNA expression analysis (the primary difference being the non-“gene” probes included (see 

below)). As the Illumina MouseWG-6 v2.0 chip was used here, further discussion will be 

restricted to this platform. Oligonucleotide chips are considered ‘genome-wide’ but are not truly 

comprehensive by nature of their hybridization to only predefined locus targets (155). For 

detection of mRNA expression level, RNA is amplified by reverse-transcribing into cDNA, 

which is then amplified. The cDNA is subsequently re-transcribed back into RNA in-vitro by 

priming from the poly-A sequences (156). The amplified RNA (cRNA) is then purified and 

allowed to hybridize with their complementary sequence oligonucleotide probes arrayed on a 

chip. Quantitation of cRNA hybridization to beads is measured by Cy3 fluorescent dye bound to 

streptavidin (which binds to the biotin labels that were incorporated into the cRNA during in 

vitro transcription (156)). Thus, in order to detect an mRNA, the locus it is transcribed from must 
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be known a priori so that it is represented on the array. The majority of probes in the array are 

designed from the ~30,000 annotated and confirmed loci in the RefSeq dataset, while the 

remainder are derived from predicted, un-annotated, or non-coding RNAs. The MouseWG-6 

v2.0 chip probes, for example, are derived from 26,768 coding loci, and 18,515 predicted from 

other sources (including the RIKEN FANTOM 2, UniGene, and MEEBO databases) for a total 

of 45,283 loci covered (156). While these loci cover a majority of the genome, there will be 

transcripts missing and thus unreadable by the assay. 
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Isolation of high-quality RNA is paramount to successful RNA expression studies; 

however, obtaining sufficient RNA from chondro-osseous tissues like the mouse femoral head 

growth plate was challenging, given the difficulty of tissue disruption and lysis, as well as the 

low cell number. In order to sufficiently disrupt the micro-dissected growth plates, a combination 

of TRIzol reagent and mechanical grinding was empirically found to release the most RNA from 

the cartilage. While TRIzol is generally accepted to isolate pure RNA free from DNA and 

protein contamination (157), further purification and DNase digestion was also used. The 

integrity of extracted RNA is potentially the most important factor for the success of genome-

wide expression analyses, as degradation leads to biased and erroneous hybridization and 

quantitation results. The standard measure of RNA integrity is the RNA Integrity score (RIN 

score), reported by analysis on a BioAnalyzer (Agilent) (158). A small aliquot of the RNA 

samples was used for microfluidic gel electrophoresis, and the migration of ubiquitous 18S and 

28S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) was used to assess RNA degradation (158). If there is RNA 

degradation, the 18S and 28S rRNA bands show lower intensity and more diffuse bands. Thus, 
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rRNA measurement is used as a proxy for the integrity of overall genomic RNA molecules in the 

samples. Typically a RIN score or "7.0 is required for a successful RNA expression array study. 

It was found that RNA degradation occurred during micro-dissection of the growth plate 

over the ~2min period that sections were thawed, resulting in RIN scores <7.0. This issue was 

corrected by thawing the femoral head sections under a drop of RNAlater solution (Ambion) and 

micro-dissecting the growth plate within the drop to protect the RNA from degradation. Doing so 

resulted in excellent quality RNA (RIN 7.5-8.0). It does not seem that detectable RNA 

degradation occured during femoral head collection or adherence of cryosections to slides. 
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 Validation of genome-wide expression array candidates is most commonly achieved 

through targeted analyses such as quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) of specific mRNA levels 

with high precision. qPCR is a well-established method (reviewed in (159)), providing 

quantification of transcript levels by first reverse transcribing poly-A mRNA into cDNA with 

reverse transcriptase, and then using primers for the target exonic sequence of interest to PCR 

amplify the cDNA. Detection and quantification of the amplification can be carried out using 

fluorogenic hydrolysis probes (TaqMan system, Applied Biosystems) or fluorogenic SYBR 

Green intercalation (RT2 Profiler Assay system, Qiagen) to name just two of the more frequently 

cited options (160). The primary advantage of a hydrolysis probe system is the capacity for 

multiplex reactions, allowing each single reaction solution to assay multiple targets (159), 

whereas the non-specific SYBR Green system can only quantify one target per reaction (159). 

The SYBR Green system is, however, generally lower-cost and equally sensitive.  
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Here the RT2 Profiler Array SYBR Green system from Qiagen was used. Each of the 

primer pairs designed by Qiagen was tested to ensure similar PCR efficiency (enabling multiplex 

analysis of several gene targets at once) and was shown to have minimal primer-primer dimers (a 

common problem with qPCR primer design) by melt curve analysis. The reaction solution mixes 

were all optimized for the ABI7500 (ABI) thermal cycler to reduce experimental confounding 

factors.  

The custom array included two control housekeeping genes for normalization, as well as 

a ribosomal rRNA control, PCR check control, and a test for residual genomic DNA (161). 

Selection of normalizing genes is a significant problem for qPCR analysis, as no one control will 

work well for all tissues nor be unaffected by all experimental conditions (159). Frequently 

glyceraldehyde dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and beta-actin (ACTNB) are used, given their 

ubiquitous and high expression, and these two were used here in combination in an attempt for 

accurate normalization. Relative quantification was carried out using the $$Ct method (detailed 

in (159)) after normalization to compare the MPS I and wildtype samples. 
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The Illumina chip data were interpreted by two complementary approaches: using 

Illumina’s GenomeStudio software and a custom algorithm designed in the R (162) statistical 

environment. Illumina’s software package is commonly used as it has been designed specifically 

for Illumina chip products; however, independent analysis within R allows much greater user 

manipulation and customization of analysis. GenomeStudio software focuses on strictly gene-

level analyses for identifying candidates. Because there are multiple probes for each gene on the 

chip, this approach requires averaging the quantification signal recorded for every probe 
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assigned to a gene before calculating the overall expression value. Averaging probes, however, 

may lead to imprecision if the values for certain probes for a gene are outliers or do not perform 

as expected during the analysis, as they cannot be removed manually in GenomeStudio (even if 

there is evidence suggesting it would be appropriate to remove them).  

GenomeStudio analysis utilizes an “average” normalization factor whereby the intensity 

values for all probes are scaled according to the ratio of Averagereal values:Averagevirtual values (163). 

The virtual probe values are a simulated dataset based on the distribution of probe values 

observed in the real samples that is intended to correct for non-biological variables that may 

affect probe performance (163). The Benjamini-Hochberg multiple hypothesis testing correction 

used in GenomeStudio allows for more false positives than false negatives to avoid being overly 

conservative, as this was a discovery phase experiment similar to the intent behind iTRAQ 

analysis. The DiffScore is a GenomeStudio value intended to show the magnitude and direction 

of fold-change between samples for expression of a locus. It was calculated using the Illumina 

Custom method, which assumes that probe intensity will be normally distributed between 

samples in the control and experimental groups (163). GenomeStudio then transforms the ratio of 

average intensity for each gene in sample group 1 vs. sample group 2 according to the equation 

(163): 

!"##$%&'( ! !!"!"# !"#$"%&#'!"#$%&'$()*+ ! !!"#$"%&#'!"#$%"& !"#!"!!  

(Sgn is a function returning the sign of an integer as either 1, 0, or -1, while intensity is the 

quantitation value reported from a probe on the array). According to this equation, the DiffScore 

indicates fold change of the gene between MPS I and wildtype samples as well as the p-value 

associated with that difference where: 
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DiffScore ±13 = p<0.05 
     ±20 = p<0.01 
     ±30 = p<0.001 
 

 To complement the GenomeStudio dataset, the R analysis focused on individual probes 

rather than genes. R analysis first filtered out any probes with a non-significant p-value of 

detection (>0.05) and then normalized all significant probe intensities. The full R-code used can 

be found in Appendix 1. Normalization was done by dividing each probe intensity in a sample by 

the average intensity of that probe in all samples of the Illumina experiment, and was done to 

convert all intensity values to numbers closer to 1.0, so as to avoid detection of only large fold-

change candidates.  Significant changes in probe intensity between wildtype and MPS I samples 

were identified by fitting the normalized probe intensities to a linear curve and calculating the 

slope. A positive slope indicated an increase in the MPS I samples while a negative slope 

indicated a decrease. The p-value of the difference was calculated from the tightness of fit to the 

trend line using an Empirical Bayes approach. Probe p-values were adjusted for multiple 

hypothesis testing using the limma package (164). Probes were classified as significant 

candidates if they showed a >1.5 fold change between MPS I and wildtype (to stay within the 

statistical power of the experiment as it was designed) and had an adjusted p-value <0.05. 

I"!"#7224)*/.#P(/&)(#;%%.A#-./0*0.'(,#
 

One MPS I and one wildtype pool were run in duplicate on the same chip to serve as 

technical replicates, which confirmed that technical variability was low (Table 5.1). Similarly, 

comparison of biological replicates on the chip indicated that inter-sample variation was also low 

(Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1: Average ratio of signal intensity for 15,658 genes between three biological and one technical replicates. “M” 
denotes MPS I samples while “WT” denotes wildtype samples.  

F&#3#4&2+3(B%*3&2+$%5( 8%29'&2+3(B%*3&2+$%5( )J%"+4%AN)J%"+4%M8(
A,N)J%"+4%-AGOAG0( M8,N)J%"+4%-M8GOM8G0( AGNAG( M8,NM8,(

(;\;B# B\OV# ;\B;# B\OV# ;\BV#
 

The Illumina MouseRef 6 v.2 bead array assayed probes for 45,281 genomic loci and 

included redundant probes and beads for technical error correction. Analysis of the data using 

GenomeStudio identified 15,805 transcripts in the wildtype and 15,560 transcripts in the MPS I 

five week growth plate samples (133). Most of the identified transcripts did not show significant 

differences in expression between MPS I and wildtype samples (<1.5 fold change)(133). Of the 

identified transcripts, 1077 were detected only in wildtype and 1064 only in MPS I samples 

(133).   

GenomeStudio analysis of the Illumina data identified 196 loci as significantly increased 

and 52 genes as significantly decreased (>1.5-fold and p<0.05) in the 5 week MPS I femoral 

head growth plate (14) (p<0.05 after Bonferroni multiple hypothesis correction) (Figures 5.1 

and 5.2). 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Venn diagram of Illumina expression array GenomeStudio and custom R analysis candidate intersection. 

GenomeStudio 

151 
Custom R 

231 97 
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As discussed above, GenomeStudio analyzes candidates at the gene level, while the R 

analysis I used analyzes candidates at the probe level. This complimentary R analysis identified 

239 probes as significantly increased and 79 probes as significantly decreased in the 5 week 

MPS I growth plate (>1.5-fold change, corrected p <0.05) (Figures 5.1 and 5.3). 97 genes were 

identified as significant candidates by both GenomeStudio and R analysis (20 decreased genes 

and 77 increased genes) (Figure 5.1). 

 

Table 5.2: List of GenomeStudio® candidate loci with significant DiffScores detected in only MPS I samples.(
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P`'CL# WLC\V# B\B7QW# XO\VW7#
R)>;;# ;LC\7# B\BBXQL# XX\BQ7#
GY@;BBBQCCOB# ;;7\C# B\BQXO# X7\7BC#
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot of average probe intensity per gene in MPS I (-/-) and wildtype (+/+) samples for all genes 
identified using GenomeStudio®. Those which were identified as being differentially expressed (DiffScore >13) are 
indicated in red. 

 

Figure 5.3: Scatter plot of log probe intensity per gene in MPS I (-/-) and wildtype (+/+) samples for all genes identified 
using custom R analysis. Those which were identified as being differentially expressed (adjusted p-value <0.05) are 
indicated in red. 
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 A 96 well plate array assaying 48 genes by qPCR was developed to simultaneously 

validate select candidates from the Illumina whole genome array dataset, to investigate genes of 

interest from the proteomics datasets (% in Table 3.2) and certain key genes for chondro-osseous 

development (Table 1.3) (133). Eleven genes for qPCR analysis were selected for validation 

from the Illumina array datasets (133). None of these eleven genes showed significant changes in 

mRNA concentration by qPCR, whether the genes had been selected by analysis through 

GenomeStudio or the custom R analysis. (133). However, as noted in the original publication of 

these data, “The qPCR results identified 14 transcripts as being significantly altered in the MPS I 

samples (8 increased and 4 decreased) "1.3-fold (p < 0.05 after multiple hypothesis correction) 

(Table 5.3).” (133). The statistical power of the qPCR analysis allowed the fold cut off to be 

lower (1.35 fold) than for the Illumina array analysis. Stronger weighting of significance was 

given to the qPCR results than the Illumina array results as “the qPCR experiment was more 

sensitive and appropriately powered to detect small changes in mRNA.” (133). As stated above, 

the Illumina array was intended as a discovery phase experiment to generate candidates and 

hypotheses for further study. As such, final mRNA candidates were chosen from significant 

qPCR results (Table 5.3). “It was not specifically required that the iTRAQ or MRM results show 

the same trend as the RNA results, as a priori the two need not be perfectly correlated. As some 

extracellular matrix proteins have very long half-lives, measurable changes in mRNA level may 

precede changes in protein level by a considerable amount of time.” (133)  
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Table 5.3: Summary of qPCR results for the 5 week MPS I compared to wildtype growth plate. Significant p-values are 
reported (after adjusting for multiple hypothesis testing) for the ratio (fold change) of RNA abundance in MPS 
I:wildtype. Genes indicated with a * showed consistent changes in the Illumina expression array dataset. Negative fold 
change indicated a decrease in the MPS I Samples. 
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Table 5.4: Full qPCR array results. Significant (after adjusting for multiple hypothesis testing) p-values are reported. 
Negative fold change indicated a decrease in the MPS I Samples. 
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 As the Illumina expression array results could not be validated, only genes which showed 

consistent results (trends of increase or decrease) between the qPCR data and at least one of the 

Illumina datasets (derived by GenomeStudio or R) were considered strong RNA candidates 

(Table 5.3, full results in Table 5.4). As the qPCR data set was the most sensitive and 

appropriately powered RNA experiment used here, candidates had to first be significant within 
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the qPCR dataset. In all cases where iTRAQ data were available for these candidate genes, the 

trend of change in MPS I samples was conserved across RNA and protein levels (Table 5.5). 

 

Table 5.5: RNA expression analysis candidates consistent between analyses. Negative fold change indicated a decrease in 
the MPS I Samples. 
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 To to explore the relationship of transcription to the protein candidates identified by 

iTRAQ and validated by MRM (Table 4.4), investigation of gene expression was undertaken by 

both unbiased gene expression array and targeted quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses. The 

Illumina MouseWG-6 v2.0 chip was used to measure transcriptome-wide expression of mRNA, 

and identified 15,805 transcripts in the wildtype and 15,560 transcripts in the MPS I five week 

growth plate samples. Two complimentary data analysis options were used to interrogate the 

Illumina chip data – GenomeStudio and a custom R script. GenomeStudio analysis of the 

Illumina data identified 196 loci as significantly increased and 52 genes as significantly 

decreased in the 5 week MPS I femoral head growth plate  (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). R analysis 

identified 239 probes as significantly increased and 79 probes as significantly decreased in the 5 

week MPS I growth plate (Figures 5.1 and 5.3). A 96 well plate array assaying 48 genes by 
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qPCR was developed to simultaneously validate eleven candidates from the Illumina chip 

dataset, and to investigate genes of interest from the proteomics datasets (% in Table 3.2) and key 

genes for chondro-osseous development (Table 1.3). None of the eleven candidates were 

validated by the qPCR panel, however it identified 14 transcripts as being significantly altered in 

the MPS I samples (8 increased and 4 decreased) (Table 5.3). Genes which showed consistent 

trends of increase or decrease between the qPCR data and at least one of the Illumina datasets 

(derived by GenomeStudio or R) were considered RNA candidates. By these criteria, seven 

mRNAs were identified as being significantly altered in the MPS I murine model growth plate 

(Table 5.5). 
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This dissertation is an unprecedented description of early pathogenic mechanisms for 

chondro-osseous disease in MPS I discovered through unbiased proteomic and transcriptomic 

techniques. These approaches identified six proteins (Table 4.5) and fourteen mRNAs (Table 

5.3) that were significantly deregulated in the MPS I murine model femoral head growth plate 

cartilage. The proteins and mRNAs identified are key constituents or regulators of the 

extracellular matrix, each vital for the normal structural integrity of connective tissue.  The early 

alterations of extracellular matrix proteins in MPS I suggests that biomechanical changes to 

chondro-osseous tissue function likely represent very early events in the pathogenesis of disease.  

These observations evoke a “biomechanical failure model” for skeletal and connective tissue 

disease in the MPSs. (Figures 6.1 and 6.2).  The model predicts that early pathogenic changes 

set the stage for later disease by establishment of tissues that are prone to biomechanical failure. 

Under mechanical loading, these compromised tissues activate multiple pathways of 

degeneration (e.g., inflammation), which subsequently lead to further damage. An increasingly 

complex network of early and late pathogenic cascades culminates in profound damage to 

compromised tissues and irreversible disability (Figure 6.2). Thus, this biomechanical failure 

model can accommodate later disease pathways that have been previously identified in other 

studies. This model implies that complex pathways, secondary to the primary catabolic defect in 

the MPSs, will be contributors to disease pathogenesis and the recalcitrance of chondro-osseous 

disease to therapy.  
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Figure 6.1: Hypothetical chronology and relationships between chondro-osseous metabolic activities and pathogenic 
changes in the MPSs. Speculative disease mechanisms related to broad clinical phenotypic features are indicated in the 
red circles. 
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Figure 6.2: The biomechanical failure model describes 3 contiguous phases of chondro-osseous pathogenic progression 
(Setup, Establishment, and Culmination) potentially beginning in early prenatal development and progressing through to 
maturity. The primary defect of GAG catabolism creates a cellular environment that enables establishment of a 
biomechanically-compromised tissue, which together culminate in degenerative changes to these tissues with increasing 
disability. The complexity of cellular pathogenic changes will initially be low, beginning with the primary GAG catabolic 
defect, but increase rapidly with time culminating in a very complex network (illustrated by the hypothetical networks 
shown) of pathogenic cascades that will be difficult to impact with therapeutics. 

 
Importantly, the biomechanical failure model implies that therapeutic intervention 

directed towards the primary metabolic block and applied during later phases of disease may 

stabilize disease but would be unlikely to reverse damage and re-establish extracellular matrix 
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function. As later stage disease is characterized by activation of multiple pathogenic pathways, 

multiple therapeutics would be required to effectively address late chondro-osseous disease. 

According to this model, earlier stages of disease are less complex and potentially more efficient 

therapeutic targets.  

N"6"8"#>*&)(+G./*+.2#3.*24%(#B&0(2V#@*/W*/Q#'G(#D.'G&Q(/(,*,#&?#B$5#,W(2('.2#
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The hypothesis that alterations of the extracellular matrix occurring early in the natural 

history of disease lead to biomechanical failure of chondro-osseous tissue in the MPSs is 

strengthened by observations in other kinds of arthritis and genetic skeletal dysplasias.  

Extensive studies have demonstrated that these diseases have similar mechanisms of 

pathogenesis involving early biomechanical failure. OA is a late-onset multifactorial disease 

characterized by stages of articular cartilage degeneration, pain and inflammation of the joints, 

and structural changes in the subchondral bone. A clear genetic and epigenetic predisposition to 

development of OA is emerging, with the identification of several risk loci and genes – hypoxia-

inducible factor-2& (HIF-2&), matrix metalloproteinase 13 (MMP13), discoidin domain receptor 

(DDR-2), syndecan 4, TGF', the alarmins S100A8 and A9,miRNA9, miRNA98, 

hypomethylated receptor activator of nuclear factor (B ligand (RANKL), osteoprotegrin (OPG), 

and the rs143383 allele of the growth and differentiation factor 5 (GDF5) locus (23, 165, 166) as 

examples. Manifestations of OA typically involve the interplay of numerous genetic and 

environmental factors (injury, for example, is often a major environmental contributor (167)), 

which over time lead to articular cartilage structural changes and degeneration (168). Genetic 

and environmental factors are interconnected such that mechanical loading impacts the metabolic 

state and proteinaceous content of cartilage and bone through induction of A Disintegrin And 

Metalloproteinase with Thrombospondin Motifs (ADAMTS), and matrix metalloproteinase 
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(MMP) expression leading to structural extracellular matrix changes related to aggrecan and 

collagen proteolysis (169, 170). 

 There are currently more than 180 skeletal dysplasias described (of which the MPSs are a 

major subset (171)) with a similar number of identified underlying genes. Many skeletal 

dysplasias are monogenic (172), indicating that the developing growth plate is very sensitive to 

changes in even a single protein component of the diverse network of structural and signalling 

components. For example, mutations in cartilage oligomeric protein or matrillin 3 can lead to 

both pseudoachondroplasia and multiple epiphyseal dysplasia, which present with skeletal 

dysplasia, tendon laxity, and early-onset OA (173). The diverse phenotypic effects of cartilage 

oligomeric protein or matrillin 3 are one example of how extracellular matrix protein changes 

(such as the ones described in this dissertation) can lead to broad chondro-osseous disease. This 

example also demonstrates mechanical and biochemical interdependence between bone and 

cartilage; where changes in bone structure can destabilize the joint and erode articular cartilage 

over time. The phenotype of many skeletal dysplasias also includes arthropathy as a result of 

changes in subchondral bone structure, which shifts loading on the articular surface (167) (172). 

Dysostosis multiplex and joint malalignment will similarly be contributing factors of arthropathy 

in the MPSs by altering gait and shifting zones of pressure loading within joints.  
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The following section contains information published in a research journal (133). 
  

I have shown reduction of several SLRP family members, including biglycan, 

fibromodulin, and proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein (PRELP), in the five-

week MPS I murine model growth plate. I have also shown reduction of collagen I and SERPIN 
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F1. Based on the known biological roles of these proteins (discussed below), their involvement 

in MPS I supports the biomechanical failure model. 

The involvement of the SLRPs in MPS I pathogenesis suggested by this dissertation is 

novel and intriguing. Biglycan, fibromodulin, and PRELP have been demonstrated as important 

for cartilage development and function. These proteins are classified as ‘matricellular proteins,’ 

describing their functional role as regulating both structural integrity and signalling activity of 

the extracellular matrix during development and repair (174). Matricellular proteins have been 

shown to regulate extracellular matrix organization, adhesion, cellular proliferation, and growth 

factor sequestration (primarily bone morphogenic protein (BMP) and transforming growth factor 

beta (TGF') ligands). Biglycan and fibromodulin have been shown to bind to and modulate 

signalling of BMP2, BMP4, TLR4, TGF', TGF'2, TGF'3, and wingless integration (Wnt) 

ligands (143, 144, 145, 146, 147).  Binding of these ligands occurs through both the GAG chains 

of biglycan and fibromodulin (175), as well as by interaction with the core proteins (147), to 

enable sequestration of the ligands in the extracellular matrix (176).  

The relevance of the SLRPs to pathogenesis of chondro-osseous disease in MPS I is 

strengthened by studies of genetic knockout models demonstrating that lack of biglycan and 

fribromodulin leads to age-dependant cartilage mechanical failure and osteoarthritis (177) (178) 

(179). Furthermore, as biglycan is able to modulate the signalling activity of BMPs controlling 

osteoclast development, this protein is clearly important for bone mineralization (143). It has 

also been shown to induce osteogenic factors through toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) in aortic valve 

interstitial cells, which is thought to explain cardiac valvular calcification leading to aortic valve 

stenosis (180). Studies of biglycan and fibromodulin knockout mouse models have also shown 

disruption of collagen I and II fibrils in tendon and bone, resulting in joint destabilization and 
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osteoarthritis (181, 182), indicating a role for the SLRPs in collagen regulation. PRELP is 

another SLRP that has been shown to interact directly with collagen I and II fibrils, although the 

importance of this binding is not yet clear (183). It has been suggested that PRELP binding to 

collagen I and II promotes structural integrity through its co-binding of perlecan (183). PRELP 

has also been shown serve a chondroprotective role through inhibition of innate immune-

mediated cartilage degradation, where PRELP binds to and inhibits complement factor 9 and 

NFkB (184). The NFkB inhibitory activity of PRELP also inhibits osteoclast resorption of bone 

(185). 

Decreased collagen type I and SERPIN F1 protein in the MPS I growth plate likely has 

structural implications. Collagen type I is the primary structural scaffold of mature bone (>90% 

of the organic mass). The importance of collagen I to structural integrity is shown through 

genetic deficiency of collagen I leading to skeletal dysplasias such as Caffey disease, Ehlers-

Danlos syndrome, and osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) type VI (35, 36, 37). Mutation of the 

SERPINF1 locus in humans has been shown to cause OI type VI as well, though this mechanism 

is not directly related to defective collagen processing (186) as might have been expected. The 

effects of collagen I and SERPIN F1 deficiency in MPS I shown in this dissertation may be 

compounded by the effects of deficient biglycan, fibromodulin, and PRELP (given their roles in 

the collagen network as well).  

The structural integrity of the extracellular matrix may also be compromised in MPS I 

through increased ADAMTS4, MMP3, and decreased collagen IX expression shown by qPCR. 

ADAMTS4 promotes articular cartilage degradation though cleavage of the aggrecan protein 

leading to structural fragility and osteoarthritis (187). MMP3 is also known to cleave aggrecan, 

as well as decorin, and perlecan (188, 189). MMP3 has also been proposed as a prognostic serum 
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biomarker of arthritis in mouse models and humans (190). Collagen IX has been identified as a 

genetic risk factor of osteoarthritis based on genetic knockout of collagen IX, leading to late-

onset articular cartilage degeneration (191), and based on human linkage studies identifying 

alleles of the COL9A1 locus as predisposition factors to osteoarthritis (192, 193). 

 The proteomic and transcriptomic studies described by this dissertation suggest that 

cellular changes occur in the MPS I murine model femoral head growth plate as early as five 

weeks of age. Proteomic studies of the three week growth plate cartilage did not reveal a 

significant disruption of protein homeostasis, unlike at the five week time point (section 3.5.). 

This does not indicate that changes are not happening prior to five weeks of age, but rather that 

such changes may be more subtle and challenging to detect with the experimental approaches 

used here. While subtle changes in mRNA expression can generally be more readily detected 

than protein changes, it is not yet clear whether the most proximate pathogenic mechanisms 

begin at the transcriptional, translational, or protein level based solely on these studies. The 

changes discussed above represent the earliest observed to occur in response to the MPS I 

catabolic defect so far. 

In the context of previous studies of MPS chondro-osseous disease, inflammation has 

been well defined and clearly has a role in late disease degeneration (94, 195, 196). The studies 

in this dissertation showed no evidence of inflammatory pathway activation early in disease 

natural history. However, the biomechanical failure model describes how early extracellular 

matrix changes, such as those demonstrated by this dissertation, can lead to inflammation and 

other late pathological changes. Late-stage mechanisms occur in response to damaged chondro-

osseous tissues, which were predisposed to damage beginning from an early age as a result of 

key extracellular matrix functional protein deregulation, such as those described in Table 3.2. 
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 Quantitative protein analyses were undertaken initially to identify changes occurring in 

the MPS I growth plate. In order to understand the factors responsible for the resulting protein 

changes, mRNA studies were used. Despite the obvious relationship between DNA transcription 

and protein level, the two are imperfectly correlated. Genome wide RNA and protein expression 

surveys have estimated an average genome-wide correlation of 0.3 – 0.70 between mRNA 

expression and protein translation, indicating that post-transcriptional regulation of proteins often 

has a large role in regulating protein abundance (151, 152). In this dissertation, mRNA 

candidates discovered by transcriptomic analysis (validated by qPCR) were compared and 

contrasted to protein candidates identified by proteomic analysis (validated by MRM). Five 

proteins identified as being significantly decreased in the 5 week MPS I growth plate were also 

identified as having significantly lower mRNA expression (Table 5.3). None of the other 

proteins in Table 3.2 showed similar correlation of significantly changing protein and mRNA 

levels. It is not clear why chondroadherin, collagen IX, collagen II, and PRELP would show 

coordinate down-regulation of mRNA and protein level, while other candidates did not show 

this. The effect which small changes in mRNA levels will have on the corresponding protein 

level is difficult to predict. What effect those protein changes may have on cellular physiology is 

also challenging to define. For example, it is difficult to predict whether a 1.5-fold or lower 

change in mRNA (as reported in Tables 4.5 and 5.5) would have a biologically relevant impact 

on proteins in vivo. In cases of lowly-expressed genes, smaller fold changes are expected to have 

a larger impact. In the data analysis of this dissertation, a fold-change cut-off of ± 1.3 for 

significant mRNA candidates was used to remain within the statistical power of detection of the 

qPCR array experiment. Combined with the required additional support of the genome-wide 
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expression array data, the candidates in Table 5.5 are high confidence, though further studies 

will be required to elucidate their biological implications. In the case of chondroadherin, 

hyaluronan and proteoglycan link protein 4, collagen IX, PRELP, and collagen II genes, the 

protein data indicated that changes as low as a 1.3-fold decrease in mRNA did lead to a 

significant and measurable decrease in protein level (Table 5.5). With the exception of collagen 

type II, which is among the most highly expressed genes in cartilage, these proteins are 

expressed at a relatively low level, which may contribute to these low fold-changes leading to 

measurable changes in protein. 

 Although ADAMTS4 and MMP3 mRNAs were shown to be significantly increased in 

the MPS I growth plate (discussed in section 6.1.2.), their common cleavage substrate, aggrecan 

protein, was not shown to be decreased in the growth plate by proteomic techniques. It is not yet 

clear if a modest increase in ADAMTS4 and MMP3 mRNA would immediately lead to aggrecan 

depletion. It is also not known if MMP3/ADAMTS4 mediated aggrecan depletion would be a 

mechanism more active in the articular cartilage than in the growth plate cartilage. I propose (in 

line with the biomechanical failure model) “that gradual weakening of extracellular matrix 

biomechanical integrity through diminishing aggrecan and extracellular matrix proteins 

contributes to cartilage biomechanical instability over time.” (133). 
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The objectives of this dissertation were to 1) identify candidate protein changes in the 

MPS I mouse model growth plate which may drive or contribute to chondro-osseous disease, 2) 

validate candidate protein changes and characterize functional implications, and 3) understand 

the mechanisms relating observed changes to the MPS I chondro-osseous phenotype. The studies 

described within this dissertation have resulted in the identification of six proteins and 14 
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mRNAs that were significantly deregulated in the five week murine MPS I femoral head growth 

plate. These results led to development of the biomechanical failure model as an explanation of 

chondro-osseous disease in MPS I (section 6.1.2.). The outcome of this dissertation would 

suggest that further studies examining joint stability and biomechanical properties should be 

performed.  

The techniques used to discover candidates (i.e., iTRAQ proteomic and Illumina 

transcriptomic analyses) have inherent limitations. For example, as discussed in section 2.1.2. 

not all proteins can be identified by a single experiment, nor can all identified proteins be 

accurately quantitated. This also applies to identification and relative quantitation of mRNA 

candidates. These broad approaches were used as discovery phase experiments, and successfully 

suggested candidates for further study. Proteins and mRNAs not identified in this dissertation 

may also be relevant candidates and factors in early pathogenesis of MPS I chondro-osseous 

disease. Replication of these studies may identify new candidates, particularly if different 

experimental approaches are utilized. This may also be facilitated through the MRM assay to 

study these proteins of interest in other models, ages, and tissues. 

The primary tissue studied in this dissertation was the femoral head growth plate. This 

tissue was selected as the most feasible source of pure cartilage tissue from the mouse, and also 

represents other hyaline cartilages in the body (including articular cartilage, tracheal rings, 

intervertebral discs, and knee menisci). The developmental origins of these tissues are similar, 

though their ultimate roles differ. The chondrocytes in the growth plate are rapidly proliferative 

to enable bone growth, while articular cartilage chondrocytes proliferate very little, to name one 

example of these differences. I propose that candidates and putative mechanisms discovered in 

the growth plate will be relevant in describing pathology occurring the articular cartilage 
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(relating to the osteoarthritic phenotype in MPS I patients). Specific studies of these candidates 

in other chondro-osseous tissues (such as articular cartilage) will be required to assess this 

possibility. I furthermore propose that these candidates and mechanisms are applicable to 

chondro-osseous disease in the other MPSs, which will similarly require specific future studies in 

animal models and patients of the other MPSs.  

Functional examination of in vivo chondro-osseous tissues is needed to test the 

biomechanical failure model suggested by this dissertation. Functional testing (especially of the 

articular cartilage) is required to extrapolate results obtained in the growth plate cartilage to other 

chondro-osseous tissues. To address the need for functional testing, a small cohort of mice was 

made to run daily for five weeks. Analysis of whole knee joints from these mice showed that 

MPS I mice which ran lost 19% more articular cartilage volume and had 1.47-fold more GAG 

staining compared to wild type mice (section 4.5.). These results suggest that the articular 

cartilage in MPS I mice is biomechanically compromised and susceptible to degenerative 

changes.  This preliminary functional testing of the biomechanical failure model suggested that 

the MPS I murine joint is predisposed to arthritic damage upon use. Longer studies should be 

undertaken to ascertain the predisposition of MPS I articular cartilage to damage. Chronological 

examination of the pathologic changes occurring in the MPS I joint would also help to strengthen 

the model; especially since this type of chronological examination has never been done. 

While the direct link between deregulation of biglycan, type I collagen, fibromodulin, 

lactotransferrin, proline/arginine-rich end leucine-rich repeat protein (PRELP), and SERPINF1 

to defective GAG catabolism remains unclear, studies of how these proteins respond to 

therapeutic intervention (ERT and/or HSCT) in the murine model would be beneficial to support 

the role of these candidates in disease pathogenesis. Such therapeutic studies could also begin to 
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suggest the relevance of these candidates as biomarkers of chondro-osseous disease in MPS I. 

Those studies may also provide a more direct rationale for early initiation of therapeutic 

intervention, as the very early changes described in this dissertation suggest logical rationale for 

earlier intervention. 

The early disruption of extracellular matrix proteins may be indicative of potential 

biomarkers reflective of extracellular matrix maintenance. Only one protein biomarker of MPS I 

has been successfully translated from an animal model to patients in the clinic (the heparin 

cofactor-II-thrombin complex). Biglycan, type I collagen, fibromodulin, lactotransferrin, PRELP, 

and SERPINF1 may represent further potential biomarkers as discussed in 4.2.2., although 

human serum studies of these proteins in MPS I have not been done. Examination of these 

proteins in the human patient population may support their validity as biomarkers, and clarify the 

potential differences between chondro-osseous disease mechanisms in the murine model and 

human patients. 
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This dissertation has shown that early events in the pathogenesis of bone and joint disease 

in MPS I involve alterations in extracellular matrix components, which I suggest leads to altered 

cartilage biomechanical properties. The early pathogenic changes revealed by the experiments in 

this dissertation and the biomechanical failure model that is evoked lead the conceptualization of 

MPS I pathogenesis away from a storage-centric model. Rather than GAG accumulation directly 

driving disease, modest changes in key extracellular matrix components occurring very early in 

disease natural history may set the stage for biomechanical failure and degeneration later in life. 

The clinical features of the MPSs have traditionally been explained solely by considering the 

direct effect of GAG accumulation i.e., “classical storage diseases”.  However, the data here 
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shows that it is more likely that the diverse presentations of the MPSs and other lysosomal 

diseases have complex underlying pathogenic mechanisms that are downstream and nonlinearly-

related to the primary catabolic defect (i.e., the relationship between one or more pathogenic 

mechanisms may not be directly downstream of GAG catabolism or GAG accumulation). 

Previous studies of chondro-osseous disease in the MPSs have concentrated on examining late 

time points in disease natural history and have identified secondary mechanisms acting in the 

MPSs (described in section 1.6. including oxidative stress, collagen fibril disorganization 

chondrocyte proliferation, inflammation, bone remodelling, and ossification). These studies 

represent the beginning of a shift in how “storage disorders” are conceptualized and describe the 

end results of the biomechanical failure model. The biomechanical failure model provides an 

explanation of the events preceding these mechanisms and further supports the shift in storage 

disorder conceptualization. 

Although the mechanisms by which the primary disruption of GAG catabolism in MPS I 

lead to secondary extracellular matrix alterations described by this dissertation are not yet clear, 

the implications of these findings are profound.  The mechanisms noted here would provide a 

potential explanation for the observation that current enzyme replacement strategies, via either 

intravenous ERT or hematopoietic stem cell transplant in MPS I, have a limited impact on 

chondro-osseous disease because the changes begin earlier than previously thought.  

Furthermore, these data suggest stronger rationale for early therapeutic intervention in patients. 

The overlap of chondro-osseous phenotypes between the MPSs suggests shared underlying 

pathogenic mechanisms, making the pathogenic changes discovered here and the biomechanical 

failure model relevant to understanding chondro-osseous disease more broadly in the MPSs. 
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Although the MPSs are monogenic, this dissertation suggests that the mechanisms underlying 

their pathogenesis are numerous and multifactorial. 
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;DD(/0*M#6#Y#:#-&0(#?&%#7224)*/.#;%%.A#;/.2A,*,#
 
library(limma) 
library(gplots) 
 
 
#### without any filtering etc, just naive data 
### Work with P-values detection, delete >0.5 
 
IamHere<-paste("") 
DataHere<-paste(IamHere,sep="") 
Samples<-
c("X6903016064_A.AVG_Signal","X6903016064_B.AVG_Signal","X6903016064_C.AVG_Si
gnal","X6903016064_D.AVG_Signal","X6903016064_E.AVG_Signal","X6903016064_F.AVG
_Signal") 
setwd(DataHere) 
ReadNames<-as.matrix(read.table("Samples_Probes.txt",nrow=1,header=T,fill=T,sep="\t")) 
 
toReadPval<-which(colnames(ReadNames)%in%Samples)+1 
toReadExp<-which(colnames(ReadNames)%in%Samples) 
toReadPr<-which(colnames(ReadNames)%in%"PROBE_ID") 
toReadSym<-which(colnames(ReadNames)%in%"SYMBOL") 
toRead<-c(toReadPr,toReadExp,toReadSym) 
 
ReadTable<-read.columns("Samples_Probes.txt", required.col=toReadPval) 
dim(ReadTable) ##45283 x 6 
 
d1<-which(ReadTable[,1]>0.05) 
d2<-which(ReadTable[,2]>0.05) 
d3<-which(ReadTable[,3]>0.05) 
d4<-which(ReadTable[,4]>0.05) 
d5<-which(ReadTable[,5]>0.05) 
d6<-which(ReadTable[,6]>0.05) 
del<-unique(c(d1,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6)) 
length(del) ##26927 
 
ReadTable<-read.columns("Samples_Probes.txt", required.col=toRead) 
ReadTable<-ReadTable[-del,] 
dim(ReadTable)## 18356 
 
 
M1="6903016064_A.AVG_Signal" 
M2a="6903016064_B.AVG_Signal" 
M2b="6903016064_C.AVG_Signal" 
WT1a="6903016064_D.AVG_Signal" 
WT1b="6903016064_E.AVG_Signal" 
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WT2="6903016064_F.AVG_Signal" 
 
nSamples<-
c("6903016064_A.AVG_Signal","6903016064_B.AVG_Signal","6903016064_C.AVG_Signal",
"6903016064_D.AVG_Signal","6903016064_E.AVG_Signal","6903016064_F.AVG_Signal") 
 
Notations<-c("M1","M2a","M2b","WT1a","WT1b","WT2") 
need=array() 
 
for(i in 1:length(nSamples)){ 
 
 need[i]<-which(colnames(ReadTable)==nSamples[i]) 
 
} 
 
Data<-ReadTable[,need] 
SYMBOL<-as.matrix(ReadTable[,which(colnames(ReadTable)=="SYMBOL")]) 
DataN<-cbind(Data,SYMBOL) 
colnames(DataN)<-c(Notations,"SYMBOL") 
 
rownames(Data)<-c(1:dim(Data)[1]) 
 
 
DataN[which(DataN[,7]%in%"Ehd1"),] ###<---------------------------------- 
Tt<-as.matrix(DataN[,1:6]) 
CutMatn<-Tt 
M<-rowMeans(Tt) 
for(i in 1:dim(DataN)[1]){ 
CutMatn[i,]<-Tt[i,]/M[i] 
print(i) 
} 
 
Data<-as.matrix(CutMatn) 
 
############################# 
y<-c(1,1,1,0,0,0) 
pv=array() 
for(i in 1:dim(Data)[1]){ 
x<-Data[i,] 
fit<-glm(y~x) 
pv[i] <- summary(fit)$coef[, "Pr(>|t|)"][2] 
print(i) 
} 
 
ind<-which(pv<0.05) ## you can change this value, pv is a vector of p-values 
length(ind) ## N of samples 
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genes<-unique(as.matrix(DataN[ind,7])) 
length(genes) ## N of genes 
write(sort(genes),paste(IamHere,"ResultingGenes.txt",sep="")) ## 
 
####################################################### 
 
length(DataN[which(DataN[,7]%in%genes),7]) ##  - all the possible copies 
 
MatWithAllPossibleCopiesOfGoodGenes<-DataN[which(DataN[,7]%in%genes),] ## matrix of 
all samples which has the same name as our chosen differently regulated genes 
 
pdf(paste(IamHere,"Result.pdf",sep="")) ##  
 
MatrixToPlot<-as.matrix(DataN[which(DataN[,7]%in%genes),1:6]) ## matrix to plot 
RowNames<-as.matrix(DataN[which(DataN[,7]%in%genes),7]) ## names of the rows 
heatmap(MatrixToPlot,cexRow=0.3,labRow=RowNames) 
 
dev.off() ##  
 
####################################################### 
 
ReadJon<-as.matrix(read.table(paste(DataHere,"Result.txt",sep=""))) 
dim(ReadJon) ##520 
 
length(which(genes%in%ReadJon)) ## N of genes in new result which are in Illumina result 
 
no<-unique(ReadJon[which(ReadJon%in%genes==F)]) ## genes from Illumina which are not in 
new result 
length(no) ## 
 
################################################ 
 
ClustM<-as.matrix(DataN[ind,1:6]) 
rownames(ClustM)<-as.matrix(DataN[ind,7]) ##  
d<-dist(ClustM, method = "euclidean") ## you can change method to "euclidean", "maximum", 
"manhattan", "canberra", "binary" or "minkowski" 
hc<-hclust(d, method = "complete", members=NULL) ## you can change method to "ward", 
"single", "complete", "average", "mcquitty", "median" or "centroid". I am usually use average 
 
pdf(paste(IamHere,"ResultCluster2.pdf",sep="")) ##  
plot(hc,cex=0.25,main="Corrected Genes",xlab="X parameters genes") ## cex means size of 
letters in the plot 
dev.off() ##  
 
####### 
ResultingMatrix<-as.matrix(Data[ind,1:6]) 
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ResultingMatrixGenes<-as.matrix(DataN[ind,7]) 
mean1=array() 
mean2=array() 
for(i in 1:dim(ResultingMatrix)[1]){ 
 mean1[i]<-mean(ResultingMatrix[i,1:3]) 
 mean2[i]<-mean(ResultingMatrix[i,4:6]) 
} 
 
M.up_WT.down<-unique(ResultingMatrixGenes[which(mean1>=mean2)]) 
M.down_WT.up<-unique(ResultingMatrixGenes[which(mean1<mean2)]) 
 
M.up_WT.down[M.up_WT.down%in%M.down_WT.up] 
 
write(sort(M.up_WT.down),paste(IamHere,"M_up.txt",sep="")) ##  
write(sort(M.down_WT.up),paste(IamHere,"M_down.txt",sep="")) ## 
 
 
##################################################################### 
##  
 
fit <- lmFit(Data,design=design.matrix) 
fit1  <- contrasts.fit(fit,contrasts=contrast.matrix) 
fit1  <- eBayes(fit1) 
 
th=0.05 ## threshold 
 
 
Fit1<-topTable(fit1, coef=1,number=dim(fit1)[1]) 
length(which(Fit1[,which(colnames(Fit1)=="adj.P.Val")]<th)) #  
 
pdf(paste(IamHere, "C_I.pdf")) 
p.v.a<-Fit1[,6] 
plot(p.v.a, cex=0.2,xlab="Genes",ylab="p-values") 
lines(c(0,(length(p.v.a)+1)),c(0.05,0.05),lty="dashed") 
 
dev.off() 
 
Fit_cut1<-Fit1[which(Fit1[,which(colnames(Fit1)=="adj.P.Val")]<th),] 
 
 
i1<-which(DataN[,7]%in%"Ehd1") ## <--------------------------- 
Fit1[which(Fit1[,1]%in%i1),] ## <-------------------------------- 
 
 
dim(Fit_cut1) ## 
indTOtake<-Fit_cut1[,1] 
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MatCut<-DataN[as.numeric(indTOtake),] ## Good matrix 
dim(MatCut) ##  
genes<-unique(as.matrix(MatCut[,7])) 
length(genes) ## 
 
p.val.ad<-which(colnames(Fit1)=="adj.P.Val") 
 
means.Mutant<-rowMeans(resMatCut[,1:3]) 
means.WT<-rowMeans(resMatCut[,4:6])  
adj.p.val<-Fit_cut1[,p.val.ad] 
Ratio<-means.Mutant/means.WT 
  
resMatCut <-cbind(MatCut,adj.p.val,means.Mutant,means.WT,Ratio) 
 
write(sort(genes),paste(IamHere,"result2_removeP-values.txt",sep="")) 
 
 
pdf(paste(IamHere,"Result_new.pdf",sep="")) ##  
 
MatrixToPlot<-as.matrix(MatCut[which(MatCut[,7]%in%genes),1:6]) ## matrix to plot 
RowNames<-as.matrix(MatCut[which(MatCut[,7]%in%genes),7]) ## names of the rows 
heatmap(MatrixToPlot,Rowv=NA,Colv=NA, cexRow=0.3,labRow=RowNames) 
 
dev.off() ## use this always after pdf() function 
 
 
 
write.table(resMatCut,paste(IamHere,"Expressionts_Genes_p-
val_Table.txt",sep=""),row.names=F) 
 
JonathanList<-as.matrix(read.table(paste(IamHere,"JonathanList.txt",sep=""),header=T)) 
write.table(List[which(List%in%as.matrix(MatCut)[,7])],paste(IamHere,"OverlappingGenes.txt",
sep=""),row.names=F,col.names=F) 
### clustering  
 
ClustNew<-as.matrix(MatCut[,1:6]) 
rownames(ClustNew)<-as.matrix(MatCut[,7]) 
d<-dist(ClustNew, method = "euclidean") 
hc<-hclust(d, method = "complete", members=NULL) 
plot(hc) 
 
pdf(paste(IamHere,"ResultCluster22.pdf",sep="")) ##  
plot(hc,cex=0.2,main="Bayes Corrected Genes",xlab="X parameters genes") ## 
dev.off() ##  
 
### up-down regulated 
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ResultingMatrix.2<-as.matrix(MatCut[,1:6]) 
ResultingMatrixGenes.2<-as.matrix(MatCut[,7]) 
mean1.2=array() 
mean2.2=array() 
for(i in 1:dim(ResultingMatrix.2)[1]){ 
 mean1.2[i]<-mean(ResultingMatrix.2[i,1:3]) 
 mean2.2[i]<-mean(ResultingMatrix.2[i,4:6]) 
} 
 
M.up_WT.down.2<-unique(ResultingMatrixGenes.2[which(mean1.2>=mean2.2)]) 
M.down_WT.up.2<-unique(ResultingMatrixGenes.2[which(mean1.2<mean2.2)]) 
 
M.up_WT.down.2 ## mutant up - WT down 
M.down_WT.up.2 ## WT up , mutant down 
 
write(sort(M.up_WT.down.2),paste(IamHere,"M_up2.txt",sep="")) ## 
write(sort(M.down_WT.up.2),paste(IamHere,"M_down2.txt",sep="")) ##  
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